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ABSTRACT

This thesis is primarily experimental and describes the first triaxial

equipment and procedures used at the University of Manitoba for testing a dense

sand/clay mixture (buffer) at temperatures of 26"C,65oC and 100'c.

Three hypotheses are posed in this thesis: (1) buffer responds ø elevated

temperature in a way simila¡ to lower plasticity clays; (2) a simple macroscopic

model can be used to describe the compression and shear response of buffer to

rcmperature; and (3) the concept of effective s¡ess applies to buffer at elevated

rcmperature. The first two hypotheses are proved in this thesis' The thfud

hypothesis has been discussed by another ¡esearcher (Yarechewski 1993)'

A simple isothermal (pseudo-elastic) macroscopic model of maærial behavior

at elevated temperatures is developed. A more complex thermo-elasto-plastic model

is also developed a¡rd calibrated. Validation of the models is beyond the scope of

this thesis. Reference to 'a model' is intended to mean a generic qualitative

model with elements specific to buffer. These elements are discussed

quantitåtively and a¡e: isothermal curved critical state (CS) envelopes; isothermal

Hvorslev zurfaces; isothermal yield loci; isothermal hardening laws; and multiple

nested st¿te boundary zurfaces (SBS). A new pore pressure parameter n* which

describes anisotropy is developed based on the classical pafameters A and B' A

method has been developed for determining the yield stresses during undrained shea¡

from pore pressure response. A volumetic thermal expansion coefficient' Fo' for

the soil skeleron is calculated using concepts from Mitchell (1977), Agar (1984)

and Kosar (1989).

Buffer undergoes thermo-plastic sfaining (compression) during heating and

shows anisonopic elastic behavior in shear at elevated temperature' Peak shear

strength from individual tests at elevated temperature is lower than ^Í 
room

þmperature, yet the peak shear strength envelope at elevated temperature is higher



ü

than at room temperature. The critical state strength envelope in q,p'-space is

curved. This curvature, particularly at low mean effective stresses is gteater at

elevaæd temperatures and this indicates a linkage to r-lines in

V,ln(p')-compression space which have slopes dependent on temperature. The yield

locus of buffer 'shrinks' during drained heating. The pseudo-elastic moduli are

greater at elevated temperature than at room temperature. Hardening laws

applicable to buffer use separate parallel lines in semiJogarithmic compression

space for each temperature. Buffer pore water undergoes thermal expansion and the

soil skeleton undergoes thermal compression rezulting in expulsion of water from

the specimens.
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\tz
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TEP Thermo-Elasto-Plastic

THE Thermo-HyPerElastic

THO Thermo-HyPOelastic

THERMThermistor

TRDC9 Triaxial Rubber Dummy compression test number 9

u Pore water Pressure

ro Back pressure

u, Pore water pressure at failure = (tro* uoo,

V
cf

voccf

VTAcf

)lz

u Pore water pressure at the top of a specimen
10p

uoo, Pore water pressure at the bottom of a specimen

URL Unload-Reload Line

V Specific volume of soil in total

V Volume

V. Clay speciflrc volume = 1 + e

V, Volume of soil solids

V, Total volume of soil = V, + V*
V* Volume of water

Vls Volume of water in buffer specimen
w

V-:-s Volume of water in porous stone
w

V.o Clay specific volume at the beginning of a test

V . Clay specific volume at the end of a test

{d;"1tu"" Specific volume normalized to the 26oC normal consolidation line

Final clay specifîc volume (EOT)

Final clay specific volume corrected for oil contamination

Final ctay specific volume corrected for thermal expansion of water in

the æst apparatus

VT Final clay specific volume corrected for thermal expansion of bulk water
cf

VT Final clay specific volume corrected for thermal expansion
CI

VDC Volts Direct Current

VAC Volts Alternating Current

w, Atterberg limit (liquid limiÐ

w- Atterberg limit (plastic limit)
P-

x Space coordinate measured normal to the section
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)ßD X-RaY Diffraction

Y (zubscriPt) 'Yield state'

YL Yield Locus

a Linear coefficient of thermal expansion

G AnisotroPY parameter (Graham and Houlsby 1983)

p, Thermal expansion coeffîcient for mineral solids (1/'C)

Pru Thermal expansion coefficient for water (1/'C)

ß6s Volumetric coefflrcient of thermal expansion for water from room temperature
'w

to 65oC

ß^--. Thermal expansion coefficient for pore water (li'C)
'cw
Br; Thermal expansion coefficient for mineral skeleton (1/'C)

a Indicates differential

ô Indicates small finite change in value

^ 
Indicates large finite change in value

Áp Change in mean stress

Âu Change in Pore water Pressure

arljjnsrr,raximum differential temperafure across the length of a specimen under

Transient thermal conditions

^Tå;* 
Maximum differential temperature across the length of a specimen under

SteadY state conditions

^V 
Chanse in volume of water

w

^V 
Change in volume of aPParatus

app
taviinlo, change in volume of appararus due to thermal expansion

^VT 
Correction to final clay specific volume for oil contamination

^VrA 
Correction to final clay specific volume for thermal expansion of soil and

cf
water using a forward calculation

^VrB 
Correction to final clay specific volume for thermal expansion of soil and

cf
water using a forward calculation

AV$5tCatcl Calculated change in volume of water at 65oC

lVfftCatcl Calculated change in volume of water in transducer housing

^V 
Volume of fluid drained

DR
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(Avd)^Tvolume of fluid drained due to thermal expansion

e Volumetric strain = t-.

r: volumetric strain = 1Ë, + e2 + e3)

e.. Total volumerric strain = (rT' * tÏ * ti' + eT)
v

ei Corrected volumetric strain

e$sMeas) Meazured volumetric strain at 65oC

tÏ Volumetric strain due to thermal expansion

t, Major PrinciPal strain

E, Intermediate PrinciPal strain

t, Minor PrinciPal strain

t, Shear strain = 2(e; e)/3

e Shear strain = e
qs

ó' Rate of axial strain (in relation to time)
I

y Density (Md*3)

T. Density of clay fraction (Mg/*3)

Y; Dry densitY (Mdm3)

Y, Density of mineral solids (Mg/*3)

I Density of soil in total (tød*3)

y; DensitY of water (Mg/tn3)

f Intercept of r-line with ordinate axis ât p' = 1 kPa

À Slope of normal compression line in log space = AV/ln(lr-ni)

À. Slope of compression line for clay fraction in V",ln(P')-space

^ 
Hardening Parameter = (1"-K)/1,

KslopeofelasticcompressionlineinlogSpace=av/ln(ni-ni)
o' Effective consolidation pressure = CP - BP = o'

cons 
vv¡rev¡rus'¡ 3

o, Major PrinciPal stress

Ç, Intermediate PrinciPal sEess

o, Minor PrinciPal stress

6, Stress at dePth z

q slope of a line in q-p' stress space at current stress state = 9/P'

O' Effective angle of friction

v Poisson's ratio

Vro Poisson's ratio at 50Vo of peak deviatoric stress



CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

International research on the thermal behavior of active materials used to

contain nuclear waste is currently active in six nations' Canada is studying

processed Na-montmorillonite; Belgium, natural 'Boom' clay (montmorillonite-il1ite);

Sweden, processed Ca-Æ.{a-montmorillonite; Italy, natural 'Pasquasia' (illite) and

,pontida, silty clay (kaolinite); Japan, processed ca-Æ'{a-montmorillonite and

natural 'Otay' marine clay (montmorillonite); and France, processed

Ca-montmorillonite. The following major international research facilities aÍe

involved: AECL-Research, pinawa, Canada; ISMES, Bergamo, Italy; Clay Technology

AB, Lund, Sweden; Duke University, Durham' NC' U'S'A'; CEA/ANDRA'

Fontenay-Aux-Roses, France; SCK/CEN, Mol, Belgium; and Power Reactor and Nuclear

Fuel Development Corporation, Tokai-mura, Japan. Research participants in the

Canadian program include: Ontario Hydro, University of Manitoba' Carleton

University,McGillUniversity,andUniversityofAlberta.

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program (CNFWMP) will

make use of a multi-barrier system to prevent the escape of radionuclides to the

biosphere. The system is being engineered to withstand, for instance, the potential

effects of container temperature, groundwater pressure, and chemistry. The proposal

for long term disposal of radioactive waste in underground vaults has been discussed

by Bird and Cameron (1982). A clay/sand mixture called 'Reference Buffer Material'

(RBluÐ or 'buffer' will be placed around the nuclear waste containers to act as one

barrier in the sYstem.

,Buffer, comprises an engineered mixture (50:50 by weight) of processed

natural Na-montmorillonite, (sold as Avonseal bentonite by Avonlea Mineral

Industries, Regina) and a well graded silica sand from Quebec' This mixture was
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developed and ,defined' at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment of Atomic

Energy of canada Ltd. (AECL) (Dixon and Gray 1985, Dixon and woodcock 1986)' The

reference dry density is 1.67 Mg/-t. The dry density corresponds to an ASTM

Modified Proctor Dry Density of 9570. In the laboratory studies, specimens are

compacted at a water content of approximately 2I7o to achieve near saturation'

There afe many demands placed on the performance of buffer' Among other

requirements, it must have zufficient strength and creep resistance to zupport the

weight of the waste containers, be capable of resisting potentially high hydraulic

pressures from the groundwater, maintain a low permeability to water' vapor' and

diffusion of ions under a design maximum operating temperature of 100oC, and resist

hydrothermal chemical alteration for the life of the facility. The buffer should

also be 'self-healing' so that any cracks or fiszures that form will close in the

repository environment. The major concerns are shrinkage of the buffer due to

thermal drying, hydraulic fracture, generation of gas pressure from potential

container corrosion, and re-saturation of the buffer' It is not yet clear when

these processes would become active relative to each other or how they would

interact.

Research by Canadian participants with Pinawa on the effects of temperature

on buffer behavior has involved hydrothermal stability (Bifd 1982), thermal

properties (Radhakrishn a 1982), thermal conductivity (Xu et al' 1990)' hydraulic

conductivity (Dixon et al. 1987, Oscarson er al. 1990), swelling pressure (Oscarson

et aI. L988), longevity (oscarson et al. L988, LggO, oscarson and Dixon 1989, 1990)'

self-healing properties (Radhakrishna et al. 1989), coupled heat and mass flow

(Mohamed et al. 1990), phenomenological parameters for unsaturated flow (Yong and Xu

1988), diffusion parameters (Mohamed et al. 1990), and laboratory model simulations

at Ontario Hydro and Carleton University. In addition, the first in a series of

in-situ full scale model heater simulation tests is underway at the underground
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Resea¡ch Laboratory ruRL) at Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba'

Research at the University of Manitoba has provided strength and

compressibility data and models (Wan 1987, Saadat 1989), an associated

elasto-plastic model (oswell 1991), and time dependent hypoelastic and

elasto-plastic models (Yin 1990). This research was all performed at ambient (room)

temperature. This thesis focuses on testing of buffer at elevated temperatures and

pressures to provide information needed by the AECL program' A simple macroscopic

model is developed for strength and deformation of the material'

I.2 Hypotheses

The literature review presented in Chapter 2 and previous work on the buffer

at room temperature suggests the following hypotheses: (1) buffer responds to

elevated temperature in a way similar to lower plasticity clays; (2) the concept of

effective stress applies to buffer at elevated temperature; and (3) a simple

macroscopic model can be used to describe the compression and shear response of

buffer to temperature. The first and thi¡d of these hypotheses will be studied in

this thesis. The second has received attention in a concurrent MSc' program by

Yarechewski (1993).

1.3 Objectives and Proposed Methodology

The motivation for this research comes from the need to ensure the

mechanical-thermal stabilify of the buffer. To do so it is necessary to

charactenzn the strength and compressibility of buffer at high temperatures (100'C)

and high pressures (10 MPa). The purpose of this research, in part, is to develop a

thermo-mechanical model applicable to buffer. In fact, two models are discussed'

It was necessary to design, construct and commission a new high

þmperature-high Pressure triaxial testing facility, and design a test Program to
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obtâin the parameters needed for the buffer model'

The approach taken in this flust program is one of simplicity in the design

of the test facility, test program, and material models' The nature of the

research is primarily experimental.

This thesis focuses mainly on the technical aspects of equipment develoPment

and on the test results that have been obtained. It also includes a section on

preparing fairly simple models for describing the material behavior. Numerical

modeling of the container, buffer, and rock system was not within the scope of this

work.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The thesis consists of nine chapters.

Chapter 1: Introduction

chapter 2z Since this is the fust research conducted on buffer at elevated

temperature at the University of Manitoba, a general literature review \¡/as

undert¿ken to provide background information regarding the effects of elevated

temperature on strength, compressibility, swelling behavior, hydraulic conductivity'

plasticity, creep, and pore pressure generation of the three principal clay

mineralogies: kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite' A synthesis of this literature

is presented in chapter 2. Current thermo-mechanical models for clays are discussed

with reference to theory, testing and model predictions' The chapter concludes with

a review of buffer research as it relates to the current program'

Chapter 3: The experimental equipment, compliance tests, and calibration are

discussed in detail. Four types of test apparatus are described' Three of these

were modified or built specifically for this program under the author's direction'

The apparatus of most interest involves a new high temperature' high pressure

(HTTEP) triaxial cell with its ancillary equipment. Three of these were designed
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and built at the University of Manitoba for this proglam' No previous facility of

this type existed at the university, and perhaps only four or five worldwide'

Sample calibrations with temperature are presented for eight types of instruments

used with the HITEP apParatus.

Technology was also developed for in-house production of special temperature

and preszure resistant membranes used in the triaxial test program' A new lateral

strain gage was designed and built for one triaxial apparatus' In addition a

temperature control feedback system, and automatic preszure control system were

commissioned. Use of geotextile side drains was pioneered in this test program

(Oswell et al. Lggl). Innovative use of differential pressure transmitters (DPT)

allowed precision automatic volume change recording (Oswell et al. 1989)'

Chapter 4z This chapter discusses specimen preparation, installation, heating

method, and specimen removal. Where applicable, ASTM standards were adhered to' In

some instances new procedures were developed because no ståndards are available for

elevated temperature testing. These were refined as experience was obtained'

chapter 5: The test program is outlined in øbular form, and results from the

triaxial consolidation and shear testing are given. The test procedures and

operator influence in the curent program is calibrated against previous buffer

research at ambient temperature by duplicating several earlier tests. A subsidiary

study of buffer mass loss due. to cell fluid contamination is investigated.

A preliminary discussion of rezults from the Program shows that no severe

changes in buffer behavior are caused by 100"C temperatures. However, measurable

changes in volume, pore pressures' stiffness, and strength are seen' Buffer behaves

like a less plastic material at elevated temperature'

Brittle/ductile behavior is discussed in relation to strain softening and

bulging failures in sPecimens.

Chapter 6: This chapter discusses potential sources of error in the analysis of the
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data. It shows that contamination of buffer with cell fluid does not significantly

affect the final \ilater contents. Sources of error in water content due to drying

gradients are minimized. Diffusion of fluids across the membranes is measured and a

comparison with calculated theoretical values shows limited agreement. The rate of

diffusion is compared to the criterion chosen to define end-of-consolidation.

Pore preszure pafameters are developed to account for thermal expansion of

the buffer constituents.

Corrections for thermal expansion of water in the drainage lines and porous

stones are examined. Coefficients of thermal expansion for the pore water, system

compliance, and soil skeleton are zuggested'

The influence of membrane stiffness and side drainage strips on specimen

restraint are discussed.

Chapter 7z This chapter synthesizes buffer behavior with reference to Pore

pressures and critical state strength. Graphical techniques are used to develop two

pore pressure equations based on classical pore pressure pafameters A and B' A new

pore pressure parameter n* is discussed. critical state data from the current

program of testing and other research (Green L984) are synthesized and compared.

Results for Pacific illite from Green's thesis (1984) are plotted in q-V-ln p'

qPace.

Chapter 8: Here, test results are synthesized to form elements of two macroscopic

models: (1) an isothermal pseudo-elastic model with temperature dependent bulk and

shear moduli; and (2) n isothermal elasto-plastic model. These are not complete

models. The observed thermal and mechanical behavior of buffer used to develop

elements of each model are compared to behavior of other clays ^f elevated

temperature. It is shown that volume change parameters are independent of back

pressure at elevated temperature. A temperature-dependent hardening law is

developed as part of an isothermal elasto-plastic model.
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peak and critical state behavior af elevated temperature is investigated.

criteria are defined for choosing the Normal Consolidation Line (NCL) and critical

state Line (csl), and for determining if critical state has been reached'

Phenomenological behavior that was seen in the other clays discussed in

chapter 2 (for example, thermal softening and volume reduction) is also observed in

buffer. The strength of buffer increases at elevated temperature, although it also

becomes a little more brittle.

chapter 9: The thesis finishes with conclusions, recolrunendations for further work,

and a single set of combined references'

Figures are included at the end of Chapter 9, after the 'List of

References'. Data are included in brief summary tables within the text of each

chapter. Selected data ate included in the Appendices'



CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.L Introduction

Chapter 1 presented three hypotheses in relation to dense buffer' They can

be briefly restated as: (1) buffer responds to elevated temperature in a way

similar to lower plasticity clays; (2) the concept of effective stress applies to

buffer at elevated temperature; and (3) a simple macroscopic thermo-mechanical

model can be used to describe the compression and shear fesponse of buffer to

temperature.

This chapter describes the background to each hypothesis' The behavior of

buffer in response to temperature changes is compared to that of low plasticity

clays. This comparison has been made because a literature review revealed very

little information regarding the effects of elevated temperature on the compressive

and shear behavior of active clays. No information was available on sand-clay

mixtures like buffer. Since this is the flrst thesis on the influence of elevated

temperatures on the stress-strain behavior of clay-sand mixtures, an extensive

literature search formed a significant part of the project.

A large body of literature in the soil sciences and soil physics discusses

the microstructural behavior of active clays. Direct information perøining to

temperature effects on the structure and moisture changes in montmorillonites is

available, but there is no information on the mechanical properties being sought in

this thesis. The approach taken here is to discuss the physical and chemical

properties and existing thermodynamic theories in relation to the effects of

temperature on interparticle s6esses. This provides an indi¡ect theoretical link

between temperature and effective stress in active clays.

Three classes of thermomechanical models are discussed in general terms in

the following sections. Emphasis is placed on the flust class of models which
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includes thermo-elastic and thermo-elasto-plastic models. The thermo-elastic model

is attractive because it is theoretically simple and requires only one or two soil

parameters which are easily obtained from a small number of simple triaxial æsts'

However, its use is probably limited to small strains. The thermo-elasto-plastic

model is attractive because it captures many aspects of soil behavior, is more

fundamentally correct than other classes of models, and has good predictive

capabilities for larger strains. The remaining two classes of models are

considered less important, and wilt be given less attention.

The implications of the models for this research program will be addressed

in the following text. Models developed for non-buffer materials will be discussed

fust, followed by models for buffer.

The principal focus of this research is experimental. An ongoing review of

current technology was undertaken during this program to design, build' then

improve an efficient, reliable, and economic test facility. The type of soil model

being examined determined the types of tests performed and influenced the design of

the experimental equipment. Indeed, the model, the design of the test program' and

design of the equipment were almost inseparable at times' For this feason' an

incremental approach to equipment design and commissioning was taken' Individual

components were developed, and new ones added, when the technology was Proven

reliable.

Little or no information was available in the literature for the design of

high temperature soil testing equipment and for soil æsting techniques- As a

rezult, innovation was required in much of the design and construction of the æst

facility and test program. The pertinent literature is ¡eferenced in Chapters 3

and 4.
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2.2 properties of Active Clay-water Systems at Elevated Temperature

2.2.I Mineralogy and Hydrothermal Stability

In order to understand and interpret the volume change and shear strength

of clays at different temperatures it is necessary to appreciate how the mineralogy

affects the microstructure, fabric, macrostructure and chemistry. This research is

primarily related to Na-montmorillonite, a member of the smectite mineral group.

Smectites rire generally highly expansive minerals with a structure similar

to pyrophyllite and hydrous mica. Figure 2.1 (a) is a schematic drawing of the

structure. Montmorillonite particles, or flakes, consist of a sheet of

octahedrally bonded alumina ions called 'gibbsite' (G) sandwiched between two

sheets of tetrahedrally bonded silica ions. Oxygen or hydroxyl groups bond to the

alumina and silica ions and hydrogen bonds hold the three sheets together. Figure

2.1 (b) shows the atomic structure of a flake and a separate silica sheet. The

mineral flakes are weakly attracted to each other by Van der Waals forces. The

charge distribution of dehydrated montmorillonite (pyrophyllite) is shown in Figure

2.L (c). Water is adsorbed to the surface of the mineral flakes in layers 9 Å

thick. A comprehensive description of the mineralogy, atomic structure and bonding

is given by Grim (1953), Mitchell (1976) a¡rd Gillott (1987)'

Recent X-ray diffraction ()CRD) studies support the evidence for three

hydrate (water) layers, 9 Å. ttrict, in Na saturated montmorillonite. Pusch (1991)

suggests ttrat these hydrate layers exist within the flakes, that is, between the

tetrahedral and octahedral sheets. (The flust hydrate layer is the thinnest and

most strongly adsorbed). However, proton NuclearMagnetic Resonance (NMR) suggests

that one or two hydrate layers exists in Na-montmorillonite at 2070 water content

and dry densities of 1.6 Mg/-' (Pusch 1991). There is still controversy in the

literature regarding the structure, density, viscosity and chemistry of adsorbed

water (Frenkel 1946, Ravina and I-ow 1972,[-ow 1'976, 1979, Derjaguin et al' t983,
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Israelachvilli and Pashlay 1983, Olipha¡rt and Low 1983). Thermal expansion of

water in clay gels has received considerable attention (Grim 1953, Clementz and Low

1,976, Ruiz and l-ow 1976. Low !979, and Derjaguin et al. 1983). Skinner (1966)

provides thermal expansion coefficients for various minerals. McKinstry (1965)

examined thermal expansion coeffrcients for clay minerals in the two major axes'

Aluminum di-octahedral smectites (montmorillonite) are by far the most

co6mon in nature and they are often found in bentonites. The term 'bentonite'

describes a high plasticity, swelling clay (rock) while montmorillonite is a

mineral (Mitchell 1976, Güven 1990). Montmorillonites are zubdivided into several

varieties according to their t¡re, locality, or special chemistry, for example: (1)

Wyoming-type montmorillonite, (2) Otay-type montmorillonite, and (3) Fe-rich

montmorillonite. Each of these may display different physical properties and

thermal stabilities due to chemical, morphological, and textural difference (Güven,

1990).

Montmorillonite is gradually converted to illite with elevated temperature.

Güven (1990) synthesized the literature of experimental studies on hydrothermal

reactions of aluminous smectites and found that reaction factors such as pore fluid

chemistry including its pH and E" (redox potential), the interlayer cations and

temperafure control the reaction kinetics. The role of the interlayer cation is

paramount, while temperature.is secondary, especially below 100oC' Güven (1990)

calculated the time required for conversion of K-smectite to illite: one million

years at 50oC, 20,000 years at 100oC; and 99 days at 393"C, provided pH and Eh

conditions in the pore water remain within moderate regimes. Non-expandable

,illite' layers formed in the 250-400"C range can be re-expanded upon safuration

with Na*.

Natural alteration of bentonite often occurs by percolating hydrothermal

solutions in the 80-200'C range over millions of years. These illite/smectite
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materials maintain 507o expandabilities and illite mo¡phologies (Inoue et al. 1987,

1988).

2.2.2 Fabric and Structure

To charac tenze properties zuch as strength, permeability, compressibility,

and deformation modulus of fine grained materials, especially active clays, it is

necessary to understand both the structure and fabric of the clay. Macroscopic

features, zuch as stratification, fissuring, voids and inhomogeneities, may be

determinative in an analysis of stability, settlement, or seepage (Rowe 1972)'

The term 'fabric' refers to the arangement of particles, particle groups,

and pore spaces in a soil. The term 'structure' is given the broader meaning of

the combined effects of fabric, composition, and interparticle forces (Mitchell

1976). Emphasis in this research is placed on a qualitative understanding of

microstructure a¡rd fabric and quantitative understanding of macrostructure.

Microstructure refers to structure quantified at a microscopic scale.

Dense active clays like the bentonite in buffer typicatly have aggregated

(face-to-face) particles and flocculated (edge-to-edge, edge-to-face) particles at

the microscopic scale and form macroscopic peds or blocks depending on the method

of compaction and water content (Wan 1987)

Montmorillonite particles appear as thin platelets, or large, flexible

films. The particles occur in aggregates with various textures: foliated

aggregates of thin films, compact aggregates of platelets' mossy flocks and fine

granular (globular) agglomerates (Güven 1990).

pusch and Güven (1990) aged dense Na-bentonite fromWyoming (2.0 Mg/m3¡ in

distilled water for about 3 months at 150"C and 200oC. No mineralogical or

chemical changes were observed in the smectite paficles, but subtle changes in the

microstructure were noticed. A network of thin, branch-like, smectite layers
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surrounded small and large elongated pores. With increasing temperature, the

branches appeared more compact a¡rd pores became larger. Micrographs in Figure 2'2

show the microstructure. A schematic diagram of the fabric is given in Figure 2.3.

This behavior would explain the decreased swelling pressure and increased hydraulic

conductivity of dense partly saturated Na-bentonite heated in a closed system

(Oscarson and Dixon 1990a). Micrographs of the unheated and heated bentonite are

given in Figure 2.4. Only slight differences in fabric are noticeable, like the

network described by Pusch and Güven (1990).

pressure during consolidation induces preferred orientation of fabric

elements. Electron microscope studies show that voids are already anisotropic and

preferentially aligned at right angles to the direction of applied pressure at 0.01

Mpa in consolidated kaolin (McConnachie 1974). As the pressure is increased the

voids decrease in size and breadth, but without any increase in the degree of

horizontal alignment of the voids.

Clay density plays an important role in the types and structure of

clay-water systems, and is therefore also a governing factor in the response of

clays to elevated temperature. Here, clay-water is used in a general sense

regardless of type or structure, and includes all water contained in clay'

It is apparent that three types of water exist in active clays: (1) free

water in large pores; (2) interlamellar (bound) water consisting of Stern (surface)

water and diffuse layer \ilater between the flakes; and (3) structural

(intralamellar) water in the crystal structure of the mineral flakes.

pusch et al. (1991) estimates that l07o of the total water volume in

Na-montmorillonite is interlamellar (between mineral flakes) at a clay bulk

density, Tu, of 1.22 Mg/m3, but 96Vo of the total rilater volume is interlamellar at

ydof 1.67 Mg/-'. The interlamellar water is an ordered medium often known as the

Diffuse Double Layer (DDL), through which interparticle forces are established and
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transferred. It contains non-associated molecules in a relatively free state

(dynamic adsorption phase). There does not appear to be agreement on the density

of interlamellar water, but recent sfudies indicate density may oscillate between

1.0 Mg/m3 and 1.05 Mg/*' depending on distance from the mineral particles.

Kay and I-ow (1975) zuggest that DDL water in montmorillonite is ordered,

even in systems with a high water content, for example 3Vo clay in a suspension.

They propose (1) a 'mixture' model of open structure polymer molecules and (2) a

'continuum' model of oriented individual water molecules. The mixture model refers

to random collection of molecules of different sizes and shapes. Both models would

experience expansion or contraction, ild structural rearrangement or relaxation,

when temperature or pressure is changed. Relaxation in the mixfure model results

in bond breakage and less order, but results only in bending of bonds in the

continuum model.

In sumrnary, it is reasonable to assume that heating of active clay

minerals, zuch as Na-montmorillonite leads to bending, breaking, and formation of

water-clay, water-water interatomic bonds (Kay and Low 1975), expulsion of water

from interlamellar spaces to micropore spaces (Pusch and Güven 1990), and bending

of larger clay particles (Murayama 1,969). These processes may lead to accumulation

of potential energy in bent atomic bonds and deformed clay particles, which would

help explain the observed partial reversibility of thermal deformation, volume

change and changes in strength of clays upon heating and zubsequent cooling

(Mitchell t969, 1976, Green 1984, Hueckel and Baldi 1990).

2.2.3 Index and Material Properties

Clay soils are less plastic at elevated temperature. Youssef and Ramli

(1961) showed that the Atterberg limits and Plasticity Index of a medium plasticity

clayey silt were lower at elevated temperature (35"C) than at room temperature.
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Thei¡ resulrs are given in Figure 2.5(a) and Figure 2.5(b). Laguros (1969) showed

similar findings for montmorillonite and illite. Work by Ctrandrasek'ha¡an et al

(1969) also zupports this finding. The change in plasticity in medium plastic clay

is due entirely to the change in the viscosity of water (Youssef and Ramli 1961).

Soft clays experience a larger decrease in plasticity than stiff clays.

Increased temperatures move the data points for clay on Casagrande's chart

parallel to the A-line in the direction of decreasing liquid limit as shown in

Figure 2.6 (a). A variety of natural clay soils are shown in Figure 2.6 (b) for

comparison. Figure 2.6 (c) shows the effects of leaching on the plasticity of

clay. The effect is similar to that of temperature.

High plasticity clays experience a larger decrease in plasticity than

medium plasticity clays at elevated temperature ( Laguros 1969). Buffer would

likety show a much larger change in plasticity than Laguros' montmorillonitic

sample (ÂI, = -30V0) because (1) buffer is tested over a larger temperature rÍmge

(^T = 75oC compared to 34'C in Laguros' tests); and (2) buffer has a higher liquid

Iimlt (2607o). Such tests have not been carried out on buffer.

Heating-cooling cycles of 25"C in normally consolidated (low to high

plasticity) clays produced unique peÍnanent reduction in volume, independent of

effective stress, and related directly to plasticity; with a larger reduction being

observed for higher plasticity (Demars and Charles 1981). This is shown in Figure

2.7.

2.2.4 Strength

The first part of this section will discuss peak strength and the second

part will discuss critical state strength behavior. Generally, in engineering

materials, rock, and shale, elevated temperatures enhance ductility or reduce

brittleness (Heuze 1983). This is not always true of soils due to the volume
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changes and shea¡ stresses caused by temperature changes. Hueckel and Baldi (1990)

observed increased ductility and decreased dilative behavior at elevated

temperature for Pontida silty clay as shown in Figure 2.8. A more pronounced

effect occurs at high overconsolidation ratio (OCR) as shown in Figure 2.9. OCR is

the ratio of past highest stress to present stress.

Strength and effective stress levels in undrained tests decrease with

increasing temperature when the water content and fabric are held constant during

heating (for example , Mitchell 1969, Sherif and Burrous 1969, Murayama 1969). In

contrast, effective stresses increase under drained conditions (Mitchell 1976). An

increase in temperafure affects undrained compressive strength similar to an

increase in moisture content, independent of the initial moisture content (Sherif

and Burrous 1969).

In contrasr with some of the previous findings, Green (1984) found higher

undrained peak strength and stiffness with increasing temperature, and considerable

post peak softening. However, she consolidated her specimens at elevated

temperature and this resulted in lower void ratios compared to room temperature

specimens. After temperature and pore pressure equilibrium was established, she

failed the specimens at constant temperafure in undrained shear. Her observed

'brittle' behavior seems contradictory to more recent work (Hueckel and Baldi 1990'

Baldi et al. 1988). There are three reasons in addition to the volume changes

mentioned previously: (1) she tested at effective stresses an order of magnitude

lower than others; (2) she tested at high temperatures (200'C) which may produce

mineralogical changes; and (3) she tested a cemented natural marine clay. Similar

findings to Green's were reported by Noble and Demirel (1969) and Williams (1984).

Laguros (1969) showed increased strength, but he compacted his specimens at

elevated temperature.

Drained peak strength at elevated temperature is sEess level dependent'
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Figure 2.9 shows a ?atge change in peak strength of a low plasticity kaolinitic

clay (Pontida clay) ar elevated temperature and with an ocR of 12.5. Figure 2.8

shows only a slight change in peak strength with an OCR of 5.0.

The undrained triaxial shea¡ strength of Ca-montmorillonite increased

slightly(l0zo) with temperature from 22oC to 60oC at effective stresses of 0.2 MPa

to g.0 Mpa (Börgesson et al. l99O). Figure 2.10 shows a curved failure envelope in

q-p, stress space. The angle of friction decreased with increasing density, but

increased with increasing temperature.

Critical state ('large strain' or 'end-of-test' failure) strength of

Pontida clay is shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. It can be seen that the strength of

Pontida clay is unchanged by temperatures of 95oC. That is, the q/p' ratio at

critical state is unchanged by temperafure (q - or - ori p'= (or + 2or)/3). Boom

clay, on the other hand, had a 207o increase in qlp' at elevated temperature

(Hueckel and Pellegrini 1989). This may be because Boom clay contains smectite and

has more adsorbed water than Pontida c[ay. Adsorbed water in smectites is

zusceptible to loss of its special strucfure due to heating starting at 70'C

(Khitarov and Pugin 1966, Derjaguin et al. 1986. Pusch and Güven 1988, Pusch et al'

1991). Green (1984) also shows that critical state strength is virrually

independent of temperature. Her data has been replotted in Chapter 8' In q-p'

space the slope of her CS line increased slightly up to 100oC, then decreased at

2000c.

Hueckel and Pellegrini (1991) showed that undrained heating of Boom clay at

constant q can lead to failure. Curve'a'of Figure 2.11 shows a heated test

compared to a reference unheated test, curve 'b'. Thermal failure in saturated

clays of low porosity is associated with pore pressure build-up and thermoplastic

compressive strain in the skeleton. At low porosity, the skeletons of NC and OC

clays behave differently. In normally consolidated (NC) clays, volumetric strains
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are much larger than in overconsolidated (OC) clays, ild mostly ireversible and

compressive. In OC clays thermally induced volumetric strains are either expansive

or compressive depending on the OCR, and mostly reversible.

Thermomechanical failure may be essentially a mechanical phenomenon

(Hueckel and pellegrini 1991) because it occurs when the effective stresses reach

critical st¿te. For a given total stfess path, the level of pore pressure leading

to failure is independent of temperature, but depends on the initial stress

conditions and friction angle. On the other hand, the temperature required to

produce failure depends on the elastic bulk modulus, the individual thermal

expansion coefficients of clay and water, temperature dependence of the yield locus

(discussed in section 2.2.6), initial stress state, friction angle, and OCR'

Cohesion in montmorillonite showed a stronger correlation with dielectric constar¡t

than friction angle (Sridharan et al. t979).

Plastic deformation, leading to failure, occurred at 60 to 90'C in

undrained tests on Boom clay , Pasquasia clay and remolded Pontida silty clay

(Hueckel and Pellegrini 1989).

Green (1984) performed undrained shear tests on specimens which were

subjected to a heating/partial cooling consolidation cycle' These were called

,thermally rebounded' specimens. These specimens showed much smaller increases in

pore pressures during undrained shear than monotonically heated specimens with the

same shear test temperature (Green 1984)'

Increased temperatures may produce weakening through decreased water

viscosity, but corresponding increases in density offset this' Therefore' heating

causes drained strengths and stiffnesses to increase'
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2.2.5 Volume Change

To charac tenze the strength of active clays it is also necessary to know

how density and volume changes respond to temperature changes.

Heat causes compressive volumetric strains in clays (Tidfors and Sällfors

1989). Results from a sensitive, high-plasticity marine clay tested in incremental

load oedometer tests are shown in Figure 2.t2 (a). Constant rate of strain tests

on the same clay are shown in Figure 2.12 (b). Thermally induced volumetric

strains are smaller in OC clays than NC clays. Figure 2'13 (a) shows this behavior

for illite. Compressive reversible strains occur on heating OC clays; compressive

i¡reversible strains occur in NC cLay. Drained triaxial consolidation tests on

illite show signif,rcant permanent volume decreases during initial temperature

increases (Mitchell 1969). Temperature increase under drained constant effective

stress conditions, followed by cooling, has an effect simila¡ to overconsolidation

(Plum and Esrig 1969, Demars and Charles 1981)'

Kaolite, illite, and montmorillonite all show similar temperature

dependence in their À a¡rd K lines respectively, the slopes of the normally

consolidated and overconsolidated regions of behavior in plots of V versus ln p"

The slopes all remain approximately constant, but the lines shift toward decreasing

void ratio with increased temperature from 2"C to 36'C (Laguros 1969)' Mitchell's

results for illite confrm this behavior in Figure 2.13 (b). Similarly, the

compression index, Cr, at high confining stress is unchanged with temperature (Plum

and Esrig 1969, Campanella and Mitchell 1968). Demars and Charles (1981) used

higher presflrres, temperatures and OCR values than the former authors' In doing

so, they showed that permanent volume reduction caused by temperature cycles of

25.C is independent of confining stress in NC illite, but dependent on soil type

and plasticity. In OC soil, the permanent volume change is pressure and

temperature dependent. some clays such as the high plasticity sulphide rich marine
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clay tested by Eriksson (1989) show temperature dependence of r' Figure 2'L4 (a)

shows that the value of r increases with elevated temperature for this clay.

The coefficient of consolidation is unchanged except for kaolinite which

shows decreased C, with increased temperature'

Temperature effects can be as important as pore fluid chemistry in the

compressive behavior of smectite at temperatures of 100'C for typical test

durations of 30 days. For example, an order of magnitude increase in temperature

from 2oC to 20oC produces a LOTo compression in montmorillonite at 227o moisture

content (Laguros Lg6g). Interpreting results from Mesri and olson (L97L), an order

of magnitude increase in pore fluid salinity from 10- 
lN causes about LÙVo

compression in Na-montmorillonite at an equivalent starting moisture content' The

effects of chemical and temperature changes on compression become very important in

Na-montmorillonite at high moisture contents'

Heating followed by cooling causes a combination of plastic and elastic

volumetric strains, (Mitchell 1976, Eriksson 1989, Tidfors and Sällfors 1989)'

This is shown in Figure 2.13 (b). Demars and Charles (1988) zubjected a

high-plasticity marine clay to 25oC temperature cycles. In NC clay there was a

permanent decrease in void ratio independent of effective confining stress.

Overconsolidated clay had changes in void ratio that were stress level dependent.

Thermal volume change in the pore \ilater rezults from thermal expansion of

the bulk water and the release of interlamellar water (Claesson et al. 1986,

Derjaguin 1987, Pusch and Güven 1990). In low porosity clays, the thermal

expansion of adsorbed water is smaller than that of bulk water (Baldi et al. 1988)'

However, as clay density increases, the thermal expansion of adsorbed water

approaches that of bulk water. For example, the thermal expansion of pore water in

Na-bentonite heated to 100oC, at a dry density of 1.09 Mg/*', is 91'7o of bulk water
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(Dixon 1991). A useful approximation may be to assume that all water in dense

active clays has the thermal expansion coefficient of bulk water.

Attempts have been made to predict volume changes, swelling pressure' and

particle spacings in active clays due to physical, chemical and thermal gradients

using variations of diffuse double layer (DDL) theory (Van Olphen 1963' Mesri and

Olsen !g|L, Yong and Warkentin, 1975, Mitchell 1976, Low 1980, Sridharan and

Jayadeva 1982, Oliphant and Low 1983, Viani et al. L983, Dixon et al. L987, Barbour

and Fredlund 1989). While most claim accurate predictions for material

characterization of gels and low density soils (sols), the findings are less

convincing for dense clays. The main difficulties regarding temperature

predictions are (1) temperature is implicit in the governing equations; and (2)

properties such as the dielectric constant of water a¡e temperature dependent' and

are unknown at the clay-water interface. Moreover, there is no leason to expect

DDL theory to apply to dense clays because most of the water is tikely contained in

the Stern layer rather than in the adsorbed layers' Diffusion theory may provide a

more rational approach since low porosity clays zuch as the buffer behave more like

semi-permeable membranes.

2.2.6 OCR and Yield Locus (YL)

The preconsolidation pressure in isothermal tests of active clays decreases

with increasing temperature (Eriksson 1989). This is shown in Figure 2'I4 (a)'

There is a noticeable similarity to the effect of time shown in Figure 2'I4 (b)'

In a similar way, Hueckel and Pellegrini (1991b) showed that undrained heating at

constånt q implies thermal softening, or shrinkage of the yield locus (YL)' The

yield locus is sensitive to temperature variations as shown in Figure 2'15'

Drained heating at constant p' does not change the size of the yield locus

tn q-p' stress space (Figure 2.16 (a)). However, plastic volumetric strains occur
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during the heating. Results from Hueckel and Baldi (1990) have been replotted in

Figure 2.16 (b). They interpreted this as plastic volumetric hardening

simultaneous with thermal (elastic) softening. A graphical simplification is given

for the frst time in Figure 2.16 (c). In V-ln p' space, thermal softening is

interpreted as shrinkage of the YL relative to the stress-strain state at room

temperature. At elevated temperature the clay behaves NC even though it is OC

relative to room temperature state.

The peak and failure strengths appear to be unaffected by drained heating

of this clay in the plotting used in Figure 2.17 (a). This would appear consistent

with a constant YL. Plastic strain increments during heating at constant q are

mostly volumetric as shown in Figure 2.17 (c). As in the Cam clay model, the

direction of the strain increment vector at elevated temperafure indicates whether

strain hardening or softening will occur under mechanical loading (Hueckel et al.

1987a, 1987b). However, this does not imply that the associated flow rule is

necessarily rhe same at low and high temperature (Heuckel and Baldi 1990). It will

be shown later that the behavior of buffer is more complex than suggested by this

model.

No plastic strain increment is produced during cooling, but the yield

surface expands and the stress point remains fixed in the interior of an elastic

domain. Figure 2.16 (b) shows heating BC followed by cooling CD. After cooling,

loading produces elastic deformation, DE until the expanded yield surface is

reached, a¡rd thereafter plastic deformation, EF (Hueckel et al' 1987)'

Hueckel and Baldi (1990) investigated the evolution of a yield zurface

using an elaborate loading temperature cycle on Pontida clay, Figure 2.18 (a). The

results of their test are shown in Figure 2.18 (b) and (c). This confirms previous

observations. None of this work has been done on high plasticity clay like that

studied in the present investigation.
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have

effect

Clay content and water .onr.n, govern the effect a temperature change will

on a clay. The liquid limit can be used to estimate the magnitude of the

which is higher for higher liquid limits.

Temperature produces effects analogous to pressure because drained heating

with smaller elastic components asproduces plastic volumetric compressive strains

shown in Figure 2.I9 (a) and (b).

Observation of the phenomenon of shrinking yield zurfaces with increased

temperature is not new. Figure 2.20 (after Phillips 1970) shows a 307o reduction in

shear stress of pure aluminum tubes subjected to tension and torsion when

isothermal stress probe tests afe compared at 70'F (21'C) and 227"C (108"C)'

Elliptical yield loci h "r,-r, 
stress space are appalent. The initial condition

is tensile loading at room temperature without torsion.

There is experimental data that supports the concept of parallelism between

the hardening law (}"-line) in V-ln p' space a¡rd the peak shear strength locus

(Sherif and Burrous 1969). This is shown in Figure 2'21'

2.2.7 Measured Swelling Pressure

Until recently, very little testing on the effects of tempelature on

swelling pres$re of clays has been done. Yong et aI' (1969) showed that for

saturated systems, increased. temperature resulted in slightly increased \¡/ater

contents for the same swelling pressure. Aylmore et al' (1969) showed an 80To

reduction in water content after preheating of illite clays.

The general consenzus regarding the effects of temperatures on buffer and

active clays is that swelling pressures may be reduced by as much as an order of

magnitude (Güven 1990, Pusch and Güven 1990, Ateb ek et al' 1990, Oscarson ¿r ¿/'

1990). Apparently, Stern water is predominant in dense smectite even at 100"C and

governs the hydraulic conductivity, swelling pressure' shear strength' and
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compressive behavior of the clay. Pore fluid salinity and cation valence have

little effect on swelling pressure in active clay at 100"C (Dixon et al. 1987,

Oscarson and Dixon 1988).

At high effective stress corresponding to high density the effects of

elevated temperature, plasticity, osmotic and swelling pressure on the mechanical

behavior of clays is less pronounced and in general all clays behave in a similar

manner.

2.2.8 Applicability of Effective Stress at Elevated Temperature

A modiflred version of the principle of effective stress is applicable to

buffer and Winnipeg clay at room temperature (Oswell 1991). The concept states

that the compressibility and strength of buffer can be described by examining the

tensor difference (that is the effective stress) between total applied stress and

pore water pressures measured on external pressure transducers. This modified

effective stress concept cannot be proven explicitly because it is not possible to

measure all the parameters with current technology. However, Graham et al. (AECL

1990) used 6 corollaries to the classical effective stress postulate to test its

validity implicitly. Similar corollaries can be stated for elevated temperatures.

There is still controversy regarding the true form and function of

interparticle contacts in active clays. The effects of temperature on these

contacts even in dense clays is speculative at best. However, there are

experimental and modeling rezults that support applicability of the effective

sfess principle at elevated temperature. For example, Green (1984) predicted

volume changes in triaxial specimens which were consolidated using (1) isotropic

sEess and (2) heat, separately and simultaneously. Pore pressure changes in

illite accompanying temperature changes under undrained conditions can be predicted

reasonably well using the concept of effective stress (Campanella and Mitchell,
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1968). This thesis will use Oswell's rezults as a basis for adopting the

applicability of the effective stress concept under conditions of constant specific

volume, temperature and pore fluid chemistry.

The effect of elevated temperature on measured pore pressures in clays is

well known. Under undrained conditions kaolinite, illite, and montmorillonite all

experience increases in pore pressures with increased æmperature (Bailey L965,

Campanella and Mitchell 1968, Sherif a¡rd Burrous 1969, Plum and Esrig L969, Green

1984, Hueckel and Pellegrini 1987). Temperature cycling of remolded normally

consolidated iltite during undrained conditions produces a repeatable hysteritic

response after 4 cycles. This is similar to stress cycling which is achieved after

5 cycles (Plum and Esrig 1969). Plum and Esrig (1969) showed that the thermally

induced pore pressures are predictable from the results of room temperature

triaxial consolidation results.

The net change in effective stress after temperafure cycles under undrained

isotropic stress conditions may be stress history dependent. Plum and Esrig (1969)

tesred remolded normally consolidated Neufîeld clay (low plasticity hydrous mica

chlorite) at constant total stress and found a net decrease in effective stress.

Hueckel and Pellegrini (1990) found a similar result for overconsolidated Pasquasia

clay. Their test lvas run with constant deviator stress. On the other hand,

Mitchell (1976) found that the effective stress in saturated illite increased.

Mitchell (1976) developed a pore preszure-temperature parameter, F =

(Âu/ÂT)/o', which accounts for porosity, compressibility and thermal expansion of

the fluids, solids and soil skeleton. For several clays, he calculated simila¡ F

values, from 0.013 oC-l to 0.018 oc-r. These clays included remolded kaolinite,

illite, natural clay, high plasticity clay, normally consolidated and

overconsolidated clays. These clays were subjected to similar temperature changes

(from 16oC to 23"C), but were tested at different effective stresses, from 0.1 MPa
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to 0.65 MPa.

2.2.9 Creep

As mentioned earlier, temperature appears to be analogous to time effects

on clay behavior. Comparing Figure 2.1,4(a) with the classical time line of Bjem:m

(1967) in Figure 2.14(b), the similarity can be seen- Increasing temperature

shifts the compression lines downward to lower specific volumes.

Secondary compression rates in illite ^Íe 
only slightty affected by

heating, but are significantly decreased by cooling (Plum and Esrig 1969)'

2.2.10 Hydraulic ConductivitY

Hydraulic conductivity of compacted clays and sand/clay mixtures depends on

clay type, density, ionic concentration in the water, hydraulic gradient ,

temperature and sand content (Oscarson et al. 1990). In kaolinites and illites'

free water dominates the pore space and hydraulic conductivity depends mainly on

density and temperature, possibly through the temperature dependence of the

viscosity of water. In bentonites, the ratio of bound water to free water governs

the hydraulic conductivity. In low density bentonites (Yu . 1.2 Mg/m3), there is

appreciable free water, ffid hydraulic conductivity depends on pore fluid salinity,

hydraulic gradient, temperature, and density. In high density bentonite (Tu > t'2

Md-') the hydraulic conductivity is independent of all variables except

temperature. In this thesis, high density buffer has a dry density of L'67 Md-'

or gleater.

Osmotic theory (together with Darcy's Law, Fick's Law, and Fourier's Law)

has been used by Cheung et al. (1986) to compare hydraulic conductivity and

diffusion coefficients of buffer at different hydraulic gradients and temperatures

with meazured values. predictions were within an order of magnitude of measured
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values for buffer dry densities between 0.34 and 1.75 Mg/m3 and for hydraulic

gradients greater than 400. At low density, increasing the temperature from 25oC

to 100oC increases K by a factor of 3.5. At high density, the corresponding factor

of change is approximately 3.0 (Dixon et al- 1987).

2.3 Thermo-Mechanical Models

Several thermomechanical models of soil behavior have been published

recently. Three classes of models have been identified in the literature: (1)

calibrated theoretical models zupported by experimental verificationi Q)

theoretical models; and (3) rheological (phenomenological) models. (Calibration

means that the models have been fitted and validated by comparisons with laboratory

data). The models may be further defined as coupled or uncoupled

temperafure-stress-strain models. The following models have been developed in the

last 20 years: (1) a fully coupled thermo-elastic theoretical model (Booker and

Savvidou 1985, Booker and Smith 1989, Nowinski 1978); (2) a calibrated coupled

thermo-hypoelastic hyperbolic model (Agar L984, Agar et al' 1986, 1987); (3) a

calibrated thermo-elasto-plastic model (Green 1984, Wan et al. 1991); (4) a

caiibrated coupled thermo-elasto-plastic model (Hueckel and Baldi 1990, Hueckel and

Borsetto 1990, Hueckel et al. 1987a,b, Mitchell 1969, ); (5) a rheological

thermo-viscoelastic model (Murayama 1969); (6) a rheological thermo-viscoplastic

model (Mitchell and Campanella 1963, Eriksson 1989); and (7) a poro-thermo-elastic

model (Nowinski 1978, Booker and Savvidou 1985). Theoretical models exist for the

last three models; they are of limited usefulness to the current research because

they typically describe only one or two aspects of the soil behavior well. Their

shortcomings will be addressed later in this chapter.

The fust four models are more fundamental, and are of interest to this

research program. They were resea¡ched using materials different from the active
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buffer in the present study. The applications and calibrations of the models with

laboratory data will be discussed in the sections that follow. Verification of

the models requires an independent suite of tests along different stress paths from

those used for calibration (Graham and Houlsby 1983).

In general, the term "coupling" implies the interaction of any of several

important relations. In this thesis thermal coupling is defined (in principle) by

thermodynamic laws relating the mufual influences of temperature, stress and

strain. Semi-coupling is used in some models for simplicity, for instance

assuming that stress induced temperature changes are negligible compared

temperature induced stress changes (Nowinski 1978).

In classical thermodynamics, heat transfer occurs in steady and non-steady

state systems by way of th¡ee basic mechanisms: (1) convection, (2) conduction, and

(3) radiation (Kovalenko 1969). This thesis is most concerned with the end results

of heating, that is steady state (isothermal) conditions. Conduction and

convection ¿¡re the primary mechanisms for temperature changes in the models

presented. Thermodynamics will be discussed only in a general way in relation to

the following models. Thermoelasticity is founded on thermodynamics to help derive

important relations without the use of heuristic hypotheses. The theory of

thermodynamics comprises a body of general laws governing the transformation of

energy, in particular heat and work.

There are many u/ays of introducing temperature effects into an

elasto-plastic model for instance. However, there is no single fundamental model

with a specific number of unique elements that has been accepted like the Cam clay

model described by Roscoe and Burland (1968) and Schofield and Wroth (1968) for

elastic-plastic behavior at ambient temperature.

Practical applications of the theory of thermo-elasto-plasticity in

relation to small deformations are discussed by Lee (1974) and Lee and Germaine

by

to
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(te74).

2.3.1 Thermo'Elastic (TE)

The development of thermo-elastic models has typically been on a'

case-by-case basis to handle specific geotechnical problems. Each model has

aszumptions, strengths and weaknesses based on the type of problem being modelled'

A simple theoretical model with general applicability to practical geotechnical

problems is lacking.

Thermoelasticity is a branch of applied mechanics concerned with the

effects of heat on the deformation and stresses in solid bodies which aÍe

considered to be elastic. It is an extension of the conventional theory of

isothermal elasticity to processes in which deformation and stresses are produced

not by mechanical forces alone, but by temperature variations as well (Nowinski

lgig). Thermo-elastic processes are not totally reversible. The deformations

caused by heat are recoverable through cooling, but the heat is non-recoverable due

to dissipation of energy.

Although there is a coupling between temperature and deformation, heat does

not always produce stress. A uniform temperature field does not produce stress in

a body. Thermoelasticity differs from elasticity for which there is no deformation

without stress. A non-uniform temperature fîeld generally will cause development

of stesses within a bodY.

In general, mechanical properties such as Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,

the elongation at rupture, the stress at the proportional limit (in metals)t

thermal conductivity, and coefficient of expansion change with temperature. For

the thermomechanical properties to be approximately constant, the temperature

increase should not exceed 150"C to 200"C (Lee and Germaine 1974)'
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Clearly, properties also change with position in non-homogeneous and

anisotropic bodies. Unless otherwise stated, this thesis will assume isotropic

homogeneous continua.

2.3.IJ Theory

Agar (1984) developed a thermo-elastic model to aid analysis of ground

heating problems arising from thermally enhanced recovery of heavy hydrocarbons

from oil sand. He used an uncoupled thermo-elastic theory and heat consolidation

theory to develop an incremental numerical procedure for estimating the pattern and

magnitude of stresses and deformations resulting from in-situ heating and fluid

injection.

A hyperbolic elastic incremental model was fitted to the envelope of

strengths. Heat consolidation involved simultaneous thermal pore pressure

generation and dissipation, and was solved numerically using a non-rigorous

approach with heat transfer coupled with consolidation. Total stresses \¡/ere

aszumed constant.

Pore water pressure req)onse to undrained heating \ilas a factor in reducing

effective stress and available shea¡ strength during rapid heating because of the

low effective permeability of oil sand at in-situ temperatures. It was assumed

that the classical Terzaghi effective stress relation holds true. The zum of the

thermal expansion and mechanical compression of the components of oil sand was

equated to the zum of the thermal expansion, effective stress compressibility, and

dilatancy of the mineral grain matrix'

Booker and Sawidou (1985) developed an analytical solution for the

fundamental problem of a point heat source buried deep in a saturated clay

(simulating a container of waste nuclear fuel in a deep clay host medium). The

model aszumed that the soil is a poro-thermoelastic continuum. Changes to the
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density of the soil due to thermal expansion were neglected in developing the

equations of equilibrium. Sta¡rdard strain-displacement relations were used. Volume

changes of the soil skeleton and water due to pressure were neglected and Darcy's

Law is aszumed valid. The mechanical contributions to the energy balance are small

compared to thermal contributions and were therefore neglected. Fourier's law of

heat conduction was used, and the soil was assumed homogeneous. An approximate

solution to the problem of a cylindrical heat source was found by integrating the

solution for a point source over the cylindrical volume. In other wo¡k Booker

developed a linear theory of thermal consolidation to solve the problem of

consolidation around a spherical heat source in a fully coupled (displacement, pore

pressure, temperature) saturated thermoelastic soil (Booker and Smith 1989).

Britto et al. (1989) used a the finite element program 'HOT CRISP' to

model thermomechanical behavior of clay in centrifuge tests in which a hot canister

(90'C) was buried in kaolin.

Semi-coupled rheories have been developed by McTigue (1985) and Booker and

Savvidou (1985). The former used coupling of strain, pressure and temperature in

the void occupancy equation, but neglected such coupling in the energy balance

equation. A similar theory was used by the latter authors for porous elastic solid

with incompressible constifuents.

2.3.I.2 Laboratory Tests and Model Calibrations

Agar used l.-dimensional and triaxial compression and permeability tests on

oil sand at temperatures to 300'C and preszures to 30 MPa. Shear strength was

determined using 6 srress paths (Figure 2.22) at mean effective stresses of 4 MPa

to 8 Mpa. The undrained compressibility of water, bitumen and solids, Fu, was

determined from isotropic triaxial compression tests. This parameter 1ryas

approximately constant from 20oC to 200'C for p' from 4 MPa to 18 MPa. The thermal
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expansion coefficient, Gu, of the water, bitumen and solids was determined from

pressure-volume-temperature tests. The parameters pu and Ctu were used to derive an

expression for the thermal pore pressure parameter, Br. Agar developed a drained

compressibility parameter B, = f(Àu,Âo) using oedometer and isotropic (TÐ

compression tests and found no temperature effects on the values of \ and C..

Undrained and drained thermal expansion coefficients were determined from oedometer

tests.

Britto et al. (1989) used triaxial, oedometer, and physical test rezults

for Speswhite kaolin from other researchers to obtain mechanical properties,

in-situ state parameters, permeability and thermal properties

Work by Tidfors and Sätlfors (1989) testing sensitive marine clays using

conventional incremental oedometer tests and constant rate of strains clearly show

that the preconsolidation pressure decreases with increasing temperature.

Although a specific type of constitutive soil model is not explicitly discussed

results are presented which can be interpreted in the form of

thermo-hypoelasticity. Figure 2.12 (b) shows CRS test results. Compression lines

are parallel in ttre elastic range (r-lines). However, testing by other researchers

seems to indicate that the slope may be temperature level dependent (Eriksson 1'989,

Demars and Charles 1981). Figure 2.12 (a) shows a surnmary of test results for

incremental load tests, where the temperature was increased at 40, 50, 60 and 80

kPa.

2.3.1.3 Model Predictions

Agar's predictions of stresses, strains, and temperatures in the field are

made, but apparently not verified with field measurements. Agar's model was not

truly verified in its complete form, rather individual components were apparently

fitted to data from several test types. From Agar's work, it is apparent that the
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validity of using his uncoupled approach depends on the thermal loading and degree

of restraint on thermal strains. Drained heating provided a reasonable lower

bound solution. However, assumption of an undrained condition during heating

doesn't necessarily provide an upper bound solution for stress and deformations.

Effective stresses may reduce due to pore pressures spreading during transient

consolidation in low permeability materials upon heating.

Results of l-dimensional heat consolidation analysis yielded the following

conclusions: (1) solutions aÍe sensitive to the size of time steps due to

non-linear variation of the coefficient of consolidation; (2) pore pressure changes

generated during transient heating are small for oil sand without fìnes; (3) the

permeability decreased 2 to 3 times with addition to 10 to 207o fines. Generated

pore water pressures are about 507o of the effective stress. The rate of pore water

migration and dissipation is reduced, and therefore the shear strength decreases

are proportional to pore pressure increases; (4) heat transfer by convection has

little influence on predicted temperafure a¡rd pore pressure distributions when

drainage is towards heat source.

Some of the limitations of this analysis are as follows. Stress

redistribution following yield or failure cannot be modeled using a linear

thermoelastic solution. Non-recoverable deformation cannot be modeled. Paradoxical

rezults have been observed, for example, predicted stress changes and deformations

decrease with time.

Centrifuge rests by Britto et al. (1989) indicate that for NC c1ay, the

transient behavior due to the temperature field can be reasonably well predicted

using the HOT CRISP model. The temperature distribution was fairly well predicted.

Cam clay underpredicted the measured pore water pressÌ¡res, but were within an order

of magnitude. The elastic model predicted even lower pore water pressures. For OC

clay, both of Britto's models grossly underpredicted pore presstlres. In centrifuge
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tests, cracks that that were observed farured out horizontally from the heater.

This may have been caused by peneftation of the heater into the clay, and

compounded by transient heat effects.

Booker and Sawidou (1985) used their model to conduct a parametric study

without reference to any particular soil type. They found that pore water pressure

only reaches a small fraction of the value it would achieve if consolidation did

not occur. The stresses undergo only small compressive changes.

2.3.2 Thermo'Elasto'Plastic Models

Alt of the models in the following discussion are mathematically complex

and require numerical solutions, usually finite element formulations, for their

implementation.

2.3.2.1 Theory

Hueckel and Borsetto (1990) developed a thermo-plastic version of the

critical state model used in Cam clay to describe plastic behavior of soils and

shales due to drained heating and loading under constant elevated temperature.

These models are illustrated in Figure 2.23 (a) and (b). In the thermo-plastic

theory, the yield zurface becomes temperature dependent. It shrinks during heating

(thermal softening) and expands during cooling when the stress state is elastic, as

shown in Figure 2.23 (b) and (c). The theoretical shear stresses and strains at

elevated temperature and different OCR are shown n Fígure 2.24. The temperafure

dependency of peak stress, strains, yield loci, and plastic strain increments

aglees in principle with the observed behavior discussed in previous sections.

Failure strength is independent of temperature.

At constant p' stress state, thermal softening may be entirely compensated

by plastic strain hardening leading to thermal consolidation. Loading and
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unloading criteria determine whether the soil response is thermo-elastic or

thermo-plastic. Stress increments inside the current yield zurface are admissible

plastic processes if temperature is increasing. Stress increments at the softening

side of the YL may lead to plastic expansive strains during cooling. It is clear

that this model is zupported by test results for kaolinite, illite and

montmorillonite discussed in the previous section on soil properties.

Hueckel and Pellegrini (1991b) developed a similar model to the one just

described. However, it was for modeling the undrained failure of low porosity

saturated clay due to development of advanced irreversible strains during heating

at constant total stress. Boom clay and Pasquasia clay were tested

Wan et al. (1991) developed a non-associative thermo-elasto-plastic

constitutive model for Alberta oil sands under triaxial stress conditions and

elevated temperature. The model is uncoupled in that thermo-plasticity is not

used. A Ramberg-Osgood function with a secant hardening parameter, H, is used to

describe a ha¡dening/softening law. The Matsuoka-Nakai failure criterion is used.

The plastic potential, G, is given the same shape as the yield function, F, based

on Rowe's stress dilatancy equation. Temperafure dependent material properties are

used.

Green (1984) developed a finite elemenr model, HITCON, which sums

thermo-plastic strains from a phenomenological creep model with thermo-elastic

strains from unloading. Primary consolidation is calculated using an axisymmetric

finite element program. Mineral grains were assumed incompressible, and elastic

strains were assumed if the current stress level was less than the preconsolidation

pressure. Temperature increases caused pore pressure increases and were assumed to

produce elastic volumetric deformations of the soil and water. However, these were

insignificant compared to plastic strains (Houston et al. L985).
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2.3.2.2 Laboratory Tests and Model Calibrations

To calibrate Hueckel and Borsetto's model, Hueckel and Baldi (1990)

performed heating and cooling tests al constant isotropic stress under drained

triaxial conditions. They also used undrained triaxial tests at constant deviator

stress. Results from a thermomechanical cycle of isotropic loading, including

heating-cooling, shows plastic deformation (Figure 2.16 (b)). Higher temperafures

and lower OCR tend to produce more compressive behavior (Figure 2.25).

Thermo-elastic strain recovery is proportional to OCR, and generally smaller than

thermo-plastic strains of NC soil. In shear, the deviatoric stress at a given

axial strain is lower at elevated temperature and thermal ductilization occurs

(Figure 2.9). The soils failed under undrained heating at q/p' ratios equal to the

room temperature values in the case of Pontida clay, and 20Vo higher than room

temperature values in the case of Boom Clay.

Baldi et al. (1988) used triaxial tests with ramped temperatures and

pressures to calibrate a model similar to the one by Hueckel and Borsetto. The

test rezults are shown n Figure 2.26. Clearly, thermomechanical behavior in the

OC state is thermo-elastic and in the NC state it is thermo-plastic. It is also

apparent that thermal strains depend on both temperature and effective stress.

Clays are dilatant at low values of isotropic stress, and compressive at high

values of sFess. Higher temperatures add to the compressive tendencies. At

intermediate effective stresses, the thermal strains may be dilatant at low

temperatures, and compressive at higher temperatures.

Wan et al. (1991) used approximately 4 drained triaxial tests for

calibrating the model in addition to triaxial, oedometer, permeability and physical

tests performed earlier by Agar (1984).

Six different t)?es of test were used in Green's model: (1) mechanical

consolidation (primary, secondary); Q) thermal consolidation after primary
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consistent with the observed behavior of Pontida

Hueckel and Pellegrini used their model to show that thermomechanical

failure can occur when effective stresses are brought to critical state by

expansion of pore water and thermoplastic compression of the skeleton. The

response is stable-plastic if the rate of pore water pressure build-up is less than

the thermal degradation of the skeleton. In this case' plastic volumetric

compression is generated to slow down the thermal degradation of the skeleton and

keep the effective stress at the YL. Effective stresses were slightly

overpredicted by the model.

Wan et al. (1991) captured the essential material behavior of oil sand,

including strain softening with dilation at low confining stresses and

temperatures; and work hardening at high confîning pressures and temperatures.

Green's model gave good predictions of water content for field heating of a

probe in a simulated in-situ test at 3.0 and 7.0 cm radius, but values at other

radii are not given. The general trend of vane shear strengths were correctly

modelled, but the magnitudes were significantly underpredicted. However, vane

shear tests on high plasticity soils tend in any case to overpredict triaxial shear

strengths (Graham et al. 1984). On the other hand, it is likely that Green's model

will give poor overall predictions of q and u at different radü because she has

assumed that the primary consolidation parameters are constant with temperature and

this is incorrect. The measured pore pressures were significantly overpredicted.

2.4 Synthesis of Literature

High effective stress tends to subdue the effects of temperature,

mineralogy, porg fluid, cation concentration and valence and cementation on soil

behavior.
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Clay, oil sand, and metals have broad similarities in their response to

temperature, but the detailed differences in kinematic hardening, and volume change

behavior preclude a universal thermomechanical model applicable to all three

materials.

The strength and volume change behavior of clay is governed more by

mechanical response than by direct thermal expansion effects, and is consistent

with ideas in the Cam clay family of models. Clays generally experience decreases

in peak strength at elevated temperature for a given void ratio with a possible

exception for Pacific Illite tested under marine conditions, and

Ca-montmorillonite. Pacific illite shows large post peak softening at elevated

temperature. Clays undergo plastic deformation under drained heating. Failure of

clay under undrained heating is caused by pore pressure generation and plastic

skeletal deformation. The large-strain failure strength (critical state) of clays

is virrually unchanged, with the exception of smectitic Boom clay which experienced

a 20Vo increase.

Clay experiences thermal softening (shrinking yield locus) during drained

heating which is compensated by plastic strain hardening at constant effective

stress. This is reflected in preconsolidation pressures decreasing with increases

in temperature. Metals also experience shrinking yield loci. This implies a

reduced strength and is consistent with observed behavior for metals and clays.

Active clays and metals behave in a ductile, yet OC manner at elevated temperature.

Temperature cycles leave clay in an overconsolidated state; the volume is less and

effective preconsolidation stresses are higher.

Thermal strains at 100"C are generally less than mechanical strains for the

range of stresses normally encountered in testing. when considering volume changes

temperature is broadly analogous with Bjemrm's time lines of delayed compression.

The slope of virgin consolidation lines remains constant with temperature, but the
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lines shift towards lower specific volumes. The slopes of r-lines appear to change

with temperature. Temperature also has an effect on volume change that is

analogous to pressure; it produces both elastic and plastic strains. Thermal

consolidation may be analogous to osmotic consolidation.

Elevated temperatures cause high plasticity clays to behave more like medium

or low plasticity clays at ambient temperatures. The Casagrande classification is

unchanged at moderately high temperatures but the points move downward parallel to

the A-line. The higher the plasticity, the larger the change in behavior.

Elevated temperatures decrease the swelling pressure of active clays and

increase hydraulic conductivity.

Buffer appears to behave like other active clays at ambient temperature

(Graham et al. L989). The response of buffer permeability and swelling pressure to

high temperatures is similar to other active clays. The effective stress concept

appears to apply to buffer with respect to permeability and swelling pressure.

However, DDL theory does not apply to dense buffer or dense active clays.

Thermo-elasto-plastic modeling is superior to thermo-elasticity, because it

captures more aspects of material behavior. Elasto-plasticity provides the most

rational framework on which to build an elevated temperature model for soils.

The advantages of the elasto-plastic model are as follows: it is applicable

to large strain behavior; it inco¡porates recoverable (elastic) and non-recoverable

(plastic) deformation; path dependence is modeled; it is not limited to one density

like hypoelasticity; it describes the transition from elastic to plastic behavior

in a fundamental way (incremental yielding); it describes failure and shear

dilatancy;(hypoelasticity does not); and it models stress level dependency.

Temperature effects can be handled in an uncoupled approach using temperature

dependent material constants zuch as stiffness moduli and angle of friction, ffid

qualitatively can be understood using osmotic theory of inte¡particle pressure.
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Temperature effects can also be modelled in a coupled thermoplastic framework or a

more complex coupled thermo-hydraulic-mechanical framework.

Alternative approaches zuch as hyperelastic and hypoelastic models require

extensive calibration. They can be seen as approximate relations at best and

empirical in nature. Poro-thermo-elastic models serve to describe specific soil

types well, but can not be considered as general models'

Thermo-elasto-plastic models are more fundamentally based and general.

They must be calibrated and verified using extensive testing, but model more

aspects of mechanical behavior than other models. Elasto-plastic models are good

for predicting strains in drained tests and pore pressures in undrained tests' but

the main limitation is in accurate prediction of shear strains (V/roth and Houlsby,

1985). Linear elastic models have been avoided because clays typically exhibit

highly non-linear stress-strain behavior.

2.5 Review of Buffer Research

The current program builds on the results obtained by Sun (1986)' Wan

(1987), Saadat (1989), Graham et al. (1989), Yin (1990), and Oswell (1991) on

buffer at ambient tempelature and low to high pressures. This work was carried out

at the UniversitY of Manitoba.

The previous research focused on high pressure (up to 10 MPa) testing of

buffer at ambient temperature only. Three constant temperature (isothermal) models

have been developed using buffer data: (1) hyperelastic (Sun L986, Saadat 1989);

(2) hypoelastic (Yin 1990, Saadat 1989); and (3) elasto-plastic (Saadat 1989,

Oswell 1991).

Swelling potential and shear behavior of buffer are influenced by soil

fabric structure (Wan 1987). Fabric is largely determined by the molding water

content; for instance, a different material structure is created at 2570 than at 3570
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Ìvater content.

Compacted buffer has a sEong tendency to expand at stresses lower ttran its

swelling presmre (Saadat 1989). The strength of the buffer is dominaæd by the

bentonite (0'=14o) and strain softening behavior is observed in long duration

tests. A th¡ee-modulus anisotropic hyperelastic model was proposed for early

stages of loading and permits coupling of mean pressures with shear strains' and

deviator stresses with volume strains. A three-function hypoelastic model was

developed to describe straining to failure. An elastic-plastic model accounted for

non-reversibility, non-linearity and dilatancy in the plastic range' In addition

to these predictive models, a generalized cntical state specific volume-pressure

relationship at equilibrium was developed which accounted for influence of

compaction water content and time on the fabric'

yin (1990) developed models to describe (1) time independent stress-strain

behavior in general stress states; (2) time dependent stress-strain behavior in 1-D

straining; and (3) time dependent stress-strain behavior in triaxial stress states.

A three modulus hypoelasticity model for time independent behavior was calibrated

using conventional triaxial tests on buffer, Paris clay, ild medium dense Wuhan

sand (Yin et al. 1989).

Oswell (1991) examined the applicability of the effective stress concept

and yielding behavior of low density and high density buffer. He also described

new relationships for yielding, hardening law, flow rule and failure.

None of this work involved the testing at elevated temperatures that forms

the principal contribution of this thesis.

Temperature Effects on Buffer Behavior

Osca¡son et al. (1990) showed that heating unsafurated buffer at 200'C with

different pore fluids, distilled water and 1.4 molar saline solution, produced

2.6
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no changes in mineratogy over a 7 day heating period. It is possible that

different behavior could rezult with saturated buffer, but steam probably has a

more significant effect than water. Comparing Figure 2.a@) and (b) there is no

obvious difference in fabric and structure between heated and unheated

montmorillonite.

Montmorillonite maintains its Stern water layer even at an oven temperafure

of 110.C (Pusch 1990). Therefore when reducing data to determine the clay specific

volume, V", we a¡e not normalizing buffer behavior to clay minerals only, but to

the clay plus Stern water. This also means that any observed changes in behavior

must be due to the presence of either diffuse or free water. It is not clear what

effect the Stern water has on the flow of water under pressure, thermal and

chemical gradients. In fact, buffer may behave like a semi-impermeable membra¡re at

high density in which diffusion governs. It may be appropriate to use diffusion

theory to describe swelling behavior in terms of flow rates instead of the

pressure-particle spacing relationships used by Viani et al. (1983) for

montmorillonites gels.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

3.1 Introduction

Triaxial cells were used exclusively in the testing of buffer in this thesis

research. Five sets of apparatus were built, and four were used in the current

pfogram. Apparatus #1 was Saadat's prototype triaxial cell (1989), capable of

testing up to 10 MPa pressure. Saadat's cell was used to test buffer at ambient

temperatures. Later, a second group of three cells consisting of special high

temperature, high pressure (HfTEP) TX cells were built under the direction of the

author for the current thesis research. Two of these three cells, Apparatus tf2 and

Apparatus #3, were used in the current program to perform 22 of 36 triaxial tests.

The third cell (Apparatus #4) was used in a concurrent MSc. program by Yarechewski.

The cells were capable of testing at 10 MPa total pressure, with 9 MPa back pressure

and temperatures up to 100'C. The author procured the materials and directed

construction of these apparatuses and commissioned them for buffer testing. This

involved considerable calibration of the triaxial cells and ancillary equipment for

temperature, pressure and chemical attack. Modifications to the apparatuses were

incorporated to resolve difficulties and meet the needs of the test program, when

buffer parameters became better known. Apparatus #5 was an aluminum double-walled

cell and 'Haake' refrigeration bath, modified for elevated temperatures. Only 2

tests were performed with this apparatus, after which the HITEP equipment was

available.

Eight fypes of meazuring instruments were required for testing buffer in the

HITEP apparatus. Each instrument was procured and calibrated to meet the

appropriate temperature a¡rd pressure requirements.

The author also designed a split mold for static compaction of the buffer
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specimens as an improvement over the previous hollow cylinder extrusion method used

by Saadat (1989). Further work involved construction of the static comPaction

frame.

Special attention was paid to the membranes used to confine the buffer

specimens. The latex membranes used previously proved to be unsuitable at elevated

temperature. Instead, RTV silicone rubber was used. The author developed the

technology to produce these in the laboratory. This involved an extensive material

selection process until material compatible with the system components could be

found. The rubber \¡/as tested for temperature stability, compliance, strength, and

diffusion of cell fluid and buffer pore fluid. Two triaxial apparatuses were

assembled and modified for testing leakage and diffusion of membranes

More details of this extensive equipment development program are given in

following sections. Acronyms are used throughout the thesis to abbreviate names of

devices, processes and variables. A list of acronyms is given at the beginning of

the thesis.

3.2 Equipment: Triaxial Cells

3.2.L AmbientTemPerature

Apparatus #1 was used to perform 12 triaxial tests at ambient temperature.

Figure 3.1 shows Saadat's protoqæe cell, loading frame, and data acquisition

system. The main departure from his equipment was the use of geotextile side drains

and Whatm an #54 filter paper at the ends of the specimens instead of 'Whatman #1

frlter paper. The orher equipment is described in detail by Saadat (1989) and will

not be discussed further.

Two tests were run to determine axial and radial deformation of the cell
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itself at pressures up to 11.7 MPa. Axial deformation was 0.5 mm and radial

deformation was 1.0 mm (mid height) at 10 MPa.

3.2.2 HITEP Apparatus

The prototype high temperature high pressure (HITEP) cell is shown

schematically, not to scale, in Figure 3.2. TIte total height of the cell is 800 mm,

the sleeve diameter is 265 mm and wall thickness is 200 mm. The cell was designed

to withstand l0 Mpa pressure at 100oC using the ASME 1977 Boiler and Preszure Vessel

Code, Section VIII (Revised, update). The cell is designed with a factor of safety

of 4.0 for incompressible fluids only, not gases. A nickel-plated mild steel cell,

instead of aluminum or stainless steel, was chosen to keep material costs

reasonable. This required a relatively thick cell wall and therefore a heavy cell.

As a result, a small hoist had to be installed in the laboratory to lift the cell

components during assemblY.

The main features of the HITEP cell are: (1) a removable top mounted sleeve;

(2) internal load cell; and (3) preszure transducers mounted on the cell base. The

separate sleeve allows installation and removal of buffer specimens without

disturbance of the instrumentation. The internal load cell avoids the problem of

piston friction associated with an external load cell. The pressure transducers and

control valves were placed on the cell base as close as possible to the buffer

specimen to measure pore pressures. This arrangement eliminates the need for a

separate control board with transducers and control valves.

A special cell fluid was required instead of water to avoid electrical short

circuiting of the internal instrumentation in the load cell and to avoid cell

corrosion. Silicone oil was chosen for its viscosity (500 cP) , its low electrical
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conductiviry (dielectric strength = 138 kV/cm), temperature stability (flashpoint

500'C), non-flammability, low compressibility (l7o at 10 MPa), inertness, and

non-toxicity. The oil was purchased from CSL Silicones Inc., Guelph, Ontario. The

oil is costly (approximately $S/litre) and must be recovered and filtered and

de-watered after each test.

Mineral oils were not compatible with silicone membranes and valve seals,

vegetable oils did not possess suitable temperature stability, ild kerosene and

liquid paraffin attack latex rubber. Leroueil et al. (1988) recoûunend against using

glycerin for cell fluid because it has a high affînity for \ilater and can suck

significant quantities of pore water through membranes. They have zuccessfully used

silicone oil at Laval University for over 10 years.

The main disadvantage of silicone oil for this program is its low thermal

conductivity 3.6 x 104 caVcm.s.oC). Heat transfer is relatively slow compared to

metals and thermal gradients as much as 5oC can be set up in the fluid from the top

to bottom of the cell. These readings were obtâined from instrumentation early in

the program. Fortunately, convection helps ¡educe the thermal gradients.

An extensive material selection program was undertaken to find membranes

comparible with the silicone oil cell fluid and capable of testing up to 100'C.

Silicone rubber was chosen over latex, EPDM, heat shrink tubing, teflon,

polyethylene, and polyurethane. A slight reaction occurs with the silicone oil, but

Agar (1984) used the same combination successfully up to 300oC and 8.0 MPa for short

periods of time.

Extensive specimen instrumentation was provided for each HITEP apparatus as

shown in Figure 3.2. Up to nine channels of dat¿ were recorded for each HITEP cell.

Typical measurements on the specimens included: axial load; axial deformation;
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lateral deformation; cell pressure; back pres$re; volume change; absolute

temperature; differential temperature from top to bottom of the specimens; and room

temperature. A thild transducer was used in one apparatus to measure pore pfessures

at the bottom of the specimen, separate from back pressure applied at the top during

consolidation. Drainage was closed during shear and the third transducer allowed

independent mea$¡rement of pore pressures at the top and bottom of the specimens'

Details of the instrumentation will be discussed in following sections.

Figure 3.3 shows the HITEP cell. The steel sleeve has been removed to show

the inside of the cell. Heat treated alloy steel tie rods were required to meet the

load requirements of the pressure vessel code while making use of the same diameter

as Saadat's design. Mild steel pedestals and top caps were replaced with stainless

steel to reduce corrosion.

A key component of the design was the seals. Viton O-rings were required in

the pedestals and valves to withstand 100"C temperatures. Special U-cup seals were

required for the tie rods, piston bushing, and sleeve. Only carboxylized nitryl

(black) seals could withsønd the 100'C temperatures, abrasion and wear' and 10 MPa

pressures for extended use (over 6 tests of I' month duration)' Polymyte (viton'

orange) U-cup seals were suitable for no more than 6 tests at 65oC' Molythane

(urethane, yellow) U-cup seals were suitable for extended use at room temperature'

The seals were specially ordered from Parker Seals, Salt Lake City, Utah through a

local supplier, Kepco Sealing Supplies. Fluoromyte seals (fluoro-urethane)

depolymerized (cracked) in the presence of even small quantities of waær which

occasionally contaminated the oil.

An active heating/passive cooling system was used to control temperatures in

the HITEp cells. The temperature control system (TCS) is shown in Figure 3.4. It
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consists of a programmable 'Tempstar' PID controller which powered two silicone band

heaters attached to the exterior of the sleeve. Power was manually proportioned

through a rheostat. An RTD temperafure sensor on the specimen zupplied the input

signal to the contoller and completed the feedback loop. A second RTD zupplied an

independent temperature measurement which was recorded by the data acquisition

system. The digital controller display provided manual readings. since cooling was

not required for the program, it was not a control feature. The HITEP cells were

insulated with custom designed split jackets.

Figure 3.5 shows the complete HITEP apparatus including the cell and data

acquisition system, while Figure 3.6 shows a buffer specimen before consolidation

with the lateral strain gage and RTD temperature probes'

3.2.3 Double'walled APParatus

While the HITEP apparatuses were being built, an elevated temperature cell

was improvised from a double-walled triaxial cell previously used by others for

testing frozen specimens. Drainage was provided at the top and bottom of the

specimen to a common pore pressure transducer and burette. Coarse porous stones and

Whatman#54 frtter paper were provided for drainage at the top and bottom of the

specimens. Geotextile side drains were wound in a spiral around the specimen as in

the HITEP tests. A single silicone membrane covered the specimens (type 5026 for

Tl2l0 and type 5050 for TI2l3).

A separate transducer was used to measure cell preszure. Back preszure \¡/as

applied through a pressurized burette which meazured volume change of the specimen.

Antifreeze filted the inner and outer chambers of the cell. A sealed copper

refrigerant coil zurrounded the inner cell. Hot antifreeze was circulated through

the coil using a 'Haake' temperafure bath equipped with a 'Techne' model TE-8D
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prograrnmable ci¡culating heater module. Cell preszure \ilas zupplied from compressed

nitrogen bottles equipped with high pressure gas regulators' Back pressure was

zupplied from building air lines with low pressure regulators (less than 700 kPa)'

A calibrated thermistor was fitted inside the cell and sent temperature

signals to a Hewlett Packard digital multimeter. Neither of the two specimens

tested was sheared because an extra loading frame was not available at the time'

The maximum operating temperature was 65"C. All readings were manually recorded and

entered into Lotus Version 1.0 spreadsheets for analysis and production of graphs'

3.2.4 Membrane Diffusion/Leakage Apparatuses

Three different apparatuses were used for meazuring diffusion of oil and

water across the silicone membranes. The fust apparatus consisted of a standa¡d

low preszure triaxial cell frlled with silicone oil instead of water' A porous

silica dummy specimen was saturated with de-aired water and a single silicone

membrane covered the specimen. A brass dummy specimen wrapped in Whatman #54

filter paper was also tested. Extra O-rings were used to assure a good membrane

seal. Silicone grease could not be used on the pedestal or top cap, as recommended

by Leroueil et al. (1983) because the silicone fluid leaked past it'

The second apparatus was similar to the frst, but used a HITEP cell and a

brass dummy specimen with geotextile side drainage. This was used to simulate the

heat, pressure and potential leakage conditions of an actual buffer test'

Leakage tests were performed in the HITEP appafatus using the arangement

shown in Figure 3.7. This was used to test leakage of the membranes seals and

O-rings.

The third apparatus was modified from the high pressure consolidation cell
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designed by oswell (1991). The cell is shown in Figure 3.8. Volume changes were

measured using a burette and differential pressure transmitter (DPT)' Pressures

were applied to water on one side of the membrane and oil on the other side. The

cell was heated using a silicone rubber heater band with power modulated manually

using a rheostat. Temperature lryas measured inside the cell using a thermocouple

sealed in a protective sheath. The reference junction was kept at room temperature'

Preszures, temperature, and volume change were automatically recorded on a data

acquisition system similar to the HITEP equipment. The cell was well insulated to

maintain constant temperature. The membrane diffusion apparatus is shown in Figure

3.9.

The membrane used in the third apparatus v/as a circular piece cut from the

standard silicone membrane. It was clamped using component 6 shown in Figure 3'8'

This is similar to the concept used for testing semi-permeable membranes by

commercial laboratories discussed by crank and Park (1968).

3.3 Ancillary Equipment and Calibrations

The equipment discussed in the following section was used in the HITEP

apparatus. Instruments were calibrated for pressure and temperature, when

applicable. The intent was to use equipment requiring the fewest corrections for

pressure and temperature.

3.3.1 LVDT

Two differenr LVDT models were used: (1) HP DCDT1000 (+1.00 inch, 25 mm

displacemenr) and (2) 'Transtek' Model 0244-0000. Both models had free displacement

rods. The rods should not be bent or interchanged if the calibrations are to be

maintained. The Transtek LVDT is a superior device. Specifications include: 6 to
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30 VDC input; linearity=fQ.5Vo FuIl Scale (FS); and operating temperature=-65oF to

250"F.

Thirteen calibrations were made on fîve instruments at room temperature and

elevated temperature. The LVDTs were calibrated against Mitutoyo and Lufkin vernier

micrometers. The gain, or displacement (mm) verzus ouþut voltage (mV), decreased

with elevated temperatures for both LVDT models. Temperature corrections in Table

3.1. were measured, but were in fact negligible for the HITEP tests because the LVDTs

were mounted externallY.

Table 3.1: LVDT temperature dependency

Model TestTemP. 
^Gain/ÂT( "C) ( mm/Vi " C)

Input
(vDc)

Voltage

Tran s t ek
0244 - 0 000

HP DCDT1OOO

26,36

26,36, 94

0.003

0. 005

Figure 3.10 shows calibration curves for the Transtek LVDT at 26.C and 36oC.

Axial displacement of the buffer specimens during shear was checked against the load

rate on the load frame and provided a good correlation'

3.3.2 Load Cells (LC)

'Inrerface' Model 1211. 22 kN (5000 lb.) load cells were used in the HITEP

cells. These were specially ordered with a vented case for high pressures '

temperature compensation, and a teflon coated signal cable' Specifications

included: non-lineariry of 0.0570 FS; hysteresis of 0.02V0 FS; non-repeatability of

0.027oFS; and tempetature compensation to 115oF. The maximum operating temperature
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is 200oF, but the manufacturer indicated safe operation ^t 212"F (Max Morton'

personal communication).

No preszure compensation specifications were available, but the manufacfurer

indicated a safe operating pressure of 10 MPa. The load cell readings were

monitored during HITEP testTl2l! at26"C. Figure 3'11 (a) shows a change of 10 N

in the readings when the cell presflrre is doubled from 2 to 4 MPa as shown in Figure

3.11(b). This is small compared to maximum specimen loads up to 1200 N'

Nineteen calibrations were performed on four different load cells at

atmospheric pressule and temperatures from 26oC to 100"C' The calibrations at

elevated temperature were done by submerging the load cell in a controlled

temperature bath of silicone oit while loading. The load cells were calibrated

using a 130 kN (30 kip) load frame or 45 kN (10 kip) provine ring' Figure 3'12 (a)

shows that the 'zeroes' and 'gains' at elevated temperafures of 100"c and 26oc arc

the same. These calibrations were without a ball bearing attachment. Figure 3.12

(b) shows excellent repeatability at 100'C

Load cell readings were usually taken during consolidation of the specimens

in the HITEP cells. These readings provide a measure of the drift in the

calibration 'zeroes' with time, temperature and pressure' The readings (ltÐ

typically increase during heating, sometimes as much as 800 N (LC# M570)' Factory

specifications show zero shift of 0.00087o FS/oF, or 24 N at 46oC' The temperature

at which these changes occur is not predictable. For tests at 100'C (LCS 44570) it

occurs after temperature equilibrium is established, Ãt constant pressure'

Sometimes the change starts at 45oC. Thermal expansion of the ball bearing against

the load cell is believed to be the cause. This effect is not important for this

test program because the zero feading is taken at the beginning of shear at which
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time the readings have stabilized.

The 'gain' has increased by as much as 0.370 of Factory Gain after a year of

near continuous use at temperatures up to 100oC, while the 'zero' decreased by as

much as 100 N (LC# 4L373, and M570).

In sum, because of the way tests \ryere run, no conections were needed for

the load cell readings.

3.3.3 Pressure Transducers (PT)

'Microgage ' Model P102 (2000 psi) pressure transducers were used in the

triaxial equipment used to test buffer. These have an accuracy of 0'057o FS and

compensated temperature range of 0"F to 212"F. Thi¡teen calibrations were performed

on 5 transducers at temperatures from 2( C to 47"C and pressures up to 7'0 MPa' A

,Lucas Barnet' Model s8000 deadweight tester was purchased to calibrate the

transducers. There was uzually about a l|o difference between the factory

specification and laboratory calibrations.

The variation in 'gair' between consecutive calibrations was of the order of

0.0227o Factory Gain. The variation in the zeroes was 0.0134 mV' This is shown in

Table 3.2.

Elevated temperature had the effect of reducing the gain and increasing the

zeÍo. This is reversible upon immediate cooling. A sample calibration is shown in

Figure 3.13 (a).

The effect of time and temperature, that is continuous loading/unloading and

heating/cooling cycles, is to increase the gain and decrease the zeÍo' This

statement is based on comparisons of calibrations at 26"C. Sample calibrations a¡e

shown in Figure 3.13 (b).
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Table 3.2: Summary of pressure transducer calibrations

Variation in
calibrations

Gain Zero

Consecutive

Temperature

Time+Temp.

^G/GFC 
(7o) 0.022 LZ

^G/GFC/^T 
(EofC) -0.003 MILT

^G/GFC/ 
t (VoMo.) 0.036to 0.117 LZl Lt

(mV) 0.013

(mV/"C) 0.024

(mVMo)-0.318 to -0.661

NOTE: 1. ÂG=Change in gain
2. GFC=Gain from Factory Calibration
3. AT=Change in temPerature
4. Ât=Change in time
5. Ãz:g¡^ge in zero

Continuous use at elevated temperature seems to have a larger effect on

'gain' and 'zero' than the temperature itself. For example, continuous use at 100oC

for L month produces about the same magnitude of change in gain, but opposite in

sign, as heating to 100"C. The former is not reversible, but the latter is

reversible.

In a typical test with brass transducer housing and no insulation, the

transducer reached only 47oC for a cell temperature of 100"C. With inzulation the

temperature reached up to 90'C. Most tests v/ere run with insulation. Calculations

have been done to account for thermal expansion of the water in the drainage lines

and transducer housing during consolidation to determine the true volume change of

the buffer and pore water. This is discussed in Chapter 6'

'Roctest' high preszure gas regulators were purchased to accurately control

the nifogen gas pressure used to provide cell pressure and back pressure'
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3.3.4 ThermocouPles (TC)

Since it was not feasible to circulate the fluid in the Pres$'¡re cell,

temperature gradients occurred in the cell due to non-uniform heat conductance

through the cell walls, and convection in the cell fluid. An iron-constantan (J

type) thermocouple was used to measure the difference in temperature between the top

and bottom of the specimen. The thermocouple was accurate to *0'1^oC and was also

temperature compensated. The following equation can be used to fit results from the

data acquisition system:

t3.11 
^T("C) 

= 10'(mV-179)/34'5

Sources of error in temperature measurement were: self heating time lag and

instrument settling time. These can lead to errors of 2.570 in the signal voltage

which is a measure of differential temperature between two junctions in the

thermocouple.

3.3.5 Resistance Thermal Devices (RTD)

Ceramic platinum 3-wire resistance thermal devices (RTD) have been used to

measure the specimen temperature and room temperature' These were chosen as the

most reliable device with large span (0o - 500oC), good accuracy (t 0'1oC)' and

reasonable cost. They \ryere small enough to measure local temperatures' In

addition, they were compensated for lead wire resistance and self heating effects by

using a wheatstone bridge. This particular arrangement had a linear range of about

100.c. self-heating eÍor in water was 0.006"c/milliwatt, but in aif the error was

three orders higher, which gave an error of l'z"C

considerable effort was required to keep all instruments reading within
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10.5.c of the temperature measured by the Digital thermometer. Ten calibrations

were done on 4 RTDs at temperatures of 26"Cto 110'C. The following algorithm \¡/as

written into the data acquisition software to convert the ouþut signal from

resistance to temperature:

Í3.21 T('C)=(ohms-100)/a

where cr was the characteristic of the RTD, typically 0.385. Figure 3'14 shows RTD

calibrations against a 'Fluke' digital thermometer with thermistor probe.

For the wheatstone bridge alrangement, the following algorithm was used:

t3.3l T('C)=(129.87-57r.43'V)/(2'5+V)

3.3.6 Volume Change Devices: VCT, DPT' Burettes

,Rosemount' Model 1151DP3E differential pressure transmitters (DPT) were

used with back pressure burettes (Figure 3.2) almost exclusively in this program for

measurement of volume changes. This arrangement makes use of the DPT accuracy to

measure the change in height of the column of water in a burette. Figure 3.2 shows

the DPT as device'1' and the burette as device'2'

The differential pressure transducer (DPT) used for volume change

meafltrements was not insulated due to its remote location. Extensive calibrations

were performed to assess its sensitivity to static and mean pressures'

Theoretically, the DPT should be insensitive to applied pressure due to its

diaphragm construction. In practice, readings should be corrected if a wide range

of operating pressures and temperatures are used. Alternatively readings can be

checked against a burette arranged in parallel with the DPT.

Twenty calibrations were performed on four DPTs for pressures up to 7.0 MPa.

Calibrations at 0 and 1.0 MPa are compared in Figure 3.15 (a). The change in gain
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and zero was less than !.7Vo. A gain coÍection of ÂG/Ap'= 1.63870/ÌvPa is ¡ecommended

for DPT M85425, if large pressure changes are expected. Figure 3'15 (b) shows the

signal processing used. Figure 3.15 (c) shows the observed preszure dependence in

schematic form. Since most tests \Ã/ere run at constant back preszures of 1'0 MPa, no

pressure corrections were applied to buffer volume change data

pressure corrections are also a function of compressibility of the \¡/ater,

burette, and frttings. The back pressure burettes had an immediate volume change

req)onse of +0.09 ml from 0.0 to 3.5 MPa. The burettes with standard wall thickness

have a burst pressure of 8.4 MPa, but a factor of safety of at least 2.5 should be

used for safe operation of new burettes.

Repeatability and hysteresis of the gain in the volume change system was

fl .57oof factory sPecifications.

The key to operating a volume change system is setting it up once using

similar materials for all components and avoiding zubsequent changes in the system'

periodic checks for leaks in fittings due to fatigue or differential thermal

expansion are required.

3.3.7 Lateral Strain Gauge (LSG):

A strain-gauged spring steel loop was specially designed and built at the

University of Manitoba for the HITEP cell to corroborate calculated shear strain

data by direct measurement of the specimen diameter. The device was based on an

earlier model described by El-Ruwayih (1976). A second generation device, similar

in design (Yarechewski lgg3) is shown in Figure 3.16' The influence of the

stiffness of the device on qpecimen restraint still needs to be checked,

particularly with increasing deformations, but is clearly small for the high density
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buffer used in these tests. Account must also be taken of membrane compression,

especially if the temperature or pressure are ramped'

Six calibrations were performed at room temperature and specimen diameters

of 53mm to 61 mm. Calibration consisted of placing different sizes of gage blocks

inside the LSG, but the process of removal and insertion introduced scatter in the

data due to loading and unloading of the device. A typical calibration is shown in

Figure 3.17. Diameters larger than about 61 mm resulted in permanent change in the

calibrations.

The LSG works well for loading, but experiences hysteresis during unloading.

3.3.8 Temperature Control, Heaters, Insulation

Heating of the HITEP cell is accomplished using a prograrnmable ramp and soak

temperature controller, RTD temperature input, and two silicone rubber band heaters

mounted externally at one-third and two-thirds of the sleeve height. A rheostat

allows manual division of power between the two bands (Figure 3'4)' A continuous

power base heater element has been a late addition to provide more uniform heat

distribution in the cell.

The controllers make use of three principles of control theory to regulate

temperature: (1) proportional; (2) integral; and (3) differential control (PID).

For proportional control, an arbitrary bandwidth encompasses the set-point

temperature. One hundred percent of the total available heat output is applied if

the control sensor indicates temperatures below the selected bandwidth, whereas

zero power is zupplied above the band. If æmperatures are sensed within the

bandwidth, a proportion of total heat ouþut is applied according to the difference

befween the set-point and sensed temperatures'
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An insulated case was designed to enclose the HITEP cell. Initially, no

insulation was placed around the pressure transducers because it was hoped they

would remain close to foom temperature, simplifying temperature compensation'

Insulation is now being tested in subsequent tests to (1) eliminate room temperature

fluctuations, and (2) keep ttre transducers at temperatures closer to the specimen'

Initially, no insulation was used at the cell base. However, temperature gradients

of 3oC between the top and bottom of the cell have prompted the use of a base

heating coil and insulation.

3.3.9 Automatic Pressure Control System (PCS)

A computer controlled system for maintaining constant cell pressure, and for

ramping cell preszures automatically was assembled by the author' The reason for

using the system was to control temperature induced pressure fluctuations during

overnight heating phases. The system used a feedback loop consisting of pressure

transducers, solenoid valves, a special control card and a data acquisition system'

Figure 3.18 shows the system in schematic form. Considerable effort was required to

,tune, the system, but preszures could be maintained within t0.010 MPa at 3'0 MPa

static pressure. Later, suitable pressure relief valves were found by D'Yarechewski

for this purpose and the original need for the PCS was removed.

Tests TlZ33 and TL234 were successfully run with the PCS at temperatures of

100.C with a cell pressure of 1.6 MPa. The apparafus worked well up to 5.0 MPa. At

higher pressures, the solenoid valves would not open and close completely' which

caused insøbility in reaching an equilibrium pressure' even when modulated with

needle valves.
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3.3.10 Load Frame

The HITEP cell was hoisted on to a 100kN load frame which was purchased for

shearing the buffer specimens. Compliance of the load frame was negligible for

buffer æsts. The load frame had a range of axial displacement loading rates from

0.00005 mm/min to 4.00 mm/min.

3.3.11 Compaction Mold/Frame

An apparatus for forming specimens was developed by the author and the

staff machinist. It consisted of a hydraulically operated static compaction frame

and split mold with a 2 :Iflch (50 mm) inside diameter. Figure 3.19 shows an

isometric view of the apparatus. The purpose of this apparafus rtras to compact

buffer specimens under static pressure and remove them with minimal disturba¡rce'

This provided a considerable improvement over extrusion from a thin walled tube as

used by previous resea¡chers.

Figure 3.20 shows the specimen compaction mold separate from the compaction

frame.

3.4 Data Acquisition (D/A)

Data acquisition consists of the same transducers, multiplexer, digital

voltmeter and computer used by previous researchers (see for example Graham et al'

1989a), but expanded to three banks of eight channels to give a total of twenty four

channels. A simple program was written in BASIC to acquire the data from the

transducer voltages. 'IIP Instruments' software provided the interface with the

digital multimeter, multiplexer (channel changer), instruments and user interface

(screen and keyboard). This software is much simpler than that developed by Saadat
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(1989), but does not automatically produce Lotus graphs. Different macros were used

in separate Lotus spreadsheets to reduc e data from the raw data files'

Rather than develop a fully automated high temperature triaxial system which

alone would constitute doctoral research, the intent was to create a convenient'

useable system; generate preliminary ð,ara; and develop a simple predictive

constitutive model for dense buffer. Nine measurements are recorded in the

prototype HITEP apparatus: (1) axial deformation; (2) axial load; (3) specimen

volume change; (4) back pressure; (5) cell preszure; (6) specimen diameter; (7)

specimen temperature; (8) temperature gradient across the specimen; (9) room

temperature. Data from channel 9 ate shared with tests run using the other cells'

Settling time for most instruments was about 0.1 sec, but as much as 1

second was required for some such as load cells, RTDs, and thermocouples' For the

long-duration tests in this program, these settling times were perfectly acceptable'

A high quality multimeter (10.00001V) and pov/er supply is necessary for good

instrument Performance

The flust major source of reading error with the instruments was poor or

broken electrical contacts at solder joints and connectors, particularly at the

multiplexers. The contacts on the multiplexers had to be cleaned af 3 month

intervals to ensure good perfolrnance. The second source of error was improperly

shielded signal wires. Power cords should be isolated from all signal wires to

avoid direct and inductive curent interference. A third source of error was

overheated fuses, relays, and circuit boards. Separate cooling fans a¡e necessary

for Computers, temperature controllers, data acquisition systems, and power

supplies.

Other sources of error and data loss were unexpected Power failures' and
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voltage fluctuations in the building.

3.5 Membranes

A critical component of the equipment development for this project was the

improved membranes needed to enclose the buffer specimens and seal them from the

preszurized cell fluid at elevated temperatures. This section outlines the work

that has been done in developing new membranes. A complete description of the

manufacturing technology is included in a separate document "Membrane Technology For

Elevated Temperatures", to be submitted for publication. A literature review was

frst undertaken to look for reliable culrent technology which would facilitate

material selection. Equipment was then designed a¡rd manufactured to produce

membranes which were subsequently tested for temperature stability, compatibility

with the silicone cell fluid, Pressure compliance, Ðd tear resistance. Results

from the compliance tests are included'

3.5.1 Selection

A review of current literature indicated fwo major problems: (1) little

triaxial testing of soil had been undertaken at elevated temperatures and pressures

and (2) only a few materials were zuitable for the range of temperature, cell fluid,

pore fluid, pressure, strength, and acceptable leakage rates that were to be used in

the program. Details of the various membrane materials that have been investigated

are given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Details of membrane materials that have been investigated.

Membrane Material Commercial Avail- Continuous Service Comments
ability (preformed) Temperature Rating

RTV Silicone (2 part) Custom 260"C (5 dayÐ. Swellt ut-'d d.-epoly-

itJB ñ;¿tp;rÀ 100"C (30 dâys) merizes in silicone

ñó* Cornii,g oil above 200'C

Viton Rubber Custom >25oC in oil Decomposes in t{ O
Expensive

Teflon Sheet onlY 230'C Stiff

polythene wrap sheet only - Difficult to seal

Polyolefin Many sizes 135"C Difficult to seal

(heat shrink)

Polyurethane Custom - Pressure mould
Expensive

Hypalon Sheet onlY

EPDM (40 Durometer) custom I75"C Expensive

copper sheet >500'c Difficult to seal
1.57o strain max.

Rubber Latex ManY sizes <200' in
salt water

Latex Prophylactic Wide availability 11.00"C ul
silicone oil

3.5.2 Manufacture

An extensive material selection program was undertaken to obtain a suitable

type of rubber membrane to enclose the qpecimens. Conventional latex membranes

disintegrate at temperatures of 100'C in silicone oil. Two grades of RTV silicone

rubber (2 component), zupplied by BJB Enterprises, were chosen: 5050 A/B (Shore A

hardness 50) and 5026 NB (Shore A hardness 26).
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A special aluminum split mold was designed by the author. Figure 3.21 shows

the design. The following molding procedure was developed to eliminate entrapped

air during mixing of the components. Liquid rubber is poured into the mold and

placed in a vacuum to remove most of the trapped air. (Air bubbles are a serious

problem with membrane forming.) The plug is inserted into the mold before the

rubber hardens. The top cap is bolted down and the mold is preszurized to compress

remaining air bubbles. The membrane is removed after about one day and heat treated

for one hour to cure the rubber.

An attempt to use urethane for a second generation membrane was less

zuccessful than silicone because of trapped air. Urethane would be more zuitable

because of its toughness, inertness, temperature stability and high density (low

permeability). However, urethane is more difficult to cold patch than silicone.

3.5.3 Compliance: Extension Tests/ Rubber Dummy Tests (RD)

3.5.3.1 Membranes

preliminary tests were undertaken to evaluate the relative stiffnesses of

latex, silicone, and urethane membranes. The stiffness of silicone membranes is

less than the buffer, but it was necessary to quantify the effect of membrane

confinement on the buffer strength. ASTM D4767-88 recommends a method based on

,hoop stress' theory and the work of Henkel and Gilbert (1952). However, ASTM

D4767-BB does not make a distinction between the effects of compressive shell theory

for no-buckling conditions and hoop stress theory as Henkel and Gilbert did. The

ASTM standard does not explicitly account for decrease in membrane stiffness with

strain, thus giving conservative values for membrane corrections' A comprehensive

study by LaRoch elle et ¿/. (1988) gives methods for corrections in the buckling and
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no-buckling condition. The former is applied to the lateral stress, but the latter

is applied to the axial stress. The problem is complex and no definitive answer

exists for membrane cotrections. Temperature softening of the membranes is not

considered here.

ASTM recorì.mends corrections if the difference in deviator stress due to the

strength of the membrane is greater than SVo. Calculations are based on the

extension modulus of the rubber, obtained from a simple test in ASTM D4767-88. T\e

extension modulus, E,n, may be thought of as a Young's modulus, and is determined by

stretching bands of membrane 1 cm wide. The extension modulus decreases with

strain. The actual Ervalues used in this work were doubled for peak strength

calculations, because the bands were strained2TTo which is much more than caused by

a specimen at peak strength. This will give a conservative estimate of the

correction required.

Table 3.4 gives corrections Âq using both the ASTM method and LaRochelle's

method. Tests T1228 and TI233 were chosen because they represent high strength and

low strength specimens. The method of calculation is given in Appendix A. Clearly

LaRochelle's corrections are more accurate than the ATSM reconunendations, and give

peak strength (qp) corections of 0.8070 at moderate confining stress and 4.470 at low

confrning stress. Larger corrections are indicated for end of test conditions,

q ASTM indicated larger colrections than LaRochelle in all cases.
tcot
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Table 3.4 Membrane corrections: example calculations. Extension modulusr En', from

ASTM D4767-88on L cm. wideband of membrane. Membranes are 1.25 mm

thick.

LaRochelle et al. (L988)

Test# Memb. E,,, o'
(N/cm) (MPa) ^qr4 

9,o, t
leot

(7o)

Â9"orl9*,

(vo) (MPa) (70)
q t,n
(MPa) (Vo)

T1228 Y+B

T1233 B+B

18.3

22.2

1.60

0.56

2.58

4.40

1.40

5.76

2.2

0.6

0.80 t.48 7.O

4.40 0.52 10.8

ASTM D4767-88

T1228 Y+B

T1233 B+B

t.07

6.33

2.90

t5.54

NOTE: L. Y=Yellow (type 5026 AIB) silicone membrane
2. B=Blue (type-5050 A/B) silicone membrane

To further examine the question of membrane corrections, a series of ten

uniaxial (unconfined) and triaxial shear tests were carried out on rubber dummy

specimens. These were to simulate actual HITEP conditions and provide validation of

the previous results. In addition they provide valuable information on the effects

of side drains on specimen strength. Table 3.5 shows that geotextile side drains

add no additional stiffness to the system. The largest correction of 0.068 MPa is

for the highest conflning pressure and represents aPproximately 67o of peak s¡ength

of a buffer specimen. The membrane corrections and stiffnesses in these tests agÍee

well with the rezults from LaRochelle's theory.
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Tabte 3.5: Summary of membrane/side drain comptiance tests using rubber dummy

specimens. All tests at 26oC for loading condition only. single
membranes onlY

Material Test Test# q E P' v

Type (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

€, aq
(Vo) (MPa)

RD

RD+SM

RD+SM+SD

RD+SM+SD

RD+SM+SD

SM

TRDC20.264 2.06

TRDC40.342 2.16

TRDC50.331 2.16

TRDC80.258 2.32

TRDC100.367 2.53

F.S. 5.167 1.61

0.55 r2.8

0.65 15.8 0.016

0.55 15.3 0.015

0.50 11.1 0.029

0.55 14.5 0.068

- 320.0

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

Triaxial

Triaxial

Tear S.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

3.0

0.0

NOTE: 1. RD=rubber dummY
2. SM=Silicone membrane (type 5050 AÆ)
3. SD=Side drain (geotextile)
4. Tear S.=Tear sténgth; F.S.=Factory Specifications

Figure 3.22 (a) shows the results of the rubber dummy tests' Readings were

taken 'on the fly' ir most tests and non-stop shearing was used. A different test

procedure involving stop/start shearing with manual loading was used for TRDC9.

Lower modulus result from the time la1 in readings. The moduli of all the

unconfined specimens were very similar, but less than the confined test' Figure

3.22 (b) shows the difference for two confined tests. It is apparent from this

figure that confining pressure produces about the same change in specimen modulus as

the two test methods. It may be inferred that confining preszure has only caused a

slight increase in modulus of the membranes'

In conclusion, this work has shown that the effect of membrane modulus is

generally less than 5Vo of peak strength. In view of the general variability of the

results, no corections need to be applied.
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3.5.3.2 Geotextile Side Drains

ASTM D4j67-88 has a correction for additional shearing resistance provided by

side drains. However, it is not applicable to the HITEP tests because geotextile

side d.rains were used and were placed in a spiral around the buffer qpecimens'

Figure 3.22 (a) clearly shows that side drains add no additional modulus to the

specimen/membrane system. Figure 3.23 shows typical drainage confîgurations for the

buffer test program. The rubber dummy tests used the single drainage a¡1angement'

3.5.4 Diffusion Test Results

Three multi-stage tests were carried out by the author at 26"C, 65oC, and

1000c (MDALI, MDAL2, MDAL3). The room temperature tests were zuccessful and are

discussed in Chapter 5. The tests at elevated temperature were not successful due

to leakage. The apparatus was modified by Yarechewski (1993) for testing at

elevated temperature. His test results afe compared with theory in Chapter 6'

3.5.5 Strength: Test Results and Temperature Effects

First, the materials were soaked in silicone oil and water at 100oC to 110oC

for durations up to 2 months at normal atmospheric pressure' Urethane' RTV

silicone, polythene wrap, and buna rubber showed little or no degradation or loss of

strength in oil. Latex rubber dissolved in oit and discolored in water. 5026 RTV

softened in oil.

Latex, urethane, and silicone membranes were qualitatively tested for tear

resistance. In some simple tests, tension was applied by hand to a notch cut in

rubber coupons. Latex had the highest resistance at room temperature; 5026 RTV had
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the lowest value; with 5050 RTV and urethane having intermediate values. Tear

resistance of silicone rubber reduced after it was soaked in siticone oil at 110oC.

Table 3.4 shows manufacturers specifications of room temperature properties of the

candidate materials.

Table 3.6: Manufacturer's specifÎcations of room temperature properties

of candidate materials.

Material Soecific Hardness Tensile Elongation Tear

W.igttt Shore A Strength kPa (70) Resistance

3-component Urethane 1.063 50 6000 350

2-component RTV 5026 1.07 23 5200 400 125

2-component RTV 5050 1.25 50 5200 2200 85

3.6 System ComPliance

It was necessary to know the pressure-temperature-deformation response of

the HITEP system for setting up the test program and analyzing buffer data'

3.6.1 Triaxial Cell

3.6.1.1 Pressure

Application of cell pressures of 10 MPa in Saadat's cell produced

signifrcant deformations. The tie rods stretched 0.5 mm and the sleeve diameter

increased by 0.25 mm. These agree with theoretical calculations based on

thick-walled cylinders. The HITEP cells had thicker walls and rods. Therefore

smaller deformations can be expected.
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3.6.I.2 Temperature

Thermal expansion of the HITEP cells during heating to 100oC produced volume

changes in the system of approximately 1.5 litres. Most of the expansion was a

contribution from the silicone oil.

3.6.2 Controller and System Thermal Inertia

As mentioned earlier, the temperature controllers use three process

algorithms to regulate temperature: proportional, integral, and differential. It

seemed advantageous to have all three functions in use in this test program, but

even with the help of a technician familiar with these devices, a temperature

overshoot of 5oC occurred in the first tests due to the large system thermal

inertia. It took a minimum of 8 hours to heat to 65oC and 12 hours to heat to 100oC

at full power output 300W. To overcome the overshoot, the power was cut for an hour

when the current cell temperature was within 5oC of the seþoint temperature, then

power was resumed. A colleague, D. Yarechewski, has recently discovered that only

proportional control will provide a precise temperature cutoff at the target value.

3.6.3 Side Drains

3.6.3.1 Pressure Effects on EfTÏciency

A study by the author and co-researchers (Oswell et at. 1989) has shown that

Whatman #1 filter paper does not allow drainage of pore fluids above effective

stresses of 1.0 MPa. Whatman #54 is effective up to 3.0 MPa. Geoæxtile is useful

to at least 10 MPa. Mirafi #132 geotextile was chosen for its strength, low

compressibility, high porosity and resistance to clogging.

degradation or mass loss when heated in ak or oil at 110oC'

It experiences no
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3.5.3.2 Specimen ConfÏnement

As discussed earlier, rubber dummy tests indicate that side drains produce

little or no effect on the strength of buffer specimens.

3.6.4 Compaction Frame and Mold

Meazurements of the inside diameter of the split mold used for compaction

have been recorded for 13 buffer specimens before (Do) and after (D) the specimens

\¡/ere compacted, before removal. No compaction pressure v/as being applied to the

specimens when the measurements were taken. The diameter Do was 50.88mm. After a

compaction gauge pressure Prof 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) was removed from the specimen,

the mold diameter, D, at the top was 51.91 mm. The gauge pressure of 34.5 MPa

corresponds to a vertical pressure, Ol, on the specimens of 24.8 MPa. The

conversion factor o.Æ is 0.72 (psVpsi) and assumes no frictional losses.r8

3.6.5 HITEP Leakage

Early in the HITEP test program, fîve membrane leakage tests (SMLl-SML5)

were conducted independently in a low pressure lucite triaxial cell at room

temperature. These tests were designed to compare leakage rates of latex membranes

with new æchnology silicone membranes. Leakage tests for the HITEP system and

membranes will be discussed in Chapter 5. Four tests were performed: I'eak#l,T1222,

T1224, and Tl23L.
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3.6.6 Burette-Water System: Pressure-Volume-Time Response

Figure 3.24 shows the response of the back pressure burettes to nitrogen gas

pressure of 1.4 MPa. There is an immediate elastic compression of the water of 0.5

ml. The pressure v/as maintained to dissolve nitrogen in the de-aired water.

Complete release of the pressure after 20 days, Figure 3.24 (a) , shows an immediate

elastic rebound followed by a time dependent recovery. Some gas bubbles appeared

when the preszure 'was released. Figure 3.24 (b) shows little or no time dependent

behavior, but the original volume is not recovered. The results seem to indicate

that nitrogen dissolution may produce extraneous volume chalrges, but these are

avoided in this program by keeping a nominal pressure on the buffer specimens at all

times and measuring volume changes from a corrmon reference point zuch as just after

pressure application.

3.6.7 Thermal Stability of Components

A zuite of tests was run early in the program to assess the thermal

stability of side drain geotextile, membranes, O-rings, nylon tubing, and U-cup

seals in air, water and silicone oil at 100'C. They performed well with a few

exceptions: the nylon tubing became brittle in air and softened in oil; the buna

O-rings hardened in air and oil; viton softened (reversibly) at high temperature;

and only U-cup seals of carboxylized nitrile (black) survived intact for any length

of time in oil. These are critical seals and are the only type that survive the

test environment where water contamination of the cell fluid occurs.
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3.6.8 Room Temperature Response of the HITEP System

Room temperatue was monitored throughout the tests using the new equipment

and data acquisition software developed for the high temperature tests. Cell

t€mperature is inferred from room temperature. The temperature probe comprised a

resistance thermal device (RTD) immersed in a small container of silicone oil. This

ruïangement (1) provided average values with time, (2) reduced self heating of the

probes, and (3) eliminated background "noise" caused by local air currents.

Considering the level of activity in the laboratory, daily temperature

fluctuations due to outside weather conditions and the occasional use of air

conditioning, a reasonably constant room temperature of 26"C t 2"C was maintained.

The cell for these "ambient temperafure" tests was not inzulated although of course,

the cells for the "elevated temperature" tests were.

Temperature readings monitored during HITEP tests showed a regular, near

sinusoidal diurnal temperature response with time. In the sununer months, maximum

temperatures occurred around midnight and the minimum temperatures at noon. Less

regular, smaller amplitude changes in temperature \ryere observed during winter

months. A primary concern with temperature control is during the undrained shear

portion of the tests when pore pressure is being meazured. A temperature change of

3.C will cause compliance of 200 kPa in the closed pore pressure measurement system

under saturated conditions. No attempt has been made to correct the measurements in

this series of tests. Measured ceIl preszures followed the room temperature changes

exactly with little or no lag time. The preszure regulators used to control the

cell pressure were reluctant to moderate increases in pressure inside the cell

caused by temperafure changes. Adequate cell insulation reduced the effects of room

temperature changes to acceptable levels.
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CHAPTER 4 TEST PROCEDURES AND BUFFER PREPARATION

4.1 fntroduction

This chapter discusses the buffer specimen compaction and installation

procedures. The same basic procedures are used for both ambient temperature and

elevated temperature t€sts, although the operational procedures for the HITEP cells

are more complex. Generally it took a sixteen-hour day to install a specimen and

reach 50.C. The 65'C and 100"C tests were generally left overnight to reach

temperature equilibrium. The heating procedure and post test specimen removal

procedures are discussed. Test procedures for the double-walled cell will not be

discussed because only two tests (T1210, T1213) were performed in this cell.

4.2 Test Materials

The buffer tested in this program was a 50:50 mix by dry weight of quartz

sand and bentonite. The sand was a blended mix with Dro = 0.2 mm and Dr, = 1.3 mm.

A sieve analysis of the blended sand is shown in Figure 4.1. The specification of

the sand was reported by Gray, Cheung and Dixon (1984).

The bentonite was sodium-rich smectite commercially available from Avonlea

Minerals Indus¡ies, Regina, Sask. Composition and mineralogy were reported by

Dixon and Woodcock (1986) and Quigley (198a). The liquid limit was in the order of

2257o to 2507o with a plasticity index of about 20070. The grain size distributions

in Figure 4.1 are similar to those determined by Dixon and Woodcock (1986).

After test TL220. a new bag of bentonite had to be opened, although it came

from the same batch as the first bag. (Materials for the program were supplied by

AECL Research.) Index parameters such as Atterberg limits were similar for the

clay from each bag. For instance, the old bag of bentonite had a liquid limit, w",

of 2287o (tested by N. Piamsalee, Sept. 18, 1989:). The new bag had Atterberg
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limits wr= 222E0, *" = 36Vo (tested by N. Piamsalee, June 11, 1990). The material

properties of the bentonite are believed to be the same for both bags.

A new mix of sand, blended according to AECL specifications was also used

after T!220 (mixed by N. Piamsalee, March 22, l99O). The gradation of the old and

new mix are shown in Figure 4.1. Clearly, the mixes are very similar.

Distilled, de-aired water was used in the preparation of all specimens.

Specimen Preparation

Specimen Compaction

Static compaction of buffer specimens in a cylindrical mold has been

discussed by Sun (1986), Wan (1987), Yarechewski (1988), and Saadat (1989). They

compacted buffer specimens in a thin-walled steel tube, and later extruded them

using a hydraulic ram. Two uncertainties involved with this method were (1) the

rigidity of the mold; and (2) the amount of shear deformation induced by the

extrusion process. A split mold was designed to alleviate both of these concerns.

The mold was rigid enough to handle the hydraulic compaction preszures of 24-8lvfPa

(5000 psi) used ro achieve target densities of 1.67 Md-'. This corresponds to

full saturation at 957o Modified koctor dry density.

Specimens \üere prepffed according to the method developed by Yarechewski

(1983). As indicared by Oswell (1991), this technique produced specimens of

uniform density along the height of the specimen by compacting equal-mass lifts of

the moist sand and bentonite mixture to carefully controlled thicknesses in the

mold. As in Oswell's program, specimens for this program were overcompacted in the

mold by 0.4 mm. Upon removal from the mold, this produced specimens with a final

height closer to the 100 mm specification.

A thin film of multigrade lubricating oil was spread over the irrner
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zurfaces of the mold to ease specimen removal. Only light pressure was required to

remove the compacted specimen from the separated half of the split mold.

The control parameter used to achieve the specified density and high

saturation was moisture content. The buffer for the fust tests, up to T1219, was

mixed at a moisture content of 22.7570. At the end of compaction the moisfure

content had dropped by approximately O.SVo. However, for the specified compaction

height of 100 mm, and material quantities (16a.5g of clay, 164.59 of sand, 74.89

water) the density was slightly less than required (1.65 M/tnt compared with the

target I.67 Mg/m3 ). The mixing water content was therefore increased to 2370 and

the specified density of 1.67 Mdrn' was reached in specimens after Tl2l9.

Significantly higher compaction pressures were required to achieve a final specimen

height of 100 mm because larger material quantities were used (168.99 clay, 168.99

sand, 77.699 water). Apparently the buffer became fully saturated in the mold at

the higher water content.

Søtistical dafa for compaction density and moisture content of the

specimens are given in Table 4.1. Test T1205 has been omitted in this statistical

analysis because it was a low density specimen (Yo = 1.5 Mg/m3) corresponding to

857o ASTM Modified Proctor maximum dry density, as tested by earlier researchers.

Deøils of individual tests are given in Appendix B.
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Table 4.1: Statistical data for Specimen Preparation

Target Number

h"*',ltnecimens

Avg Std. Avg

Yd Dev. *o
(tvtg/m3 ¡ (tøg/mt ) (Eo)

Avg Std.

So Dev.

(7o) (7o)

Std.

Dev.

(7o)

1.67 3l 1.658 0.018 22.1,5 0.63 9s.22 2.55

NOTE: 1. Avg={Yerage

2. Std. Dev. = standard deviation

3. *o = initial moisture content

4' So = initial saturation

t' Tu = dry densitY

The contact pressures applied to the specimens through the compaction ram

were from about  lvfPa to a maximum of 29 MPa. The largest pressures were always

required for the last layer compacted (lift 5). Friction between the buffer and

the mold during the compaction process considerably reduced the actual pressure

experienced by the buffer, especially at the bottom of the specimen as successive

lifts were added. Stress release is also important since it affects the anisotropy

of the specimen. The final contact pressures for individual specimens are

zummarized in Appendix C.

The specimens \ilere slightly ba:reled after removal. The lop and bottom

were not completely flat, but instead had a convex shape which was most pronounced

on the top. Details of the extent of the convexity are given in section

5.3.1.

4.3.2 Specimen Drainage

In general, the same

researchers (Saadat 1989, Wan

test techniques and equipment used by previous

1,987) were used for the ambient temperature tests in
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this program (T1200 series of tests). However, two improvements were introduced:

(1) geotextile side drainage strips, and (2) the addition of a transducer to

measure pore water pressure at the base of the specimen, independent of the

controlled back preszure applied at the top. This allowed more reliable pore water

pressure measurement and interpretation of effective stresses (see also Oswell

l99l). To reduce confusion, the term "side drainage" is used here instead of the

more corrunon "radial drainage". "Side drainage" indicates strips of drainage

material applied externally on the outer circumference of the specimens. Side

drains were placed in a spiral arrangement to reduce the influence on the specimen

stiffness (Gens L982). They extended from the top of the specimen to within 1 cm

of the bottom of the specimen when pore pressure rvas measured at the bottom.

Instead of using two 0.635 mm thick latex membranes as in the earlier

tests, a single 1,.4 mm membrane was used in some tests to make specimen

installation easier. Special care was taken to ensure that a good seal v/as

obtained.

Concern over low levels of safuration in the porous stones during building-in

led to tests where the moisture loss was measured under conditions simulating

specimen installation. This was especially important for the top stone because it

could not be flushed with water like the bottom stone. Meazurements show that the

stones remain about 757o saturated during insøllation. Application of the back

pressure typically rezults in lml of water being pushed into the apparatus. This

represents almost all of the water lost from the stones. Air pockets in the

valves, lines, and cell base account for the balance of the volume change.

Saturation levels were zubsequently checked using the B-test described in section

4.4.
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4.3.3 Specimen Installation

4.3.3.1 Ambient Temperature Tests

Specimen installation and test start-up were carried out following broadly

the methods developed by Wan (1987) and Saadat (1989). The introduction of back

pressure measurement at the top of the specimens made installation more difficult

and potential leakage had to be carefully monitored. An installation procedure

developed in the University of Manitoba laboratories by Oswell (1991) and modified

by the author was used. The procedure was as follows. (1) Porous stones, Whatman

#54 fiIter paper disks, and drainage strips were saturated in de-aired, de-ionized

water. (2) Filter paper disks were placed on top and bottom of the specimen; filter

paper strips were placed in a spiral pattern on the outer ci¡cumference of the

specimen. (3) Geotextile drainage strips were then placed over the paper strips

and hetd in place at the top and bottom by rubber bands. (4) A single 1.4 mm thick

latex membrane was placed around the specimen with the ends folded back. (5) The

specimen was placed on a cell pedestal that had been flushed with de-aired water.

The membrane \ryas folded down and O-rings installed at the base. (6) A porous stone

was placed on top of the specimen followed by the top cap. The membrane was folded

up and O-rings applied. Drainage lines were pre-saturated and kept closed until

the starr of consolidation. (7) The cell was assembled and filled with cell fluid

(silicone oil), then preszured for the start of consolidation.

The geotextile side drains could not be kept wetted and were placed around

the specimen in an unsaturated condition.

Head (1986) recommends maintaining a minimum back pressure of 0.2 MPa to

avoid dissolution of air in the water. A minimum back pressure of 1.0 MPa was used

in all tests in this program.

Earlier procedures for saturating the top porous stone by flushing
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int¡oduced uncertainty in later volume change calculations because it allowed free

swelling of the bentonite. This swelling was quite significant because of the

relatively long assembly time; about four hours. Flushing was subsequently

abandoned in favor of back preszuring to achieve saturation. Filter paper strips

on the outside of the specimens were not used in tests after TLZII. Insæad, only

geotextile srips were used because of their free draining capability and

resistance to clogging. Keeping the geotextile strips saturated during

installation was difficult.

Double latex membranes were used in the first ambient temperature tests.

In ambient temperature tests after T1207, single latex membranes 1.40 mm thick were

used. The procedure used for installing the top drainage lead in tests after T1207

prevented the use of double membranes. (Different procedures and equipment were

needed for installing double drainage in tests conducted at elevated temperature).

In all cases, a minimum of four O-rings were used to seal the ends of the membranes

against the top cap and pedestal, two at the top and two at the pedestal. The

types of membranes used in individual tests are given in Appendix D.

Specimens with top drainage lines were installed as described above, but

the drain line was frst connected to the back pressure source and top cap and

pressure tested. Then the top cap was flushed with de-aired water and d¡ainage was

closed. The top cap was installed on the upper porous stone at the top of the

specimen. The membrane was folded up and extra o-rings from the bottom of the

specimen were rolled to the top to seal the membrane against the top cap. High

density 1/8" polythene tubing (44 NSR) was used for the top drain line.
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4.3.3.2 HITEP Tests

The HITEP apparatus is considerably larger than a conventional triaxial

cell and nine test parameters were measured instead of the five in a normal cell'

A lengthy assembly procedure is required to operate the equipment successfully'

The main steps for assembly are as follows. (1) Flush oil and contaminants from

the cell base, pedestal and top cap with de-aired water, and remove excess water

from the floor of the cell. (2) Place filter paper and side drainage on the

specimen. (3) Place the lower porous stone on the pedestal and flush water from

the pedestal, position the specimen, top porous stone and top cap. (4) Apply the

inner membrane and O-rings at the top and bottom of the specimen' (5) Fit the

outer membrane and 0-rings. (6) Instatl the lateral strain gage, øking cafe to

center it and avoid eccentricity. (7) Mount the temperature sensors. (8) Bring

the load cell in contact with the specimen, and then back off 4mm' (9) 7-'ero all

instruments, check calibration factors and input voltages' Test the instruments

individually to make sure they are reading corectly. Start the data acquisition

pfogram. (10) Photograph the specimen. (11) Lower the cell sleeve and bolt down'

Fill the cell with silicone oil and install the axial deformation LVDT. (I2)

Install the cross beam of the load frame. (13) Apply the selected cell pressure'

keeping the drainage connections closed. (14) Instatl the insulation jacket. (15)

program the temperature controller. (16) Record initial readings on the transducers

and set time interval between readings. (17) Open the drainage connections and

initiate the controller.

Double silicone membranes were used in all tests at elevated temperature,

except TI2I0 and T1213. These tests were conducted in the double walled triaxial

cell and there was room for only one membrane. Membrane types are given in

Appendix D.
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As in the ambient temperafure tests, no silicone grease was applied to the

top cap, pedestal, and membranes because it produced leaks. O-rings were placed

similar to the ambient temperature tests, but the buna O-rings were only used once

because they became peffnanently stretched at elevated temperature. Viton O-rings

were used later because they were more resistant to temperature hardening.

Copper lines were used for top drainage lines in some tests at elevated

temperture. This made specimen installation difficult. The specimen was installed

as for tests with no top drain, except the top cap \ryas flushed with de-aired water,

then the top drain line was flushed with de-aired water and attached to the top

cap. A good seal was obtained by tightening the line more with each test.

The time taken to install specimens carefully, including cell preparation

and checking the data acquisition system is about eight hours. The tests that have

been done so far use only sefpoint (internal) controller operation instead of

programmed "ramp and soak" procedures to reach the seþoint temperature. A

temperature overshoot measured as 5oC occurs when the test ¿urangement is properly

tuned due to the thermal inertia of the system. Heating time is about 12 hours.

4.4 Consolidation

Consolidation using the HITEP apparatus differed from that of the ambient

temperature tests as follows- (1) Heating occurred during the initial day of

consolidation. (2) Back pressure was applied at the base of the specimen. (3)

Pore water pressure measurements (through the base of the specimen) were possible

only during the shear phase of tests. (4) Full length side drains allowed drainage

communication from top to bottom of the specimen (except in tests T1216 and T1219).

There \ryere a limited number of HITEP tests which measured Pore pressure

independently from the back pressure.
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As in the previous ambient temperature tests and Saadat's program,

consolidation readings were considered to start after the drainage leads were

opened and to be complete when the volumetric strain rate was below 0.170/day.

Drainage leads were closed, the load cell response was checked. The load cell was

brought into contact with the specimen and the load frame was turned on to commence

the undrained shear portion of the test.

B-tests were performed near the end of consolidation before shearing.

These tests were conducted using similar procedures to Saadat (1989).

4.5 Heating Procedure

Three criteria were used for setting a protocol for heating the buffer

specimens in the HITEP apparatus. The flrst criterion was a limitation in the

po\¡/er output of the controller which provided a maximum steady state heating rate

of approximately 6oC/hour.

The second criterion \ryas the ability to produce consistent repeatable

heating rates. This was achieved by keeping the process variables on the controller

constant throughout the test program. The process variables were set in the 'tune'

mode, on or off line, and included the following: cycle time-60 seconds;

proportional band-270; resets per minute-O.Ol; and rate-O.2 minutes. These appear

to be the optimum settings for the HITEP apparatus for a heating rate of 6oClhour.

Shorter cycle times lead to overheating of the controller ouþut relay and circuit

board.

A third criterion was the response of the buffer specimens. The duration

of heating was arbitrary. The constant setpoint temperature T("C) is reached

within the first 12 hours of testing, while consolidation continued for periods

between 2 weeks and 2 months. While this may not exactly model field conditions,
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it provides a good first approximation of time-temperature pressure-volume change

behavior. The HITEP tests will be referred to as 'isothermal' tests because

following initial heating, during consolidation and shear, the specimens are kept

at a constant temPerature.

Variations in the heating rate apparently did not affect the final moisfure

content of the specimens. For example in tests T1232 and Tt233, the heating rates

were loC/hour (minimum) and 6oClhour, respectively. The final moisture contents

were the same.

In some cases the specimens were heated in increments because they could

not be zupervised over a full heating cycle. The strengths of the specimens after

consolidation at constant elevated temperature apparently lryere not affected by

heating rate at the start of consolidation. However, the time to reach the

end-of-consolidation volumetric strain rate of O.l%olday \tras reached in

approximately 12 days for the 100"C specimens, compared to 20 days for the 65oC

specimens.

Factory settings for the controller calibration can be changed in the

'calibration' mode using a special password, but factory settings were left

unchanged for this test Program.

4.6 Undrained, Drained Shear

Undrained and drained shear were conducted using procedures similar to

Saadat (1989) and will not be discussed further here'

4.7 Post-Test Procedure

Specimen removal procedures were similar to installation procedures. To

prevent ballooning of the membrane a minimum pressure of 700 kPa was kept on the
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specimen until just before the cell sleeve was removed. All drainage valves were

kept closed during disassembly. The specimen t¡/as removed in the hot condition to

(1) mainøin the specimen moisture content in the hot condition and (2) to avoid

water absorption from the drainage stone and leads. Some cooling naturally

occurred, but the gleatest heat loss was during moisture determinations.

The specimen dried quickly at a rate approaching 0.1 g/min, so considerable

care had to be taken to use standardized procedures when the final moisfure

contents were measured. The specimens were immediately weighed and measured, then

covered with polythene wrap. The specimens were cut in five pieces of

approximately the same length. A 25 mm diameter core was taken from each layer.

Moisture contents \¡/ere obtained for all ten pieces to check the variation of

moisture along the specimen length and from inside to outside. The cores provided

the most reliable final moisture content. Photographs were taken of the specimens

to document shear failures.

Silicone oil was used as cell fluid for all tests except T1210, TL213 n

which antifreeze was used instead. Determination of the true volume changes in

specimens is not straightforward if leakage occurs past the O-ring seals or the

membrane. The oil will impede drainage, but some oil is also adsorbed by the

buffer. In tests where leakage occurred, oil collected on the outside of the

specimen and in the top porous stone. This may have impeded drainage slightly.

As a precaution against impeded drainage through oil-contaminated stones,

the following procedure rryas used for cleaning stones after each test: (1) Soak

stones in lacquer thinner for t hour; (2) Ait dty; (3) Wash and soak in soapy

water for 1 day; (4) Rinse thoroughly in water in an ultrasound bath; and (5)

De-air the stones. The drainage lines were flushed with de-aired water and oil was

cleaned off the cell pedestal and toP cap'
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CHAPTER 5 TEST RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents details of the triaxial testing program to

investigate the temperature dependent stress-strain behavior of buffer using

isothermal triaxial undrained shear tests with pore water pressure meazurement.

Buffer specimens were heated and consolidated simultaneously. Three temperatures

were tested:26"C,65oC, and 100oC, with the target tempelatwes being reached

within the first one to two days of consolidation. After the specimens reached an

acceptably small volumetric strain rate, drainage \ilas shut off and undrained shea¡

testing was performed at constant elevated temperature. At ¡he end of shear, the

specimens were removed from the cell in their hot state to obtain representative

moisture contents.

Results for 29 tests on buffer a¡e discussed in relation to summary graphs.

Two drained shear tests were also performed. The results of three compliance tests

nrn on dummy specimens are briefly discussed. The rezults of celI fluid

contamination tests (buffer mass loss tests) are presented, and leakage tests are

discussed briefly.

5.2 Planning of the test Program

The purpose of current research at the University of Manitoba is to

quantify the behavior of a sand-bentonite (buffer) mixture at elevated t€mperatures

(here chosen as 65oC and 1@"C) and high hydrostatic preszures up to 10 MPa. This

range of temperatures and ptessures approximates the range of in-situ conditions in

the proposed Canadian Nuclear Fuel rilaste Management Program (CNFWMP). The

objective of this research is to investigate the thermal dependence of

representative parameters zuch as G, E, À, S'.
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Results from the tests will be incorporated into idealized developments of

constitutive models zuch as the elastic-plastic modified Cam clay model, or the

hyperelastic model outlined by Saadat (1989). This will allow future construction

and validation of a model capable of predicting deformation and strength of high

density buffer at chosen pressures and temperatures. Validation of the model will

be done by other researchers currently conducting tests on buffer at elevated

temperatures along different stress paths such as constant p' (Yarechewski 1993\,

or with ramping temperatures (Tanaka).

Early in the research program, the author decided to undertake only

isothermal (constant temperature) triaxial tests for his doctoral program' This

allowed development of suitable equipment and testing technologies, without the

additional complexities associated with testing at variable temperatures (Graham er

al. 1990). The author's recent tests at elevated temperatures of 65"C and 100"C

can be compared with similar tests done previously at ambient temperature (26"C).

This permits examination of the effect of temperature on the stress-strain behavior

of buffer. Results of this comparison wilt be discussed in a later section.

Table 5.1 shows a summary of the testing schedule. The buffer was fust

consolidated to one of 5 levels of effective stress: 0.6, 1'0, l'5, 2'2, 3'0 MPa'

Two additional tests at 7.0 and 9.0 MPa were run to delineate the strength envelope

at high effective stresses. After consolidation was complete, (with volumetric

sEains less than 0.l%olday, as in previous reports), drainage from the specimens

was closed, ffid the specimens were sheared (undrained) by increasing the axial

stress until failure occurred. Preszure transducers attached to the cell base gave

readings that allow calculations of the effective sûesses in the specimens (Graham

et al. t99l).
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Tabte 5.1: Summary of test schedule for the HITEP apparatus

Temperature Eff.Cons.Pres.
(MPa)

Back Preszure Test Number
(MPa)

Notes

26C
(Ambient)

650C

100"c

0.7
0.6
1.3
1.0
1.5
3.0
3.5

0.6
1.0
1.4
1.6
1.5
))
3.0
1.0-3.0
7.0
9.0

0.9
1.0
0.2
1.0 - 3.0
1.0
1.0
1.5

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0

1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

TI2L2
TL2O8
Tt204
Tt2t8,TL221
TT2L5
TL2I7
TL2O7

T12t6,T1225
TI2L9,TI22O
Tr205,Tt209
Tt2r0,Tt2l3
TT224
TT214
TL2t1,Tt223
Tt222
Tt229
T1236

l,5a,l2
1,5b,r1,L2
l,5b,ll,r2
l,5a,L2
L,5a,l2
t,5a,12
t,5a,l2
L,l3
L,T3
L,13
9,5b,5a
L,4,5a,14
7,13
1,13
L,2,3,13
l,L3
1,10,14

0.5
0.6
1.5
2.2
3.0
9.0

*Tr232+ *L,1,',14
T 123 I Lr 1233,T 123 4' t,4,7,14
Tr227i 1,5a,6,14
TLzzgtt,TL23O 1,6,L4
TL226 L,8,5a,L4
Tt235 l,l4

Notes:
1. Consolidated undrained triaxial test with pore pfessure measurement
2. Cell preszure stepped in increments
3. Brass dummy specimen
4. TAluminum dummy specimen
5a. Back pressure applieü at top of specimen; pore pressure meazured at base

5b Back þressure applied at the base; pore pressure meazured at top
6. #Membrane split; not shea¡ed
7. *Membrane ballooned; not sheared
8. Back preszure line collapsed; not sheared
9. Tested at 52"C using apparatus other than HITEP; not sheared
10. Test is in progress
11. CrD(TXC)
12. Ambient temperature, high pressure triaxial apparatus
13. HITEP apparatus #1
14. HITEP apparatus #2
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5.3 Test Results

The large volume of collected data prevents an in-depth treatment of each

test in this thesis. Detailed data for tests completed up to the end of March 1990

(T1205 to TI2I9) were presented in a report to AECL (Graham et a1.,7990). Data for

remaining tests (T1220 to TI235) were presented in a subsequent report to AECL

(Graham et al. l99l). The final test T1236, and two drained tests, T1204 and T1208

are reported in a third report to AECL (Graham et al. 1992). A preliminary

discussion of the rezults of all the tests is contained in the latter report. More

complete discussion will follow later in this thesis.

Rezults from only a few representative tests wilt be discussed in the

following section.

5.3.1. Forming Specimens.

Earlier sections described forming of specimens by one-dimensional static

compaction in a split mold. The contact pressures applied to the specimens through

the compaction ram were from about 4 MPa to a maximum of 29lvPa. Friction between

the buffer a¡rd the mold during compaction will considerably reduce the actual

pressure experienced by the buffer, especially at the bottom of the specimen as

later tifts are added. Stress release is also important since it affects the

anisotropy of the specimen.

Meazurements were taken on each triaxial specimen to assess axial and

lateral rebound and 'bulging' after removal from the mold. Rebound is defined here

as deformation arising between the stressed state in the mold and unstressed state

after removal. Bulging is defined as the deviation from right cylindrical geometry

(Figure 5.1). Lengths of the specimens \ryere measured at both the centre and the

edge of the ends, both while stitl in the mold, and after removal. Meazurements

were also taken of the diameters of the specimen at the middle and ends after
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removal. The specimen diameter while still in the mold \ryas assumed constant a¡rd

equal to the internal diameter of the mold. Axial rebound is the difference

between the lengths in the mold and after removal. The difference between the

centre and edge lengths divided by the average length is a measure of axial

bulging. Similarly, the average diameter of the specimen in the mold was

subtracted from the average diameter after removal, and the result divided by the

average specimen diameter to give the lateral rebound.

The specimens had typical values of axial rebound from +0.27Vo to +1..94Vo,

averaging l.l57o, that is, a lengthening of l.LSVo on removal from the mold. The

lateral rebounds showed decreases in diameter of O7o to -0.59Vo, with an aYerage

value of -0.2870. The mechanism for the lateral compression on removal from the

mold is unknown, but may be caused by relaxation of the specimen due to delayed

elastic unloading of the mold (the diameter is measured in the mold without any

ve¡tical contact pressure), or by shear-induced pore water pressure redistribution.

The lateral rebound reported here is not determined as rigorously as the axial

value due to physical limitations. The specimen is not in the fully loaded state

when the diameter is measured, but a method is suggested for the loaded case.

Caliper measurements could not be taken of the mold inside diameter (top) while

axial preszure is applied during each lift.

Inspection of the specimens after removal showed a slightly barrel shape

(exaggerated in Fig.5.1), with mid-height diameter averaging 0.0mm to 0.11mm

greater than the average end diameter. The lateral bulging averaged 0.227o of the

specimen height. This may contribute to the initially non-linear load behavior

shown in test T1230, and in most other tests to a lesser extent. Bulging occurred

only at the top and sides of the specimen. It is not known why the bottom did not

bulge significantly upon stress release.
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5.3.2 Consolidation

Typical consolidation of buffer at room temPerature and 1.0 MPa effective

stress is shown by specimen TL22l in Figure 5.2 (a). Following the procedures of

Saadat (1989), consolidation was considered complete when the volumetric strain

rate was less than O.LVo/day. The pore water pressure (PWP)' applied back preszure

(BP), and applied cell preszure are shown in Figure 5.2 (b). The back preszure and

cell pressure \¡rere increased in equal steps. The consolidation curve was

unaffected by this procedure, indicating that the effective stress principle

applies. Oswell (1991) found similar results at room temperature, Pore pressure

was measured at the bottom of the specimen; back pressure was measured at the top.

As in other tests in this program the pore pressure typicatly started below the

back pressure and gradually reached an equilibrium value equal to the back

pressure. Since these are independent measurements, pore pressures can be assumed

equal along the specimen at the end of consolidation. No attempt \ilas made to

control room temperature, since the test temperature was positively controlled.

This test was run during the summer months in which the building experienced the

largest temperature fluctuations, and cyclic variations occurred on a daily basis.

However, there is no evidence of this being reflected in the measured temperatures

of the specimen. Room temperature changes have a second order effect on the volume

changes of \ilater in the burette used to measure specimen volume changes.

The effect of increasing the cell temperature while holding presflrre

constant is shown by specimen T1220 in Figure 5.3. The zudden changes in

temperature tended to produce slight simultaneous increases in cell pressure and

back preszure. Figure 5.3 (b) shows that the effective stress remains constant.

However, the changes in the cell temperature are responsible for the volume changes

shown by the Íurows in the figure. The volume changes here a¡e small (of the order
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0.2 7o), but clearly show temperature dependence. A family of consolidation curves

can be interpreted from the results, as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 5.3

(a). Stepped temperature increases in Figure 5.3 (c) are responsible for the

systematic specimen compression.

This test \ilas generally well-behaved in spite of some control difficulties.

The target temperature was initially overshot by 3oC, and this is characteristic of

the controller feedback response to the thermal inertia of the system. The drop in

specimen temperature shown in Figure 5.3 (c) \ryas caused by failure of a relay in

the temperature controller. The gap in the temperature data was caused by a short

circuit in the sensor lead. Both were repaired on day 3, and then the temperature

was increased in a step-wise way. Another short circuit was repaired on day 6, and

the controller retuned. Room temperafure was moderated by switching on the air

conditioning during summer months. V/ithout control, the room temperature varied

between 25oC around midnight and over 30oC around mid-day. Lateral strain gauge

readings (not shown) have a trend similar to the volumetric strain. The

t€mperature gradient reached a constant value of 2.5"C, over the length of the

specimen.

In order to assess the volume change and pressure response of the HITEP

apparatus at elevated temperature, a brass dummy specimen was tested n T1222,

shown in Figure 5.4. Volume changes of less than 0.2V0 of a specimen volume occur

due to temperature increases of 60oC. Volume changes less than 0.0270 of the

specimen volume occur due to pressure increases of 1.0 MPa. The system volume

changes (0.0037olday) are second order compared to the buffer response.

Figure 5.5 (a) shows the response of the lateral strain gauge (LSG) in the

same test. The initial increase in diameter was due to thermal expansion of the

brass during heating. Temperature changes of 5oC produce changes in the diameter

readings of 0.05mm. This is a direct effect on the instrument itself, but also
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represents compression of the membrane in response to changes in cell preszure

induced by temperature changes. Temperature gradients exist within the cell fluid.

The difference in temperature of the brass dummy from top to bottom is shown in

Figure 5.5 (b). The difference is 1.0oC, but larger differences occur with buffer

specimens because they have lower thermal conductivities than brass. However,

later infoduction of the base heater element kept the temperature gradient over

the length of the specimen below about 0.2"C/cm.

Specimen TL225 was tested at a lower effective pressure than TL220 and

swelled more as a result. This is shown in Figure 5.6 (a). Volumetric straining

and pore pressure equilibrium was established after 14 days. A B-test at day 6

gave a value of only 0.74 after 55 minutes perhaps indicating that the specimen was

still trying to expand. A second B-test on day 2I gave a value of 1.0 after 40

minutes. The fluctuations in the cell pressure and back pressure are due to

changes in cell temperature and room temperafure. The gas pressure regulators are

sensitive to changes in temperature and to building vibrations. They had to be

periodically adjusted. A line failure caused loss of back pressure on day 13. The

temperature difference was 1.0oC from top to bottom of the specimen. A voltage

control problem is the suqpected cause of erroneous lateral strain gauge readings

in this test.

The response of the buffer at low effective stress, 0.6 MPa, and high

temperature, 100oC, is shown for specimen TI233 in Figure 5.7. A large amount of

swelling occurred as indicated in Figure 5.7 (a). A B-test was performed from day

9 to 11. Figure 5.7 (b) shows little or no change in pore water presflue during

the B-test. Subsequent tests at end of consolidation gave B-values of O.94 after

1.0 minutes. This was the first test to make use of the newly developed automatic

pressure control system (PCS). No preszure 'spike' occurred in reqponse to initial

heating, in contrast with tests without this improvement. Temperature overshoot
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has also been eliminated in this test as seen in Figure 5.7 (c).

Figure 5.8 shows a test run at high effective stress, 9.0 MPa, and high

temperature, 100oC, (Specimen T1235). This specimen is highly compressive compared

to TI233. This is due to four factors: (1) ttre high confining stress; (2) thermat

expansion of water in the porous stones and drainage lines; (3) thermal expansion

of water in the specimen; and (4) thermally induced consolidation. The latter

three factors have been observed by other researchers for a variety of clays

(Mitchell 7969, Green 1984, Hueckel and Baldi 1990).

Pore pressure response was measured independently of back pressure

application in several tests at elevated temperature. Figure 5.9 shows this

procedure for TL227. Initiat heating leads to rapid pore pressure development,

followed by dissipation once temperature equilibrium has been reached. This peak

pore pressure development has not been seen in room temperature tests. The sudden

increase in volumetric strain at day 6 was due to rupture of the membrane and

contamination of the specimen with cell fluid. This is confirmed in two ways by

the B-test run from day 1l to 12. First, the interpreted swelling preszure does

not agree with Oswell's data (1990). Second, the back pressure rose rapidly when

drainage was closed and approached the magnitude of the applied cell preszure.

Swelling pressure can be interpreted from teak tests at the end of

consolidation if the seals ^Íe 
good and pore pressure equilibrium has been

established. The tests are done by closing the d¡ainage, and observing the burette

leakage (volume change), and specimen leakage (pore preszure change). Two leak

tests were run in a representative test, TL229, at the beginning and end of

consolidation. The results are shown in Figure 5.10. Swelling pressure is

interpreted from the latter leak-test as follows:

t5.11 Pr' = CP-BP = 3.7 MPa

Oswell (1991) produced a graph (Figure 4.8 in his thesis) of apparent effective
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stress versus specific volume of clay for buffer. Using the f,rna1 specific volume

fromTl229 and extrapolation from Oswell's graph, a swelling pressure of 4.0 MPa is

obtained. Gray et al. (1985), and Dixon et al. (1991) zummarized swelling pressure

rezults from several different test methods, including those produced by Oswell.

Dixon's own rezults from confined-swell tests give a swelling pressure of 3.3 MPa.

This is further proof that the effective stress principle is valid for buffer at

elevated temperafure. A similar calculation was done for the fust leak test done

earlier on this specimen by back-calculating the cunent specific volume from the

specimen's final specifîc volume and measured volume changes.

15.2) V.r = V* - ev.(1.037 * V.o)

In this case the interpreted swelling pressure does not a1ree with results from

Dixon and Oswell because pore pressure equilibrium had not been established at this

stage in the test.

Figure 5.11 shows the response of the lateral strain gauge n TL229. The

specimen diameter decreased approximately 1mm during consolidation. Using this and

assuming a length decrease of 2 mm, the volume change is 8.0 ml which equals the

measured volume change. The starting diameter of this specimen was approximately

55.9 mm including membrane thicknesses.

The results of tests TI204 to T1236 are summarized tn Figure 5.1.2 as plots

of clay specific volume versus logarithm of mean effective stress for the three

temperatures used in this program. The moisfure contents at the end of shear are

used to calculate the specifîc volumes. Regression lines for 26"C, 65oC and 100'C

data are shown. These are called hardening lines and have slope 1,". They will be

referred to later as l-lines. There is fair evidence to support parallelism in the

l,-lines and a trend of decreasing volume with increasing temperature. This

supports preliminary results reported to AECL in 1990 (Graham et al. 1990) and

agrees with research on other clays (Tidfors and Sällfors 1989, Eriksson 1989). As
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in Saadat's program there is considerable scatter in the data. The proposed

hardening laws for test data in the current program at 26C,65oC, and 100"C are as

follows:

t5.31 UZU = 3.102 - 0.278'Iog(p'); S.D. = 0.10; R2 = 0.943

t5.41 U:t = 3.050 - 0.278'log(p'); S.D. = 0.23; Fitted Line

t5.51 Vå* = 2.950 - 0.278'Iog(p'); S.D. = 0.18; Fitted Line

where p' is in units of kPa, S.D. is standard deviation and R2 is the square of the

correlation coefficient. According to the definition of logarithms, the following

is true: 0.278 = 2.303*?,"-, from which Lr= 0.t2L From the definition of clay

specific volume, L" = 2.037.)r. The regression line for the 65oC data was nearly

parallel to that of the 26"C data, so for simplicity they have been aszumed

parallel. The regression for the 100"C data was not as good as the 26oC data

because of scatter. A hardening line parallel to the 26"C was fitted. This

expression is only approximate due to the small number of zuccessful tests

available. These equations revise the tentative equations previously reported

(Graham et al. l99I). Clearly, the differences in specifîc volume between the

hardening lines at the test temperatures are relatively small, less than 0.2.

Saadat's test data produced a greater slope for his hardening line (À.=

0.171) than the 26oC hardening data in this test program (I.= 0.L2I). The

differences may be due to material variability and sensitivity to small differences

in molding water content. The tests indicated by arrows experienced membrane or

leakage problems. Their results have not been used in the regression analysis.

Where cell fluid contamination has occurred this will lead to an error in

specific volume. No correction is used here, but will be discussed in the next

chapter.

The HITEP triaxial cells are fitted with connections and pressure

transducers for measuring pore water presfl¡re at the base of the specimen, and for
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applying back preszure or measuring pore water pressure at the top. At 100'C it

proved impossible to measure pore water pressures reliably using the standard high

pressure nylon tubing which softened and collapsed under high cell pressure

(TL226). Pore v/ater pressure changes were also affected by compressibility of the

tubing as it responded to changes in the cell preszure. However, the same tubing

performed well at 65"C (TL225). Substitution of copper tubing for the nylon tubing

provided more reliable measurements, although some leakage \ilas still experienced in

the fittings and connections (Test 1227). It was necessary to wrap the copper

tubing in a helix around the specimen. This made installation much more difficult.

In later tests, it was decided to omit the top platen connections and simply not

measure pore water pressures at the top of the specimen.

The second of the HITEP cells was fitted with a 36W heater element in the

base of the cell designed for continuous operation during tests. The heater was

added to reduce a vertical temperature gradient in the cell fluid that had been

noted in tests in the fi¡st cell (for example Figure 5.11b). The following tests

made use of this feature; T1224, T1227, TL228, and T1230-TL235. Using the heater,

the maximum differential temperature lfjlf,ntu.ros the length of the specimen under

transient conditions was from 1.4oC to 2.8oC with an average 2.0"C. The maximum

steady state differential temperature 
^Tå:* 

was from l.zoc to 2.6"C with an average

1.8.C (7 æsts). Wirhout the base heater, otå;i"t was typically 4'C to 5"C and

^Tss 
was 3.2oC. Tests Tl225,TL226lay outside the ranges given above. In these

max

tests, ÂT*u* *ut 1.6oC with the base heater turned off-
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5.3.3 Undrained Shear Tests

This section presents results from the undrained shear portion of the

CIÛ(TXC) test program on buffer at temperafures of 26"C,65oC, and 100"C. All

tests were run at an axial strain rate of 4mm/min. or 0.247o/hout. With this strain

rate, shearing lasts 2 days. This is the same rate used by Saadat (1989). The

influence of strain rate is discussed further in the following section.

Axial strains at the end of testing varied from'|Vo (T1228, Tt207) ta 167o

(T1211). Most specimens were sheared to axial strains greater than tl%o. The data

have been plotted in the Figures for this section in terms of axial strain, el. It

is worth noting that in these undrained (constant volume) tests, t, is identical

numerically to the shear strain er.

Critical state behavior can be approximated by the end-of-test behavior at

the large strains that specimens were subjected to in this program. By definition,

critical state strength is reached when the following relationships are true:

15.61 3.* = 3t* =3å=o_aq- íle
s

It relates to conditions when the microfabric of the soil has reached steady-state

shearing conditions in terms of volume changes, but still contains a wide range of

particle orientations. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7. Critical

state sgength is different from residual strength. The latter refers to the

strength at very large strains, typically greater 20Vo , and is usually measured in

direct shear tests after numerous load reversals. Failure at residual strength

occurs along a thin shear zone where particles become preferentially oriented

(Atkinson and Bransby 1978). Residual strength is not investigated in this thesis.

Three representative tests are described in deøil, Tlzll, TL22l, and

T1233. Tl2l1,, a special test, was run at 65'C with 'stepped' strain rates to
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illustrate the creep behavior of buffer at elevated temperature. To the author's

knowledge, this test, T1211, is the frst test of its kind performed on clay at

elevated temperature.

Following the description of specimens TI2IL,TLLTI, andTI233, photographs

of specimens T1209, T121.9, T1229 and T1236 will be discussed. These show the

appearance of specimens (1) before consolidation and (2) after shear. They provide

some insight into the failure modes which occurred in the buffer.

A discussion of 22 of the 36 tests using comparative plots of daø will

follow. Tests have been grouped using two basic methods to compare results : (1)

specimens at the same temperature; and (2) specimens at the same effective

consolidation stress. The tests selected are not necessarily the best ones from

the series, but were chosen to present results at representative values of mean

effective stress, p'. Two tests (T1204 and T1208) have not been included in this

section because they were sheared with drainage open.

The fust test that will be discussed, test T1221., shows typical undrained

shear behavior for buffer at 26"C, but also had independent pore pressure

measurement at the top and bottom of the specimen. This is shown in Figure 5.13

(a) and (b). Pore pressures at the top and bottom differed by a maximum of 0.2 MPa

(Figure 5.1a (a)). Pore preszure at the bottom of the specimen was always the

higher value during shear, but the lower value during consolidation. This specimen

swelled 4.47o ü:r:rng consolidation, and had the longest consolidation period,75.8

days. It was consolidated to 1.0 MPa effective stress. This is below the swelling

equilibrium pressure, ps for buffer with v"= 2.2I, the final specific volume of

this specimen Tl22l. The tikely swelling pressure for this specific volume is

berween 2.0 MPa (Oswell 1991) and2.3 MPa (Dixon et a|.1991). Specimen Tl22L was

initially compressive in shear in the elastic range, but became dilative long

before peak srength was reached (Figure 5.13 (a), (b)). The specimen strain
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sofrened slightly in shear (Figure 5.14 (b)). There appears to be a relationship

between the room temperature, cell pressure and pore pressures for this test.

Specimen Tl2ll was tested at 65oC and consolidated at 3.0 MPa effective

stress. This is the fi¡st test of its kind in which the shearin g rate was changed

systematicatly during shearing to investigate the rate dependence of shear strength

at elevated temperature. It complements the tests done by Saadat (1989) 
^t 

26C.

Figure 5.15 (a) shows deviator stress versus axial strain with an initial shearing

rate of 0.2470/hour up to 7.3Vo strain. The strain rate was then immediately

decreased to 0.0247ofttour and later increased to 2.4%o/hour after 7.6970 strain.

Finatly the strain rate was returned to its original value, 0.Z4Volhour. Dotted

lines in the figure show the strain rate dependence of the deviator stress

interpolated from different portions of the test. Increasing the standard shear

rate an order of magnitude caused approximately 67o increase in deviator stress.

This compares with a 970 increase for Belfast clay tested at room temperatue and

was reported by Graham et al. (1983). A reduction in shear rate of one order

magnitude caused 6Vo decrease in deviator stress in buffer, related to peak deviator

stress. The pore pressure change in response to shear rate can be seen in Figure

5.15 (b). More refined creep parameters can be obtained from the results, (Yin and

Graham 1939) but the analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Rezults from test T1233, Figure 5.16, are representative of shear behavior

of buffer at 100oC. This specimen shows slight stain softening, Figure 5.16 (a),

and initially compressive behavior, Figure 5.16 (b), which converts into a small

ændency to expand (decreasing du) at axial sEains larger than about 1 7o. A poor

elect¡ical contact caused eroneous temperature readings from the standard RTD's.

Occurrences zuch as this make a strong case for acquiring readings from redundant

instruments as shown by the symbols in Figure 5.16 (c). Notice that the readings

from the RTD's are consistently higher than the true temperature by approximately
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7"C.

'Bulging' modes of failure (rather than discrete failure planes) were

typically observed in the buffer specimens. Figures 5.L7 (a) and (b) show specimen

TL21,9, tested at 65"C, before consolidation and after shear, respectively. The

mottled appearance of the specimen is associated with dry densities less than 1.67

Mg/-t. The 5 horizontal bands define the individual layers produced during the

compaction process. Ea¡lier studies (Yarechewski 1988, Oswell l99l) have shown

that the structure of the specimens (as reflected for example in water contents) is

much more uniform than zuggested by the visual appearance of these specimens. The

two white bands, top and bottom are the rubber bands used to hold the side drains

in place. The side drains and porous stones can be clearly seen in Figure 5.17

(a). Bulging occurred at the bottom of this specimen (Figure 5.17 (b)), but in

other specimens it occurred at the top or in the middle. No systematic behavior

has been observed. In each case, moisture contents were highest near the bulge.

The lateral strain gage (LSG) has been moved to the top loading cap in Figure

5.17(b). The load cell is immediately above the LSG.

Figures 5.18 (a) and (b) show the appearance of specimen TL229 which was

discussed earlier, before consolidation and after shear, respectively. This

specimen had the highest compaction density, 1.70 Mg/m3. No mottling is apparent.

As in most specimens bulging occurred with little or no rotation of the top cap.

The ball bearing seat described in Chapter 3 allowed the top cap freedom to rotate

but not translate, and generally prevented eccentric loading on the specimen. The

ball bearing transmits only axial loads to the load cell.

In some of the specimens, for example T1209 shown in Figure 5.19 (a), a

distinct i:regular shear plane developed. The top cap rotated approximately 10o.

Slight eccentricity developed at the bottom due to translation of the specimen

relative to the pedestal. Figure 5.19 (b) shows a well behaved specimen, TL236,
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having a compacted density of 1,.67 Md*t and tested at 65oC. Specimens tested at

100'C had a similar appearance. No photographs are available for the 100'C

specimens.

A comparison of the 22 buffer tests will now be presented. In the overall

test program, the buffer was consolidated to effective stresses of 0.6, L.0, 1.6,

2.2, 3.0, 7.0, and 9.0 MPa. To determine the effect of elevated temperature on

specimen behavior, composite plots of results from tests at each stress level have

been produced. Only three sets of these plots will be discussed in the following

text. The frst set, in Figures 5.20 to Figure 5.22 shows the tests consolidated

to 0.6 MPa effective stress (T1233, T1225, T1216, TL212). The specimens all had

similar moisfure contents, which varied by less fhan LLo from the top to bottom in

any specimen. Failure occurred by 'bulging' (or occasionally with dominant slip

planes, for example Tl2L6). These observations relate only to failure at large

strain (EOT). None of the specimens \trere eccentrically loaded. Bulging occurred

in specimens where the local moisfure content was highest. No oil contamination

was visible in these tests. During test Tl2l2, the internal load cell

malfunctioned and an external load cell was added to the system to obtain readings

of axial load. The deviator stress q rù/as corrected (by zubtracting an estimated

400 kPa) to account for piston friction. This correction still left the stess

path at a higher value of p' than the other tests in q versus p' stress qpace.

There is a trend of reduced deviator stress with elevated æmperature in

Figure 5.20 (a). This is due to higher pore pressure generation at elevated

temperature as shown in Figure 5.20 (b). This has been the overall general trend

at each level of effective stress at which the buffer was tested. However, Figure

5.20 shows some exceptions to these general trends. Close inspection of Figures

5.20 (a) and (b) show that the 100"C test, T1233, has approximately the same peak

deviator stress as the 65oC test, TI225. Moreover, pore pressure generation is not
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consistent with the latter observation because the 26"C test, T1212 experienced

similar pore pressures to the 100"C test, T1233. These discrepancies are due to

the small differences in cell pressure shown in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.20 (c) has been included to show the elastic parameter, m = Âu/Âp,

for each test. Isotropic materials have m = 1.0, while anisotropic materials zuch

as the buffer typically have compressive values of 1.5 to 2.0 indicating higher

horizontal stiffnesses than vertical stiffnesses (Graham and Houlsby 1983). These

specimens were all dilative in the later stages of shear. The two curves in Figure

5.20 (c) for T1225 are independent pore pressure measurements at the top a¡rd bottom

of the specimen. All zubsequent plots will simply show average pore preszures for

tests where independent measurement have been taken. Tt2L6 shows near-isotropic

elastic behavior. Wan (1987) showed that when buffer is consolidated below its

swelling equilibrium pressure (SEP) it expands, and its behavior in shear is

isotropic. He also found anisotropic shear behavior for buffer tested above its

SEP, which compressed during consolidation.

Figure 5.22 shows rezults from these tests plotted in q verzus p' stress

space. Saadat's regressed peak and end-of-test strength envelopes are also shown.

Clearly, the author's end-of-test results at elevated temperature are close to

Saadat's peak envelope. The stress paths are quite similar for each test.

Specimen T1216 (65'C) shows a nearly vertical initial orientation in this plot, and

this is characteristic of isotropic materials.

The second group of tests that witl be discussed, in Figures 5.23 to 5.25,

were consolidated to 1.6 MPa effective stress. This group was chosen because the

stress level is intermediate. The tests at higher temperatures showed more strain

softening, Figure 5.23 (a). However at large strains, they approached the

end-of-test sFengths for specimens tested at room temperature. Specimen T1227 has

much higher strength than the others because it behaved like a drained test due to
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a membrane rupture. A drained test gives a different peak strength than an

undrained test because it follows a different path as it traverses the state

boundary surface (SBS) (Atkinson and Bransby 1978). Furthermore, TI227 had the

lowest final moisture content (I7.2Vo) meazured in this series and the fourth lowest

of all the specimens tested. Specimen TI227 had the shortest duration for

consolidation (12 days); TL209 had the longest (47 days), and this may explain the

difference between these specimens. Specimen T1205 was compacted to a low density

which would give a lower strength than the other test at 65oC, specimen T1209.

Specimens TL2O9 andTL2LS were compacted at the same density. Comparing the latter

two tests at this level of effective stress, 1.6 MPa, it appears that elevated

temperature causes an increase in deviator stress. However, this set of tests is

difficult to compare for the reasons previously discussed. The other sets, at I'.0

and 2.2 MPa effective stress, clearly show decreased strength with elevated

temperafure.

The pore pressure changes in Figure 5.23 (b) are consistent with the

preceding comments. Specimen T1227 developed a rapid increase in pore pressure and

and then continued at constant pore pressure. Specimen Tl2I5 had higher pore

pressures than T1209. Material anisotropy is evident from the values of m,

approximately 1.5, in Figure 5.23 (c). Specimen T1205 was clearly the only

compressive specimen, whereas T1209 was the most dilative specimen. (The m value

for the drained test of TI227 is not useful in this discussion.)

As in the previous set of tests, at 0.6 MPa, the preszures and temperatures

for these tesrs have been plotted together (Figure 5.24) to compare the level of

control achieved in each test. Clearly, excellent control was achieved.

Figure 5.25 shows the strengths of each specimen in q versus p' stress

space. It is clear that T1209 was tested at a higher mean effective stress than

the comparable test (T1205) at the same temperature, and this would explain the
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higher strength for the former.

The third set of tests to be compared, (at 3.0 MPa effective consolidation

pressure) are shown in Figures 5.26 to Figure 5.28. Two tests were performed at

26"C,TI2L7 and T1207, and two tests were performed at 65"C, TI223 andTl2ll. The

t\¡/o room temperature specimens were compacted at slightly lower density, I.64

Mg/*t, than the elevated temperature specimen s, 1.6':. Md*t. This would account for

lower strengths in the room temperafure specimens than the high temperature

specimens, Figure 5.26 (a). Specimen T12L7 had a higher final moisture content

than the other specimens; TI223 had the lowest. In view of these test conditions

the previous observation of decreased strength with elevated temperature still

applies here. Specimen T1207 was consolidated for 66 days. This is much longer

than the others, by a factor of four. It was the only specimen that was strongly

strain softening in shear which may also explain the lower strength than in the

other tests. This specimen also experienced some pressure control difficulties (it

rvas one of the fust tests at high pressure). On disassembly, specimen Tl2ll had a

split in its inner membrane but serious leakage was not apparent.

Figure 5.26 (b) shows that pore pressure generation was similar for all the

tests except TI207. Clearly, the specimens were all compressive as indicated by

positive, continuously increasing pore pressure generation. The m values are now

larger (1.33 to 2.85), in Figure 5.26 (c). This figure also indicates yielding of

the specimens indicated by ¿trrows.

Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show that specimen TI207 was tested at higher

cell pressure and effective stress tha¡r the other specimens, and so it should not

be used in comparisons of strength. As in most of the tests at high effective

stress the specimens experienced a drop in effective stress, p', (0.2 MPa in this

case), just after drainage was closed at the start of shearing.

A comparison of all of the available buffer triaxial shea¡ data in this
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program, T1205 to TL236, will now be discussed. Shear strengths at each test

t€mperature will be discussed in turn in relation to Saadat's (1989) regressions

for buffer at room temperature at peak deviator stress (%) and end-of-test

deviator stress (g*,). Figure 5.29 shows a sununary of triaxial tests at 26oC.

The peak shear strengths are well above the peak strength regression line from

Saadat's data at low stress levels, from mean effective stress of 0.6 MPa to I.6

MPa. For oi of 3.0 MPa, the peak strength is within 0.10 MPa of Saadat's

regression line. In most of the tests, the end-of-test shear strengths are above

Saadat's peak strength regression by only 0.05 MPa. This verifies the trend of

Saadat's end-of-test regression. Data from two tests, T1208 and TL2l2, have been

corrected in this plot. In TI2I2, 0.4 MPa was zubtracted from the deviator stress

to account for piston friction as discussed ea¡lier. This was only test where

external load cell readings were used. In T1208, 0.4 MPa has been subtracted from

the deviator stress to account for an error in the zero reading for the load cell.

Specimens sheared at 65'C are shown in Figure 5.30. This figure is for

early specimens whose densities (1.64 ly'rg/m3) tended to be a little lower than the

tnrget density (1.67 Mg/.n'). Four of the six tests have end-of-test shear

strengths within 0.05 MPa of Saadat's end-of-test regression. The other two tests,

TI2L4 and T1209 were well above Saadat's regression. Pressure control difficulties

n Tl2l4 have made interpretation of the true stress path difficult, and only low

confidence can be placed in the peak and end-of-test sEength values in this test.

Peak strengths of four of the six tests were well above Saadat's regression peak

strength. The other two tests, T1216 and T1205 were within 0.10 MPa of the

regression. Both of these tests were tested below 1.5 MPa effective stress.

Specimens compacted at slightly higher densities of 1.67 Mg/m3 to 1.70

Mg/m3and sheared at the same temperature of 65oC are shown in Figure 5.31. These

65oC results have been shown on a separate figures to (1) avoid confusion and (2)
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illustrate differences in stress paths between these tests and tests compacted at

slightly different densities. Specimens compacted to a higher density (Figure

5.31) show stress paths initially inclined to ttre left, whereas specimens compacted

at lower density show near vertical stress paths. The former is rypical of

anisotropic materials, while the latter is typical of isotropic materials. The

main observation from Figure 5.31 is that peak and end-of-test sEengths are close

to, but above Saadat's regressed strength envelopes at low effective stresses, less

than 1.5 MPa. At greater mean effective stresses, the peak and end-of-test

strengths are slightly below Saadat's regressions.

Specimens sheared at 100oC are shown in Figure 5.32. A high level of

confidence is placed in three of these tests, T1233, T1235, and T1230. The other

three tests experienced leakage (T1227, T1228), power failures (T1228\, and cell

pressure fluctuations. Specimens Tt227 andTt228 were compacted to higher density,

1.68 Mg/m3 , than the other specimens, 1.67 Mg/m3.

The daø points for peak and end-of-test results for 26"C, 65oC and 100'C

are shown in Figures 5.33 to Figure 5.35. Curves are fitted to the dat¿ for 65oC,

and 100.C. Saadat's regression is used for 26C data because the current test data

fits it well for low to medium pressures (Saadat's program dealt exclusively with

26oC tests, md the author's limited number of tests at this temperature were

confirmatory in nature.) Tests which experienced problems and in which a low

degree of confîdence is placed have not been included in the regtessions.

Peak and end-of-test strength envelopes are shown separately in Figures

5.36 (a) and (b). Saadat's regression is again used for the 26'C data (Graham et

al. 1989). The peak stength envelope at 65oC is approximately the same as

Saadat's 26"C envelope, whereas the peak strength envelope at 100oC is well above

Saadat's envelope. The end of test envelope at 65oC is approximately the same as

Saadat's. The 100oC envelope lies well above Saadat's for effective stresses less
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that about 8.0 MPa.

The regression equations for peak and end-of-test strength are as follows:

15.71 4* = 6.672'(p')0'7ffi, S'D'=953 kPa; R2=0'9786

t5.81 4t = 4.g28.(p')0'7re. S.D.=624 kPa; R2=0.9562

t5.91 Ë = 2.590'(p')0'800' R2= 0.94 (Graham et al' 1989)

t5.101 q:i = 8.142'(p')0'67a; S.D.=845 kPa; R2=0.9384

t5'111 q!so, = 4'147'(p')o'733; s'D'=567 kPa; R2=0'9341

Í5-l2l q?:"r= 2'640'(p')0'7e0' R2= 0'88 (Graham et al' L989)

These equations should be considered approximate for high effective stresses

because of the small number of tests performed under these conditions, remembering

that the main objective of the test program was to obtain data for low to medium

pressures. Poor fit between the regressions and data points at high stress is the

reason for the large values of standard deviation (S.D.). A previous report

(Graham et al. l99L) showed that the specimens had effectively reached critical

state at the end of the tests. "Critical state" will therefore be used

interchangeably with "end-of-test" in the remainder of this thesis.

Figure 5.37 shows strength data at critical state plotted as V, verfl¡s

log(p'). Linear regressions were performed on the data for each of the th¡ee

temperatures. This produced critical state lines (CSL) with slopes slightly

different from the hardening laws or normal consolidation lines (NCL) previously

discussed For simplicity, CSL lines with the same slope as the 26'C NCL have been

fitted through the critical state data. The equations for the CSL's are:

ts.13l u3u"

t5.14t u:"
ts.15l uå*

= 3.102 - 0.278.1og(nir); S.D. = 0.12

= 3.020 - 0.278.1og(nir); S.D. = 0.15

= 2.930 - 0.278.1og(nir); S.D. = 0.23

These lines are again approximate, but represent a good qualitative description of

the state boundary zurface. Figure 5.38 shows these CSL lines together with the
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NCL lines for 26oC,65oC, and 100'C. Clearly, at each temperature the 'best fit'

CSL line is close to the corresponding NCL. This may indicate a steep-sided state

boundary zurface at low stress ratios in q-p'-space.

The data suggest that elevated temperatures produce state boundary surfaces

with lower values of V" for given values of p'. This is in agreement with

findings from Hueckel and Baldi (1990) for Pontida silty clay which show a

shrinking yield locus at elevated temperatures. However, it seems at first sight

to be in conflict with the higher individual strengths observed in some buffer

tests at elevated temperatures. Note however that specific volumes for a given

consolidation pressure vary with temperature. This results in stress paths moving

upwards to different locations on the appropriate state boundary zurface. This

question will be addressed further in Chapter 6.

A comparison of m values (m = Âu/Âp) with results from Saadat (1989) and

Wan (1987) is made in Figure 5.39. The increased temperatures in the current

program appear to have produced a wider range of m-values.

5.3.4 Drained Shear Tests

Two tests, Tl2O4 and T1208 were sheared with drainage open at an axial

strain rate of 0.0077 fto/hour. Pore water pressure was measured independently of

back pressure in these tests. In T1204, back pressure was applied at the bottom of

the specimen, and pore rilater pressure was measured at the top. The measuring

locations were reversed in T1208 since it was thought this would provide more

reliable pore pressure measurements. Specimen TL204 was a special test because the

deviator sftess was completely unloaded, then reloaded just before peak shear

sgength was reached. This is shown in Figure 5.a0 (a). The axial sEain rate, èr,

was changed to 0.02 Tolhour during unloading and reloading to shorten the test time.

Figures 5.40 (b) and (c) show the corresponding pore water pressures and volumetric
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strains, respectively. Figure 5.41 (a) shows the drained stress Path in q-P'

stress space. The preszure control during shear is shown in Figure 5.41 (b).

Data from tests T1204 and T1208 are summarized tn Tables 5.2 to 5.5. The

axial strains for test T1208 are somewhat approximate. A power failure near the

beginning of the test caused some uncenainty regarding the true strain values.

Table 5.2 shows drained shear results for tests T1204 and T1208 at peak deviator

stress. Table 5.3 shows normalized drained shear test results at peak deviator

stress. These values were calculated from Table 5.2. Table 5.4 shows drained

shear results at end-of-test. Table 5.5 presents the end-of-test data in

normalized form.

Table 5.2: Summary of drained shear test results at peak deviator stress.

Specimen Temp. o*nt t*

Number ("C) (lvPa) (70)

q P; e/P', u', Àt,

(MPaXMPa) (MPa) (MPa)

e7

(vo)

A3mf

Tt2o44s

T120g4'6

-0.55 1,.02

- 0.93

1.60

0.8s

2.54

8.12

26

26

1.3

0.6

0.64 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.06

1.10 0.89 -0.14 -0.ls -0.92

NOTE: 1. ol - = cell pressure - back pressure
cons

2. u, = (urp+ uror)/2

3. A, = ¡u/^% þlastic range); B = 1.0; m = Âu / Âp (elastic range during

shear)

4. CID triaxial æsts. Axial strain rate, e, = 0.0077 Vo/hour

5. Unload/Reload cycle performed at 2.6V0 sÎ¡ralu;.; specimen near peak

strength. Axial strain rate, è, = 0.020 %o/hour

6. Volume change readings not available during drained shear

7. Volumetric strain for shea¡ portion only (not including consolidation)
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Table 5.3: Summary of normalized drained shear test results at peak deviator

stress

Specimen Temp. o'onr t* q/o.*, q/pi Âu/o'onrTest Spec.

Number ('C) (lvPa) (70) Type

T1204 26 1.3 2.54 0.78 0.64 O.02 CIDITXC] buffer

T1208 26 0.6 8.12 1.55 1.10 -.23 CIDITXC] buffer

NOTE: 1. olon, = cell pressure - back pressure

2.u =lu +u \12f ' op bot''

Table 5.4: Summary of drained shear test results at end-of-test

Specimen Temp. o'onl t, t" g.o, p]* g/p"o, rro? Âr*, A*1

Number ('C) (lvPa) (Vo) (Vo) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

Tt204 26 1.3

T1208 26 0.6 rL.1 - 0.91 0.85 t.07 0.91 -.t2 -.13

NOTE: 1. olon, = cell pressure - back pressure

2.u =(u +u. \/2
co t top þot'

3. A"o, = Âuro ,lL\"o, (plastic range)
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Table 5.5: Summary of normalized drained shear test results at end-of-test

Soecimen Temp. o' t 
econ6 leot

Number ('C) (lvPa) (Vo)

o/6' o/o' Âu/o'
^' cons ^'^ cot cons

Test

Type

Specimen

T1,204

T1208

26 1.3

26 0.6 11.7 t.52 1,.07 -.20

CID(TXC) buffer

CID(TXC) buffer

NOTE: 1. o'
cons

2.u
cot

3.4
eot

= cell pressure - back pressure

=(u +u. \/2' top bor

= Âu.o,/Àgro, (plastic range)

5.3.5 Buffer Mass Loss Tests (BML)

A suite of four buffer mass loss tests (OB-MLl, 0B-ML2, OB-ML3,

OB-ML4) was undertaken to examine how the duration of drying affected the meazured

water contents, and to determine if contamination by silicone oil would affect the

measured values. The tests were done on compacted and granular (uncompacted)

buffer at temperatures of 110"C and 26"C using an oven for the high temperature

tests, and a desiccator for the room temperafure tests. The purpose of these tests

was to evaluate the effect of membrane leaks on measured values of moisture content

under the likely operating conditions during the HITEP test program. The

conditions (temperature, soil moisture, oil content, humidity, and time) used in

these mass loss tests represent a worst case scena¡io in which buffer could become

contaminated with oil because the membrane breached, or under even tryorse

circumstances, because fhe cell seal failed and loss of oil and membrane allowed

excessive evaporation rates. The amount of oil contamination brought into the test

arrangement from the very lightly oiled compaction mold is considered small

relative to the amounts that would come from leaking membranes, and will be
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neglected.

Mass losses with time were recorded for: (1) a compacted buffer specimen

and oil at 110'C; (2) granular buffer and oil at 110"C; (3) g¡anula¡ buffer at

110'C; and (4) granular buffer and oil at 26"C. Silicone oil cell fluid was used

as the contaminant. The procedures for the four tests in this series

have been described previously (Graham et al. 1991)

The rezults from the mass loss tests will now be discussed (in an order

different from that in which they were performed). Test OB-ML3 on uncompacted

uncontaminated buffer showed that oven d.ying at 110oC resulted in constant mass

after 24 hours.

Test OB-MLI consisted of oven-drying a standard triaxial specimen of buffer

(with filter paper a¡rd side drains still attached) at 110"C until a constant mass

was reached. To this was added l07o oíl by weight (normalized to the dry mass of

the buffer), and the specimen was returned to the oven. The total mass was then

recorded daily for approximately 50 days. It ca¡r be seen from Figure 5.42 that

addition of the oil caused an increase in mass loss which attenuated with time.

That is, the water content of the contaminated specimen appeared to continue

decreasing below the value for the uncontaminated specimen. The average rate of

mass loss was O.L%o/day during the period of the test. It is probably due to

displacement of structural \ryater in the clay matrix (Dixon l99l) since the

interstitial and adsorbed water has likely been driven off at a temperafure of

110"C.

In order to assess possible reactions between system components, a flask of

oil, a flask of oil and filter paper, and filter paper \ryere dried in the oven at

the same time as OB-MLI. None of these tests showed mass loss or signs of

reaction. The results are also shown in Figure 5.42 along with the results from

the contaminated buffer specimen. The mass loss (7o) was normaltzedby dividing the
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individual mass change by the buffer dry mass.

Results from test OB-ML4 suggest that when compared with the results of the

test OB-MLI that the compaction level (or density) of the specimen has negligible

effect on the rate of mass loss.

Since the effect of temperature on mass loss was unknown, test OB-ML2 was

underøken. An increase in drying rate was observed, but the avera5e rate remained

at about 0.25V0/day. The buffer had not reached moisture content equilibrium, so

the effects of the oil are unclear.

Results from the tests indicate that unsaturated buffer undergoes a long

ærm (5 weeks) mass loss at the rate of about O.IVo/day after the addition of l1%o

silicone oil. The behavior has been observed for periods up to 5 weeks, and some

information suggests that it may be independent of temperature.

If specimens from the main series of triaxial tests aÍe exposed to oil

contamination for the periods of 3 to 4 weeks required for most tests, then it is

possible that mass losses of up to 3Vo could occur. This would affect the

measurements of water content and specific volume, and hence the quality of

estimates of consolidation behavior, including the swelling equilibrium line.

However, the levels of contamination would have to be high, of the order I}Vo of

buffer dry weight.

Careful examination of the water contents measured from triaxial specimens

showed no sign of this mass loss phenomenon. Visual inspection of specimens after

testing found in most cases, only trace amounts of silicone oil on the porous

stones, filter paper, and side drains. This implies two things: (1) the oven

dried moisture contents are reliable; and (2) the qpecimens in the main test series

were not significantly contaminated.
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5.3.6 Leakage and Membrane Diffusion

Latex membranes were used initialty by Saadat (1989) for tests at room

temperatures. However, these proved unzuitable for tests at elevated temperature,

and the new silicone membranes described in section 3.5 had to be developed. A

combination of soft (yellow) and medium (blue) outer silicone membranes was used at

frst (T1205). After Test TL229, double blue membranes were used as standard

procedure.

Early in the test program (before T1209\ five membrane leakage tests were

undertaken at room temperature (SML1-Slvtr-5) to compare leakage rates of new

technology silicone membranes with results from previous research (F. Saadat, 1989)

for latex membranes. The apparatus consisted of a standard luciæ triaxial cell

with cell pressure and pore pressure transducers mounted in the base. A porous

dummy specimen or a solid brass dummy specimens u/as wrapped in #54 fi.lter paper and

covered with a single yellow membrane (type 5026 AÆ) 1.25 mm. thick. The

effective confining stress was 1.0 MPa. Two cell fluids were used: silicone oil

(CSL 500cP.) a¡rd water. Representative leakage rates are shown in Table 5.6

Table 5.6: Summary of membrane leakage results from a low pressure triaxial cell

at 1.0 MPa effective stress using full size silicone membrane 1.2 mm

thick.

Test

No.

B.P.

(MPa)

p'
(MPa)

t
(day)

Test2

Type

èt Tv
(%o/day) ("C)

Membrane

Type

sNfl.33

SML44

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.10

0.02

5

40

26

26

Leak(TXC)Sil 5050

Leak(TXC)Sit 5050

NOTE: 1. Volumetric strain rate, ðu, based on 200 cc specimen. A Single membrane

used; lucite pedestal and top cap
Leak(TXC) = leakage test under isotropic stress conditions
Silicone oil cell fluid
De-aired water used as cell fluid

)
3.
4.
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Further leakage tests have since been undertaken using the HITEP triaxial

cells with brass and aluminum dummy specimens to evaluate the capabilities of the

membranes and sealing rings at elevated temperatures (T1222, T1224, Tt23t). Two

membranes were used. These were then compared with results from simila¡ tests done

by Saadat (1989) at room temperature using double latex membranes with three

thicknesses, namely 0.36mm, 0.64mm, and 1.27mm. Saadat recorded leakage rates of

0.00210/day to 0.025fl0/day at t.2lvfP:a and 3.0MPa effective stress for double 0.64mm

membranes. Leakage rates of similar magnitude were obtained for L.27mm membranes

for back pressures up to 7.0 MPa. This leakage rate can be considered satisfactory

when it is remembered that consolidation has been assumed to be finished when the

volumetric strain rate drops below 0.1.7o/day. Figure 5.43 shows the low leakage

rates of 0.0067olday over 32 days that were obtained for silicone membranes at 65oC

and 3.0MPa effective stress (T1222). (The 'specimen' in this test was brass, so

any measured volume change originates in leakage through the membranes or past the

pedestal seals.) A similar trend in volume change was observed by Ya¡echewski

(1993) and more recently by Tanaka using an improved pedestal design.

Test T1231 was performed at 100"C and 0.6MPa. Leakage rates were in this

case approximately 0.037olday after 5 days. Previous calibrations showed that the

flrttings and lines leaked 0.006%olday. The consensus appears to be that leakage

rates are less than one half the long term consolidation rate.

At elevated temperatures Buna O-rings in the cell pedesøl had to be

replaced with viton 0-rings due to splitting and increased leakage (0.2l7olday).

Tests T1224,T1226,T1227 ,TI228,T1230,TL231-TL236 were later run in HITEP celll{2

using Viton O-rings appear to seal as well as fresh buna-N rings.

A leakage test (Leak#l) was performed to measure leakage of newly installed

viton O-rings (replacing buna-N O-rings) in the pedestal of HITEP cell #1. The
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test rezults in Figure 5.44 shows a leakage rate of 0.05mVday (0.025%o/day for 200

cc specimen) at 2.0 MPa effective stress with drainage open. This drops to

0.02rd/day when drainage is closed, the difference being associated with additional

leakage of the burette and frttings. When later repeated at 7.0 MPa effective

stress, the same leakage rate lvas meazured, showing that this leakage is

independent of preszure. However, the increase in preszure did reduce leakage to

0.03mVday under drained conditions. This is believed to be the rezult of O-ring

compression.

Leroueil et al. (1988) performed leakage tests in a slightly modified

triaxial cell by using latex membranes 0.3mm thick x 50mm diameter x 100mm high

with different celt fluids (de-aired \ryater, glycerin, castor oil, liquid paraffin,

silicone oil). They meazured rates of 0.04 mVweek (silicone oil) to 1.45 mVweek

(for glycerin). This is equivalent to a range of 0.003%0/day to O.lÙ4%o/day, of the

same order as rates achieved in the present tests at the University of Manitoba.

Glycerin was not recommended because its presence actually increased the diffusion

rate due to its hydrophilic nature. They recommended using silicone oil and a film

of silicone grease to seal the ends of the membrane. This grease caused excessive

leakage in the present tests.

Membrane diffusion tests will now be discussed. The author conducted

calibration and diffusion tests on small pieces of membrane in a diffusion

apparatus at 26"C. The rezults ¿re tentative because the small membrane size

required testing close to the accuracy of the apparatus. Table 5.7 zummarizes the

diffusion results at room temperature. The net diffusion or rate of flux, (è")n.,,

is the difference of the measured rate of volume change and the system compliance.
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Table 5.7: Summary of membrane diffusion results from the diffusion apparatusl'2

at0.6 MPa,3.0 MPa,9.0 MPa effective stress. Membrane diffusion area

has been muttiplied by 20 to give the equivalent area of a triaxial

membrane.

Test No. B.P.

(Diff/System) (MPa)

p' (è"),1* T
(MPa) (Volday) ('C)

t Testa

(day) Type

Membrane

Type

MD1-1/Ì\4DAL2-81.0

MD1-2Æ\,ÍDAL2-C1.0

MD1-3/À{DAL2-81.0

0.6

3.0

9.0

0.16

-0.25

0.02

26

26

26

4.0

4.0

4.0

Diff(TXC) Sil s050

Diff(TXC) '!,

Diff(TXc) '!,

NOTE: 1.

)

3.

Single O-Ring used in pedestal of apparatus

Membrane clamped with aluminum ring

(è")*., = *33[tovlDirtusion (Âv)rr,,.,"]; equivalenr qpecimen

volume = 200cc
4. Diff(TXC) = diffusion test under isotropic compressive stress

Appendix E contains suûrmary graphs and tables of the diffusion and leakage

tests and a more complete description of the calculations.

Figure 5.45 (a) zummarizes the diffusion test rezults of Yarechewski (1993)

and the author. The tests were all run in a similar diffusion apparatus.

Yarechewski (1993) conducted diffusion tests at elevated temperatures (65oC, 100'C)

on full size silicone membranes in an improved version of the diffusion appa.ratus.

A trend of greater diffusion with higher effective stress and temperature is

observed. A different trend is observed for leakage tests in triaxial cells,

Figure 5.45 (b). The cell fluid, membrane and specimen type are indicated in the

legend as "SiVSil/Dummy" where Sil refers to silicone. Silicone membranes appear

to have higher leakage rates than latex membranes at 26"C. Silicone membranes

appear to have higher leakage rates at lower effective stress than at higher
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effective stress. The different trend observed in Figure 5.45 (b) may be due ûo

differences in the test apparatus. Another explanation is differences between the

processes of leakage and diffusion.

The diffusion rates shown in Figure 5.45(a) are for a single silicone

membrane. These rates will be checked with theory in Chapter 6. The leakage rates

shown in Figure 5.45 (b) a¡e for double silicone membranes. It is believed that

the diffusion rates are about the same magnitude as the leakage rates.

Saadat (1989) checked additional pore pressure build-up due to membrane

leakage at 3.3 MPa confining stress using a brass dummy specimen and two 0.64 mm

thick latex membranes. He measured an average gain in pore water pressure of only

20 kPa/day which indicated excellent sealing. The curent test program has

examined this behavior at 100'C using two silicone membranes over geotextile side

drains and a brass dummy specimen (TL23I). The preszure rise was again only 20

kPa/day over a period of 13 days.

Swell tests were performed on silicone membranes in the current program.

Membranes were immersed in silicone oil at elevated temperature. The results in

Figure 5.46 (a) and (b) show that the membranes may absorb up to l27o oil after 30

days and the membra¡re circumference may increase 0.76 mm.

5.3.7 Membrane/Side Drain Restraint

Corrections to specimen strength from membrane restraint were discussed in

general in Chapter 3. Some representative tests a¡e discussed here. Figures 5.47

(a) and (b) show results from an undrained shear test on a rubber dummy specimen

with a single membrane and standard side drains. Clearly, the dummy behaves in a

linear manner but hysteresis is present. The stress path is near vertical at the

beginning (Figure 5.48). A lateral strain gage provided ext¡a data to test the

condition of zero volume change. Figure 5.49 (a)shows a discrepancy between the
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measured and calculated lateral strain. This may be due to anisotropy or

incomplete saturation of the rubber. Figure 5.49 (b) shows a Poisson's ratio

slightly greater than 0.5.

For comparison, an unconfined test on the rubber dummy specimen is shown in

Figure 5.50. Near linear elastic behavior was observed with a small amount of

hysteresis in Figure 5.50 (a). The dummy showed classical barrel deformation. The

stress path was at 3:L in q vs. p' stress space in Figure 5.50 (b). Figures 5.51

(a) and (b) shows the lateral strain and Poisson's ratio. Clearly, these were

simila¡ to those of the undrained test. In general, these results suggest behavior

close to linear isotropic elasticity, which is to be expected from rubber. They

therefore support the validity of the measuring systems that have been used.

5.4 Preliminary Discussion of Results

Choosing the correct strain rate is crucial to meazuring representative

pore water pressures in drained and undrained shear tests. Sufficient time must be

allowed for equalization of pore pressures inside the specimen, otherwise the

computed effective angle of friction will be in error. The chosen strain rate of

0.004 mm/min meets the criterion for pore pressure equilibrium set by Bishop and

Gibson (1966).

Elevated temperatures do not appear to affect the time required for pore

pressure equilibrium. Rezults by Mitchell and Campanella (1968) show that creep of

clay in sustained loading tests occurs at an increased rate at elevated

temperature, but pore water pressures remain constant after initial temperature or

load application.

Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) showed initial compression in specimen TL220 during

consolidation when the temperature was increased, and that this was zubsequently

followed by swelling following zuccessive temperature steps. This shows that 1.0
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MPa consolidation pressure is lower than the swelling equilibrium preszure for

26"C, 42"C, 60oC, and 65oC. Another way of thinking of these data is that the

swelling equitibrium pressure decreases with temperature if the specifi.c volume

stays constant. The observed behavior which produces larger compressions at higher

temperatures is consistent with findings from the literature, for example, Mitchell

L969: Green 1984; Eriksson 1989; Tidfors and Sällfors 1989; Hueckel and Pellegrini

t99t.

The results shown in this thesis represent the fÏrst triaxial tests carried

out at the University of Manitoba at elevated temperature. In spite of recurring

equipment problems the quality of the data is equivalent to that in other programs.

The level of control achieved at the target temperatures is as good or better than

that achieved by Green (1984), and the tests \ryere run at pressures an order of

magnitude higher than Green's tests. There is less scatter in these data than in

Green's data. The quality of data from later tests in this program is as good as

that reported by Hueckel and Baldi (1990).

5.4.L Failure Patterns in Buffer Specimens

In general, clays exhibit systematic behavior at large strains which can be

explained by the modifîed Cam clay model. A key assumption in the model is

elliptical yield loci (Roscoe a¡rd Burland, 1968) that expand with plastic strain

hardening. The yield loci are shown in Figure 5.52 (a) in q-p' stress space and in

Figure 5.52 (b) in Vr-ln(p') space. By deflrnition, normally consolidated (NC) and

lightly over consolidated (L-O/C) specimens have current mean effective stress , p'

greater than p!2 (Wood, 1990), where p. is the isotropic effective

preconsolidation pressure. (The ratio n = nilli , the isotropic overconsolidation

ratio, is used here to describe overconsolidation. It has different values from

the traditional overconsolidation ratio OCR = o)"lo)o). In V-p' space, sEess
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paths for NC and L-OC specimens during shearing lie between the NCL and CSL. In

undrained shear these specimens are compressive (pore water pressures increase),

that is, ductile non-strain softening; tend to bulge; and have high 'Ar'values

(greater than 0.33) (Atkinson and Bransby, 1977).

Heavily over-consolidated specimens (H-OC) have p' less than p'l2. In

V-p' space the stress path at the sta¡t of shearing is on the left (dry) side of

the CSL. In undrained shear these specimens are dilative (pore pressures

decrease), they strain soften (deviator stress, q decreases), they exhibit

"brittle" stress-strain behavior (as opposed to ductile behavior), they develop

distinct shear planes, and have low 'Ar' values (<0.33) (Atkinson and Bransby,

!977, Wood, 1990). Typical variation of A, values with R for Weald clay (Wood

1990) is shown in Figure 5.52(c).

5.4.1..1 Bulging of Specimens during Shear

In the following discussion it is necessary to differentiate L-OC from H-OC

stâtes for tests in the current program. That is, it is necessary to determine the

relationship between plon, *d p./2. This can be estimated (a) from the swelling

equilibrium pressure (SEP) as the ratio SEP/på, (b) from stress path directions in

q-p' stress space and (c) from the position of the consolidation state relative to

the critical state line (CSL) h tr- ln(p') space. A swelling equilibrium pressure

(SEP) of 2.2 MPa (yu = 1.67 Md.t; V.o = 2.251) has been interpreted from swell

tesrs at 26"Cby Oswell (1991). Dixon et al.(1986) zuggests a somewhatlower SEP,

about L.7 MPa. As mentioned earlier, it is aszumed here that the swelling

equilibrium line (SEL) coincides with the normal consolidation line (NCL). In q-p'

stress space, the stress path of H-OC specimens during shearing is towards

increasing p'. In contrast, L-OC and NC specimens near failure have stress paths

towards decreasing p'. Using this understanding, and examining Figure 5.30, it is
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apparent that plz is approximately 1.4 MPa. This means that pi is higher than the

SEP, which for the purposes of discussion, can be øken to be in the range I.7 lvlPa

tD 2.2 MPa.

Bulging failures are uzually associated with NC behavior in clay. The most

common failure mode observed in this test program has been of the bulging type.

This is true of specimens tested in the current program in a normally consolidated

state, that is, in specimens where the consolidation pressure was higher than the

swelling equilibrium pressure. Bulging also occurred in L-OC and H-OC specimens at

26"C,65'C and 100"C (T72I2,TL233 atp' = 0.6 MPa; T1218, TL2l9,Tl22I at p' = l.Q

MPa; T1205, Tl2L5 ât p' = 1.6 MPa). The mode of failure associated with bulging

(as opposed to the development of discrete failure planes) appears to be

independent of temperature.

However, some cases of brittle behavior have been observed in a small

number of specimens tested elevated temperature. Distinct shear planes were

observed in the three specimens T1209,TL216, ndTl227 which were tested at 65oC,

65oC, and 100oC, respectively. Figure 5.53 shows the failure modes in these

specimens, and also the ductile specimen T1205, which were all tested at pressure

close to the SEP. At first sight, it might appear that strain softening, distinct

shear plane failure, brittle behavior, and stronger specimens are all associated

with higher temperatures. However, this is not the case at atl consolidation

pressures. Actually, specific volume at the end of consolidation and its

relationship to the SEL is the goveming factor. The specific volume seems to

dominaæ specimen strength at most consolidation pressures regardless of

temperature. By definition, T1216 is H-OC (R=3.6) but T1209 andT1227 are L-OC

(R=1.4). Specimen T1216 failed in a ductile, slightly strain softening manner.

Specimen Tt209 failed in a brittle, distinctly strain softening manner. Specimen

T1227 experienced effective stresses of 0.5 MPa at the top (due to cell fluid leak)
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and 2.4 MPa at the bottom. The low effective stress would lead to brittle failure.

In fact, the specimen followed a drained stress path in p'-q stress space and

failed in a brittte, strain softening mode. Clearly, behavior of specimen T1216,

tested at elevated temperature is atypical for H-OC clay at foom temperature.

Pore water pressures are measured by transducers attached to the cell base

at a short distance from the specimen, and strains are numerically averaged from

axial and lateral deformations. Atkinson and Bransby (1977), and Wood (1990) point

out that under these conditions it is not possible to measure the stesses and

strains at the failure plane. This implies that the st¿te boundary surface from a

complete testing program is a generalized model, and may not represent true

material behavior in the plane of failure in H-OC specimens. In some programs,

pore pressures have been measured internally or locally (Baldi et al. 1988, Hight

1982). Strains have been measured locally to obtain more representative rezults

for clays (Baldi et al. 1988, Tatsuoka 1988, Symes a¡rd Burland 1984) , but an

improved Cam clay model is still not available. Similarly, bulging failures in the

NC range present diffîculties in determining truly representative stress and strain

measurements. Barreling failures are more a function of the test arrangements than

material property. Frictionless (greased) end platens have been used with success

to obtain uniformly deformed specimens, but the effective strength parameters were

the same as for specimens with a length to diameter ratio of 2 tesæd between

ordinary platens (Barden and McDerrnott 1965). The additional diffrculties in

meazuring pore pressures are apparently not worth the additional effort. More

recent practice involves measurement of lateral strains at several locations and

numerical averaging of measurements.

A thhd type of failure occurred n T1225, T1220, and TI2t4. Atl three of

these specimens were tested at the same temperature (65'C), but at different

pressures (0.6 MPa to 2.2 MPa). The failure mode was charactenzæd by a horizontal
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band of wrinkles at the middle of the specimen and bulging at one end. The

wrinkles are interpreted as multiple slip lines. The mechanism of failure invoked

is unknown. It is unlikely that this is a phenomenon that is purely related to

temperature.

5.4.L.2 Shear Strain Softening

A small amount of strain softening occurred in all L-OC and NC specimens

sheared at 26"C, 65oC, and 100"C. No specimens strain hardened in shear at

failure. The strain softening was generally less than l5Vo of the peak strength.

This behavior is not strongly related to temperature, since it was also observed by

Saadat (1989) at room temperature for both low and high density buffer (1.5 Mg/m3

and, 1.67 Mg/^t, respectively). Strain softening in the NC range is not inherent in

the Cam clay model, but is seen in plastic clays.

Shear strain softening in the NC range in plastic clays can be related to

*" lìc = qJp¿ stress ratio. For example, specimens consolidated anisotropically

(1-dimensionally) and loaded along stress paths of high stress ratio exhibit

significant strain softening (Noonan 1980, Li 1983, Lau 1986). In contrast,

isotropically consolidated specimens exhibit no strain softening (Li 1983, Sun

1.986, Noonan 1980). This behavior is true of remolded natural ctay (Li 1983),

reconstituted illite zubjected to stress release disturbance (Lau, 1986), low

density (yu = 1.5 Mg/m3) buffer (Sun 1986), and natural clay (Noonan 1980, Lew

1e81).

Oswell (1991) performed stress controlled tests (incremental and const¿nt

rate of stress) on low and high density buffer. Strain softening is not observable

in these types of test. However, he found that an adjusted Cam clay model fits the

buffer behavior. Buffer has a a state boundary zurface and an approximately

elliptical yield locus. In spite its high volume change capacity, it appears to
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behave like many 'ordinary' soils. It exhibits limited elastic anisotropy and the

flow rule may be non-associated. Thus the model is relevant, but additional work

should be incorporated to allow it to handle strain softening in the NC range of

stresses.

Different mecha¡risms are believed to be responsible for sftain sofæning at

low and high effective stresses. At low effective stresses (that is, in the O/C

range) specimens are more isotropic than NC specimens because they have been

allowed to swell under isotropic total stress. (Wan, 1988 found that specimens

that swelled prior to shearing exhibited isotropic behavior in the early stages of

undrained strain controlled triaxial compression. Specimens that compressed prior

to shearing exhibited anisotropic behavior. The implication is that swelling tends

to remove anisotropy.)

At low stresses, the microstrucrure of clay particles induced by compaction

is preserved, and specimens tend to dilate as the particles move relative to each

other along planes of weakness (eventually coalescing into shear planes) during the

application of deviatoric load. At the same time, the pore water pressures ÍIre

decreasing. In the process, a new micro-structure is developed locally, and water

is attracted to the failure plane during dilation from neighboring regions. Due to

the low hydraulic conductivity of buffer and rate of shear, pore pres$res may not

be fully equilibriated at the end of testing. In contrast, dense well graded

materials like tills tend to dilate and work harden strongly in the O/C range of

stresses during shear. As deformations are applied, resistance to shear builds

locally due to changes in microstructure on a global level. When water can no

longer be attracted quickly enough into a region of high dilatancy, then adjacent

areas are relatively stronger than the dilatant region, and barrel shaped failures

are observed.

At high effective stresses (in the NC range of behavior), the anisonopic
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q)ecimen fabric caused by the l-dimensional compaction process is dominant and is

berter preserved than at low effective stresses (O/C range). Oswell (1991) found

that buffer anisotropy was different from that measured in undisturbed Winnipeg

clay. Buffer was stiffer in the vertical direction than the horizontal direction,

whereas natural Winnipeg clay was 1.8 times stiffer in the horizonøl direction

than the vertical direction (Graham and Houlsby 1983). The gÍeate.r vertical

stiffness in the buffer is due to compaction with zero lateral strains in a rigid

mold. Bulging failures in buffer appear to be principally associated with slight

strain softening in the NC stress range.

It is also probable that differences in micro-structure may account for

changes in the position of the NCL in V-p' space and that this may have some

relation to softening

In surrrmary, shear strain softening of buffer specimens in the normal

consolidation stress range has to do with the anisotropic fabric generated during

compaction.
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CHAPTER 6 FACTORS AFFECTING INTERPRETATION OF DATA

6.1 Introduction

At the start of the test program it became apparent that some factors

affecting the volume change and final moisfure content of buffer should be

investigated. This chapter discusses the following factors.

Cell fluid (silicone oil) contamination affects the mass balance of buffer

at room temperature and oven drying temperatures (110"C), and this can influence

the measured moisture content.

Two different methods are available to calculate the average moisture

content of several pieces of the same specimen. Two different answers are

sometimes obt¿ined from these methods. Although the differences are small

numerically, the philosophical question of 'Which should be used ?' should be

answered.

The high temperature of the buffer specimens at the end of testing leads to

rapid surface drying rates \ilhen exposed to the room temperature environment. A

critical review of moisture determination procedures \ryas required to obtain

representative moisture contents. Moisture contents meazured from the entire

specimens are compared with values for only the core of the specimens.

The thermal volume change of the water contained in the buffer specimens is

calculaæd in a simplified way to predict what the final specific volume of the

buffer should be. This value is compared with the specific volume calculated from

measured final moisture contents.
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6.2 Final Moisture Content of Buffer

6.2.1 Average Moisture Content

According to standard room temperature procedures used at the University of

Manitoba, the end-of-test buffer specimens v/ere cut into 10 pieces to determine

va¡iation of moisture content throughout the specimens, and obtain an average final

moisture content. The specimen was cut into 10 pieces by slicing into 5 layers and

øking cores from each layer. Figure 6.L shows the method. Two methods can then

be used to calculate the moisture content:

t6.U Average WC =

Í6.21 Average lvVC =

These values can then be used to calculate the final clay specific volume, V.r =

L+w.Gr, where w is the moisfure content and G, is the specific gravity of the

mineral solids. Values of Vr, calculated using the two methods are shown in

columns 3 and 5 in Table 6.1 (given in the next section). The values are shown to

the second decimal place, and the differences are small (less than 0.02). However,

the differences become larger at lower moisture contents. The question of which

method should be used appears to be a philosophical one and in literature the iszue

is not addressed; rather an arbitrary choice is made. ASTM 4318 (Liquid Limit,

Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index of Soils) specifies the average of moisture

contents from three plastic limit specimens. Modern laboratories zuch as the one

at AECL, Pinawa use this method (Dixon, lgg2). For the sake of continuity, this is

the approach used at the Universiry of Manitoba.
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6.2.2 Mass Loss

Buffer that has been contaminated with cell fluid loses mass at a steady

rate after the fust day of oven drying at 110oC. (Uncontaminated buffer and oil

individually maintain constant mass at 110"C) Chapter 5 contains the results of a

zuite of tests performed to quantify this phenomenon. The addition of lÙVo oll (by

weight) caused a steady mass loss (0.lVo/day) under continued heating after the

buffer had been dried for the normal I day period. It is not known how long this

phenomenon will continue but tests were performed up to 50 days with no apparent

change in rate of mass loss. The behavior was observed for compacted and

uncompacted (granular) buffer at 110oC (oven dried) and 26"C (desiccated at room

temperafure). The mass loss may introduce some error into the final moisture

content (and hence the calculation of specific volume) if the triaxial specimen has

adsorbed oil through leakage over the duration of consolidation. This will be

examined in the following text.

It is thought that the oil reacts chemically or physically with the

clay-water system or simply displaces bound water in the diffuse layer and/or Stern

layer. Active clays provide a siloxane adsorption zurface which interacts most

strongly with solvent ions or molecules just small enough to fit into the voids

created by the crystal lattice (Grim 1953). Silicone oil is a polysiloxane

(polymer). It is probable that the oil eventually bonds to the existing mineral

flake, thereby displacing other layers of adsorbed water.

It has been zuggested that the pH of the diffuse water layer decreases as

the particle zurface is approached in a solution of pH equilibrium (Iwata et al.

1988; Yoshida and Iwata 1970). If this is the case, then it is possible that

silicone oil may react with the clay-water system and/or be chemically decomposed.

Buffer has a corrosive effect on brass, aluminum and iron. This may be a rezult of

acidity of the pore water or the cation exchange capacity of the clay.
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The rate of heating and temperature level also affects the mass loss (among

other things) of clays (Grim 1953, Gillott 1987). Rate effects appear to be

related mostly to mineralogical transformation and structural water breakdown

(Gillotr t987) ar very high temperatures (200 to 1000"C). These temperatures are

higher than in this program, but the results indicate that water exists in stable

forms (unbound, bound/diffuse, structuraV hydroxyl) up to various temperatures.

Figure 6.2 (Lambe 1951) shows different moisture contents at different

dryittg temperatures for several natural (marine) clays. Clearly, it is important

to mainøin constant oven temperature for moisture determinations. Notice however,

that silica (Otøwa sand) maintains constant moisture content (hence mass) at the

measured temperature range of 40 to 200oC.

A corrected moisture content was calculated for buffer by first determining

the fînal weight of dry solids (uncontaminated), then using mass loss recorded

during the flrst day of oven drying to obtain a conected final specific volume,

Vo:. For all practical pu{poses, the unbound (bulk) water is driven off within 24
cf

hours at 110oC (Dixon L992). The relationship used to calculate the weight of dry

solids (no oil contamination) is as follows:

I su* drv so i I (no oil)] liniriu I wt . (drv)lro'rl L@pieces = Lryintact
where 'pieces' refers to the weight of either the full 10 pieces of specimen, or of

5 core pieces. The numerator applies to uncontaminated buffer, while the

denominator refers to contaminated buffer. The sum of weights is discussed in the

following section. The corrected moisture contenl wf, is obtained as follows,

oc ma s s loss 11 dav) w*
lo.Jalwf =ffi= \

The conected specific volume, Vo!, is calculated as follows:
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ocw
t6.3bl uï = 1 + s.s=f

f

where S, is the degree of saturation of buffer at the end of the test.

In the current test program, deformations induced by stress and deformation

have been lumped together by heating during the consolidation stage (drainage

open). The final moisture content of the specimens provides fhe most reliable

means of calculating the true specific volume at the end of the test. Room

temperature values are used as reference. The flrnal specific volume of the

specimen is calculated as follows:

t6.41 V.r= 1+ 5.5w/Sr; Sr= 1.0

where V., is the final clay specific volume, w, is the final \¡/ater content at the

end of the test, and S, is the saturation at the end of the test

The difference between the corrected and uncorrected specific volume is as

follows:

t6.sl 
^vT 

= vf - v.,

where 
^Vl 

is the specific volume correction for oil contamination (see Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 lists the values of specific volume calculated from the corected

and uncorrected moisture contents. Column 4 gives the corrected specific volume

for 10 pieces per specimen. The average correction, llVo!)^u, (column 6) is small

(0.02). The rezults are plotted in Figure 6.3. There is a maximum scatter in the

data the order of 0.07, but the correction appears to be most heavily populated in

the range 0 to 0.03. Values shown are rounded up to the second decimal. There is

no apparent relationship between the value of the correction ÂV., and the

temperature at which the tests were performed.
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Table 6.1 Final clay specifîc volume with and without correction for oil

contamination.

T1204
T1205
TT2O7
T1208
T1209
T12t0
TT2lI
T12T2
TL2I3
TL2I4
TL2T5
Tr21,6
TT2T7
Tt21,8
TI2L9
TL22O
Tt22t
TT223
Tt225
TT226
Tt227
Tt228
Tt229
TT23O
T1232
Tt233
TT234
T1235
T1236

NOTE:I. VT = Final clay specific volume corrected for oil contaminationcf
2. * Membrane leakage

3. # Membrane ballooned

#

#

es t Temp .

T( "C)

Avg m/c Avg weight(10 pieces) Avg weight (core)

V cf voc v 
^voccf cf cf voc v 

^voccf cf cî

1204
1205
1207
r208
1209
12t0
r21t
1212
L213
L2t4
L2T5
r21,6
T2T7
t21,8
12L9
1220
t22t
1223
t225
1226
t227
t228
t229
1230
1232
t233
r234
1235
1236

26
65
26
26
65
63
65
26
52
65
26
62
24
27
63
65
26
65
65
100
100
100
65
100
100
100
100
100
65

) ))
2.28
2.r2
2.37
2.10
1.66
2.t 4
2.3 4
1.83
2.07
2.2t
2.3 4
2.16
2.26
2.1.7
2.17
)'))
2.r0
2.28
1.97
1.95
1.97
2.00
2.04
2.33
2.32
2.66
1.90
1.92

r.7 2
2.16
2.3 6
1.87
2.08

2.3 6
2.t8
2.29

2.t8
2.24
2.t0
2.30
t.97
1.95
1.98
2.0 5
2.0 4
2.32
2.33
2.7 0
1.88
1.92

0 .02
- 0.06

0 .06
0 .03
0.01
0.07
0 .02
0.01
0.04
0 .02
N/A
0 .02
0.01
0.02
N/A
0 .02
0 .02
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.05
0 .00
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.01
0 .02

2.24
2.2t
2.20
2.4 t
2.t I

2.23
2 .27
2 .14
2 .38
2.r0
L .66
2 .14
2 .35
1.83
2.07,, ))
2 .35
2.17
2.28
2.t7
2 .16
2 .22
2.09
2.28
t .97
1 .95
1, .97
2.00
2.04
2.30
2.32
2.66
1.85
r.92
Avg =

)'r)
2.25
2.14
2.38
2.09
t.7 5
2.15
2.3 4
1.86
2.1L

2.3 6
2.16
2.26

2.21
n ))
2.13
2.3 1,

2.03
2.01
2.01
2.07
2.09
2.34
2.34
2.64
1.92
r.94

2.t9
2.32
2.08
2.3s
2.08
1 .68
2.r3
2.32
1 .82
2.10
2.20
2.34
2.t4
2.24
2.19
2 .20
2 .20
2.09
2.28
| .97
1 .95
t .97
2.00
2.04
2.30
2.32
2.66
1 .85
1 .94
Avg =

o .02
- 0.07
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.07
0 .02
0.02
0.04
0.01
N/A
0 .02
0.01
0 .02
N/A
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0 .02

-0.01
0 .06
0 .00
0.03
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If the buffer is uncontaminated then ÂVT is zero, while contaminated

buffer is expected to have 
^VT 

> 0. The specific volume of most specimens

increased with the correction. The implication from Table 6.1 is that most of the

specimens were contaminated. However, residual oil in the drainage lines may

account for some of the contamination rather than membrane leakage.

The correction ÂVT was also calculated using only the core pieces of the

specimens (Table 6.1 ; column 9). A slightly larger correction, (^t)o"r, (0.03)

was obtained than for the entire specimen. The magnitude of scatter in the dat¿ is

the same as before, but not concentrated in any range.

Uncorected specific volumes are plotted against log effective stress in

Figure 6.4. In this Figure, (which was also presented earlier in Figure 5.12), the

specific volume was determined using only the core pieces of buffer specimens

because they provide more consistent data. The corrected and uncorrected specific

volumes are shown in Figure 6.5. The differences are not large. TI2I3 rilas not

included in the rezults because a different test apparatus and cell fluid

(antifreeze) was used. Excluding TI2L3 provides a better regression.

The correction, ÂVo! is small (maximum 0.06) even for tests zuch as specimen

T1226 in which leakage had been observed for over 10 days. It is believed that the

saturated conditions and high effective stresses imposed during testing may

mitigate the mass loss phenomenon.

The combined test rezults in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 indicate that (1) oil

contamination is essentially independent of temperature (up to 100oC), but is a

complex phenomenon, (2) the test data and contamination corection are independent

of æst equipment, (3) the quality of data improved later in the test series , (4)

the correction for oil contamination is small (0.02 to 0.03), and (5) there is a

gradient in moisture content and oil contamination between the outer zurface and

center of the specimens. The correction does not improve the overall fit of the
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data to a linear regression h U., versus log p' space. It is worth remembering

that in the most favorable of circumstânces the repeatability of moisture content

determinations is about + 0.1 to 0.27o (Head 1986) and this corresponds to a change

in specific volume of + 0.01. For all practical purposes it appears that the

correction for oil contamination, ÂVo! is unnecessary.

6.2.3 Drying Gradients

Examination should be given to the choice of pieces used to deærmine the

final moisture content. The standard practice has been to use atl 10 pieces. This

may not be prudent because the final elevated temperafure of the specimens during

removal causes excessive drying of the buffer during post test handling. Pieces

taken from the core of the specimen may be the only ones representative of the

true moisture content (and hence specific volume of the specimens while still in

the test cell). The buffer moisfure contents have been calculated using all 10

pieces, and only the core 5 pieces. The rezults have been reported in Table 6.1.

There is a small difference between the two methods for uncorected qpecific volume

(compare columns 5 and 8), but a larger, more random difference for the corrected

specific volume (columns 4 and 7). This is believed to be a result of drying

gradients set up after the specimens are removed from the test cell.

It is of passing interest that montmorillonite clays when zubjecæd for

long periods of time to zubstantially uniform moisture conditions, develop

hydration characteristics of considerable stability (Grim 1953). If the hydration

is changed, the stability may be abruptly and completely lost. A high swelling

bentonite sample carefully collected to preserve its natural hydration can be

placed in water without any slaking, even when moderately stirred. However, if
such a bentonite is dried only a very small amount, it will slake and swell

immediately when placed in water. This indicates that drying will upset any
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equilibrium set up during a given test and may influence the distribution of both

water and oil (if any) throughout the specimen.

6.3 Thermal Volume Change

In the current test program there are two ways to determine the final

specific volume of buffer, V",. The fust and most reliable way is to calculate

V.t from the final moisture content. The second way of calculating V", is by

taking account of the volumetric strains observed and applying appropriate

corrections to the initial specific volume, V"o. A conection must be applied to

the meazured volume change for apparatus compliance, thermal expansion of the pore

water and mineral solids. Three methods (in order of increasing complexity) are

investigated for estimating thermal volume changes. These methods account for (a)

thermal expansion of pore v/ater and system compliance (b) thermal expansion of pore

water, pore voids, and system compliance; and (c) all of the previous, plus

thermally induced compression of the soil skeleton. A new definition of specimen

volume change is required. Mass balance is proposed as a better way of quantifying

the state of volume of buffer undergoing thermal changes. A new coefficient, Fst,

is investigated to characterize the volume change due to thermal and mechanical

skeletal deformation using thermo-elasto-plastic theory.

Many confusing terms have been used in the literature to describe the state

of water contained in clay. Terms such as bound, unbound, adsorbed, fîrmly

adsorbed, bulk, inærstitial, interlamellar, structural, double layer, diffuse,

surface, and Særn water are a few examples of the terms used to classify different

types or phases of water contained in active clay. These were discussed in deøil

in Chapter 2. Figure 6.6 shows the types of water most likely present in low

density bentonite (strucfural water is not shown).

The following convention will be used throughout this thesis. Three basic
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types of water exist in dense clays and clay gels: (1) unbound; (2) bound; and (3)

structural. The fust type of \ilater, unbound water, is contained mainly in the

largest of the pore spaces in the clay matrix and is driven off flust at elevated

temperature. It is also known as bulk or interstitial water. The second type of

water, bound rilater, interacts with the clay minerals through hydrogen bonds, van

der Waals forces, osmotic pressures, ionic bonds, and concentration gradients

(chemical, physical, elecrical, thermal). It exists as (a) diffuse double layer

water, and (b) Stern water.

The second type of water, bound water, is likely the most abundant water in

dense buffer (Dixon and Gray 1990, Hueckel et al. 1991). It is reasonable to

assume that bound water dominates the compressive and shear properties of dense

buffer for the range of temperatures used in this test program, 26"C to 100"C

Physical properties of bound water in dense buffer, such as coefficient of thermal

expansion, density, and structure, are not known with certainty (Hueckel et al.

1991). No attempt is made here to differentiate the properties of the types of

water for quantitative prediction of buffer response to drained heating.

The third type of \ryater, structural water (not shown in Figure 6.6) is

v/ater that makes up the crystalline lattice of hydrated clay minerals such as

montmorillonite.

In the following paragraphs, thermal volume changes in clay are interpreted

in terms of micromechanical studies by other resea¡chers. No definitive statement

can be made regarding absolute values of thermal expansion of bound water, unbound

water and structural water in buffer. It is known that fluid preszure in the bound

water close to the particle surface of montmorillonite is extremely high; as much

as several thousands of atmospheres (Bailey, 1965). Tests on Boom clay by Hueckel

(1991) suggest that the zurface water (in the Stern layer, for instance) is in a

highly stressed state and undergoes thermal expansion during heating due to
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increase in entropy

The interlamellar water in Na-montmorillonite constitutes more rhan 90Vo of

the total water content at dry densities exceeding 1.60 Mg/m3 lPusch, 1990). The

maximum number of interlamellar hydrates (water layers) is 3, which means that a

fully expanded state of the mineral stacks is theoretically obtained at around 1.8

Mg/^t sarurared unit weighr (1.30 M/-t dry density ). It is believed that there

are 3 ø 5 mineral flakes in a stack. Interlamellar water forms an ordered medium

in or through which inte¡particle forces are established and transferred (Graham er

al. 1992). Interlamellar water is a dynamic adsorption phase a¡rd has a density

befween 1.00 and 1.05 Mg/m3 lPusch, 1990). Some experimental and theoretical

results suggest higher densities of 1.2 to 1.4 (Hueckel, 1991, Yong and Warkentin,

L975), which is about the clay density of the buffer. Pusch assumes that the first

hydrate layer (O-hydrate) is insensitive to temperatures below 100'C and pressures

of 100 MPa. The coefficient of thermal expansion for Na-montmorillonite is less

than 3.9 x 10-5 l/oK from 25oC to 400"C (McKinstry, 1965). This is 2 orders of

magnitude smaller than bulk water according to Gray and Cheung (Baldi, et al,

1990a). Low's modified DLVO model suggests that bound water exists in one of two

forms; as a mixture of polymer like molecules in a regular Íurangement with a

distribution of voids within; or as a continuum of molecules with a regular

orientation like a crystalline material. The zurface water undergoes thermal

expansion of the same order as bulk water but remains bonded to the clay zurface

above 200oC.
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6.3.1 Method 1: Pore Water and System Compliance

6.3.1.1 Back Calculation

As a simple approximation, thermal expansion of the water held by the

buffer was calculated by applying the coefficient of expansion of bulk water, B*,

to the entire mass of water that was initially mixed with the dry buffer. The

calculated volume changes are given in Table 6.2 for individual tests.
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Table 6.2: Final clay specific volume of buffer corrected for thermal expansion

of bulk water and apparatus water (drain line, porous stone, and

transducer housing).

Corrected Final Specific Volume

Test Forward Calculation

v er^ vr^ 
^vrtco v cf cf

(S=1) (7o)

Back Calculation

v - erB vT 
^vTcf v cf cf

(S=1) (7o)

TV
cf

('C) (S=1)

Tt204
Tt205
TT2O7
T1208
T1209
Tt2L1,
Tl2t2
TL2L3
TT214
Tt2r5
TL2I6
TT217
Tt2t8
Tr2r9
T1220
T122t
T1223
TT225
Tt226
T1227
T1228
Tt229
T1230
Tt232
T1,233
TT234
Tt235
T1236

26
65
26
26
65
65
26
52
6s
26
62
24
27
63
65
26
65
65

100
100
100
65

100
100
100
100
100
65

-0.029
-0.r96
-0.071
-0.019
-0.050
0.086

-0.050
-0.310
-0.075
-0.058
-0.114
-0.019
-0.073
-0.223
-0.082
-0.160
-0.060
-0.068
-0.452
-0.243
-0.221
0.004

-0.230
0.086

-0.492
0.006

-0.266
-0.126

-0.125

2.22t 2.238
2.282 2.55r
2.122 2.293
2.369 2.150
2.100 2.221
2.t39 2.188
2.342 2.249
t.825 2.293
2.073 2.238
2.2t0 2.1,83
2.342 2.249
2.t6r 2.205
2.265 2.199
2.t72 2.227
2.172 2.172
2.216 2.232
2.095 2.210
2.282 2.227
1.968 2.293
r.946 2.199
1.968 2.194
2.O0r 2.177
2.045 2.22r
2.326 2.2t6
2.320 2.238
2.656 2.199
1.895 2.206
1.9t6 2.t96

2.22t 0.00 2.221 0.000
2.282 1.42 2.329 -0.047
2.122 0.00 2.122 0.000
2.369 0.00 2.369 0.000
2.100 1..67 2.152 -0.052
2.139 1.60 2.190 -0.051
2.342 0.00 2.342 0.000
t.825 1.15 1.858 -0.033
2.073 r.65 2.t24 -0.051
2.210 0.00 2.21,0 0.000
2.342 1.55 2.394 -0.0s2
2.161 0.09 2.158 0.003
2.265 0.04 2.266 -0.001
2.172 1.60 2.223 -0.051
2.172 L.7L 2.227 -0.055
2.216 0.00 2.216 0.000
2.095 r.70 2.t48 -0.053
2.282 t.71, 2.339 -0.057
1.968 3.24 2.065 -0.097
1.946 3.23 2.042 -0.096
1.968 3.27 2.066 -0.098
2.00t 1.97 2.06t -0.060
2.045 3.22 2.144 -0.099
2.326 3.t6 2.432 -0.106
2.320 3.20 2.427 -0.107
2.656 3.09 2.770 -0.114
1.895 3.r3 1.987 -0.092
1.916 1.65 1.965 -0.049

-0.38 2.250
2.02 2.478
3.00 2.193

-7.50 2.388
2.18 2.r50
4.18 2.053

-4.38 2.392
4.74 2.135
2.74 2.148

-2.67 2.268
-6.3t 2.456
0.75 2.180

-4.28 2.338
-5.17 2.395
-2.57 2.254
-4.40 2.376
1.69 2.1s5

-3.79 2.350
-3.82 2.420
0.32 2.189
0.13 2.189
5.61 1.997

-1.65 2.275
-0.74 2.240

-r7.52 2.812
-13.92 2.650

r.39 2.16r
4.77 2.042

AVG AVG -0.050

NOTE:1. Specific

2. ÂVrA =

ÂVß =

Volumes based on average moisfure method.

V -VTAcf cf

V -VTBcf cf
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The final clay qpecific volume after cooling to 26C, Ulur, is back

calculated from the meazured final clay specific volumes, V65r[measJ, and Vtlo[meas]

using the theoretical volume changes ef5, and ef00 {for thermal expansion of the

water). The back calculated specific volume V2! is shown as Vrf in Table 6.2. The

difference between the measured V", and VT is also shown. The following equation

is used for 65oC daø:

^6 5

t6.61 y?u, = v65rlmeas] . a,oo 
[r.otz 

+ v6]tmeaO]

where

16.71 ^65 _È-

t6.81 
^vl'

(Table 6.2)

1162-(T-26).V *

r 
^v65ìI - " l.roo=r*
L",.l v

= V .ß .AT = 0.00w'w

where V65rtmeasl is the final clay specific volume calculated from the final

moisture content. The assumed volume strain (7o) produced by thermal expansion of

bulk warer is ef5 The corresponding volume change is ÂV65. The initial total

volume of the specimen is V,, the volume of water initially added to the buffer is

V , and ß-_. is the coefficient of thermal volumetric expansion of water as a
w' 'lV

function of temperature. The derivation of F* it given later in this chapter.

Equation 16.61 is the same form of equation used to calculate the final specific

volume from the initiat specifîc volume using volume changes recorded during

consolidation. An equation similar to equation [6.6] is used for 100"C data. No

correction for system compliance is required for this calculation. All volume

changes are referenced to specimen behavior, thus thermal expansion of pore water

leads to expulsion of water into the drainage burettes, and this translates to

specimen compression and a positive volume change.

Figure 6.7 shows two regression lines from back calculations. The back



calculation of Vä from 65"C data is labelled VS(Corrected) and

calculation of Vff from 100"C data is labelled VS0{Correcred).

regression lines (solid lines) are close to the regression line for

This implies that the dominant thermal effect is thermal expansion
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the back

These two

V26[measl.cF'

of the pore

water in a manner similar to the behavior of bulk water.

Clearly, this is a good fust approximation, but additional factors aÍe

involved. The specific volumes measured from the fînal moisture content for tests

at 26"C, 65"C and 100oC are shown for comparison (VffMeasJ, VlfMeasJ,

VSoMeasì). One data point for the 100'C data has been excluded from the

regression (shown by the arrow). Cheung (1991) suggests that at high density, the

buffer contains no bulk water. The expulsion of \¡/ater during heating of buffer may

come from liberation of bound \¡/ater. This is clearly one aspect of dehydration.

The flinal clay specific volume is used in the calculations because it has

been generally found more reliable than a forward calculation using the initial

clay specific volume and specimen volume change (see for example Graham et al.

1991).

6.3.1.2 Forward

The final

65oC and 100'C

compliance. The

follows:

Calculation

speciflrc volume at elevated temperature \ilas also calculated for

taking account of thermal expansion of water and the system

forward calculation from the initial specific volume was as

= erA (Table 6.2)

t6.91 v$lconecredl = v*Meas] Ë,* 
[r.orz 

+ v*MeasJ]

where

t6.101 rT = rl'frureasl - q þv$'tcur.t 
*

16.11l av$srcarcr = [vå'* 
u;'] 

[r-rr] u;'

^v;Rtcalcl]
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t6.rzt avffrcarcl = vl^ [ç-ru] uf,'

t6.131 F$t= o.oo1t62 (1,fC)

where V$tCorrr.tedl is the prediction of VffMeasl using elevated temperature

data- These are given in Table 6.2 as Vlf and V. r. The initial specific volume of

the heated specimens meazured before the start of the test is V-Measl. The

corrected volumetric strain during the test is ef. The volumetric strain of the

buffer specimen meazured at the end of consolidation at elevated temperature is

e$sMeasJ. The total volume of the specimen at the start of the test ir V,. The

estimated volumetric thermal expansion of water in the buffer and porous stones

caused by heating from 26oC to 65"C is aV$5[Calcl. The estimated volumetric

thermal expansion of the water in the pore pressure transducer is 
^V#tCalcl. 

U;rt

and Vj.s are the volumes of water in the buffer and porous stones, respectively.w

Temperature of the buffer is T, and Plt is the volumetric thermal expansion

coefficient for bulk water for the temperature range 26C to 65"C. The volume of

water in the transducer is V$R, and To is the temperature of the transducer.

Thermal expansion of water in the drainage lines a¡rd/or specimen leads to

expulsion of water which is interpreted as specimen compression, according to

equation t6.101. As an approximation, the expansion of water in the line

connecting the transducer housing to the DPT is ignored. This is justified because

the line is uninzulated and contains a relatively small volume of water. In most

tests the transducer housing temperature was lower than the HITEP cell. The

transducer, porous stones and drain line conøined 20.5 ml of water compared tÐ 77

ml in the buffer.

The calculated values of thermal volumetric system compliance have been

compared with calibration tests using dummy specimens. The results are given in
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Appendix F (Tables Fl and F2) and discussed in detail. Good agreement was found

between the calculated and meazured volume changes. The discrepancies are small

compared to the total volume of water in the buffer.

Figure 6.8 shows regressions for VStcorrectedl ana VfotCorrectedl which

are estimates of the final specific volume of the elevated temperature specimens

corrected to a common temperature of 26"C. The regressions are compared with the

regressions for measured final specifrc volumes at 26oC, 65'C and 100oC. If

thermal expansion of the water in the system and buffer are the only factors

involved, then the corrected specific volume regressions for 65oC and 100oC data

should coincide with the regression for the measured 26'C data. Figure 6.8

suggests that thermal expansion is more complicated than assumed in this

calculation.

The results of the forward calculation are summarized tn Table 6.2. where

V$lCorrected] is shown as Vr]. The difference between V"r and Vrf is ÂVrf. There

is moderate agreement between the correction, ÂVr| for the forwa¡d calculation and

^VrB 
the correction for the back calculation for tests at 65oC.

cf
"Forward" calculations result in more scatter within the data and produces a

poorer trend in temperature correlations than the back calculation method. This is

not surprising because this approach also produced more scatter in the rezults for

V - calculated from the volume change recorded during consolidation. This method
cf

has provided no useful information and has since been abandoned.

This discussion shows that thermal expansion of the bulk water alone can

account for most of the thermally induced volume changes experienced by the buffer.

A similar conclusion was reached by Gray, Dixon and Cheung in a report to the

Commissione delle Comunita' Europee (CEC) (Baldi, et al, 1990a, 1990b). Their

results pertained to dry densities ranging from O.2l to 1.09 Mg/-'. The

coefflrcient of thermal expansion of the pore water approaches that of bulk water at
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higher densities.

Clearly other factors such as thermal expansion of the clay and sand

particles, and skeleton deformation a¡e at work. The former are believed to be

small relative to bulk water.

Without performing drained heating-cooling tests, it is not possible to

determine the reversibility of the process. Grim (1953) points out that as long as

some water exists in the interlayer regions, Na montmorillonite can be rehydrated,

but the process is irreversible at temperatures typically above 400'C. It is

likely that the process is reversible at 100oC.

6.3.2 Method 2: Pore Water, Pore Void, and System Compliance

6.3.2.L Forward Calculation

This section discusses a hypothetical case. The meazured final specifi.c

volumes of buffer specimens, VffMeasJ, tested at26oC have been used with suitable

thermal expansion coefficients for

conditions) to predict the final

specimen water and voids (under drained

specific volumes ,V$[Predictedl and

Vlolne¿icte¿] of heated specimens. The predicted values are compared withcF'
regressions for meazured values, VStMeasl and V$0 [Meas], in Figure 6.9. If the

values a9ree, then thermal volume changes are due to expansion of the bulk water

and soil voids. Otherwise, other factors zuch as skelet¿l volume changes are

involved. Clearly, there is good agreement for the 65'C tests, but less agreement

for the 100'C tests. There must be considerably larger skeletal changes at 100oC

than 65"C. Other factors could include the mode of skelet¿Vvoid volume changes,

and behavior of bound water which is different from bulk water. The equations used

to predict the specific volumes are as follows:

t6.141 v$Feaicredl = vffMeas) #.[r.olz + vfffr"reaO]
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t6.1sl

t6.161

where

voids.

^65¿;v 1oo.^v65/vr

Ât'5 = Ê$'v*ar * B:' [v,-vJ 
ar

eÍ.t ir the estimated strain due to thermal expansion of the pore water and
v

The corresponding volume change is Ât's. V*, Vt, and V, are volumes of the

pore water, total specimen volume and volume of mineral solids, respectively. Birt

*U P:t are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficients for the pore water and

mineral solids for the temperature range ÅT. In this case ÀT is from 26C to 65'C.

These calculations are for drained conditions. For undrained conditions, equation

t6.161 indicates thermal expansion of pore water should be equal and opposite to

void volume changes.

6.3.3 Method 3: Skeletal Thermal Volume Change

The problem of predicting volume changes due to thermally induced skeletal

volume changes using only test results from the crurent test program is

indeterminate. However, it is possible to calculate and verify a thermal expansion

coeffîcient for skeletal volume changes, Brr. Two variations of this coefficient

are discussed: (1) for mechanical plus thermal effects and (2) for thermal effects

alone. These coefficients can be used to predict skeletal volume changes in a set

of ramped temperature tests.

6.3.3.1 9r, (mechanical + thermal compression)

Mitchell (1969, 1976) and Huecket (1987) observed that volume change occurs

in triaxial tests during drained heating due to thermal expansion of the specimen

constituents, soil skeleton, and apparatus including drain lines and water.

Differential thermal expansion of the specimen pore water and soil solids may lead

to deformation of the soil skeleton and the fabric may be permanently alæred.
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As a fust approach, mechanical and thermal components of plastic

deformation are described by the expansion coefficient Frt h this section.

To obtain Fst, it is necessary to determine the coefficient of thermal

expansion for bulk water, F*, pot" water, P.*, -d clay miner"r, Fr. This is

discussed in the paragraphs that follow:

Baldi et al. (I990a, 1990b) reported constant-volume, and dilatometer

triaxial tests on qvartz, kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite to determine the

coefficient of thermal expansion for pore water in clay, Fr*. The following

expression was used for the constant volume tests:

16.171 
^V 

=(Vß +V ß )ÂT+ÂVDR ' S', S \ry'CW', app

where ÂVo* is the volume of fluid drained from the specimen, V, is the volume

mineral solids, V* is the volume of water, OUuOn is the thermal volume change of

the appara*r, F, ¿¡1d psw are the coefficient of thermal expansion for mineral

solids and pore \ryater, respectively, and ÂT is the change in temperafure. The

tests showed that the thermal expansion of pore water in low-density

montmorillonite was less than pure \trater, but approached the pure water value at a

clay density of 1.0 Mg/m3 (The clay density in the buffer is about 1,.2 Mg/m3).

Figure 6.10 shows their rezults. The tests were ca¡ried out at an effective stress

of 2.5 MPa, a pressure which is applicable to the range of preszures in the current

test program. Much higher clay density was used in the current program, but in

fact this supports the use of Baldi's expansion coefficient pr*.

Baldi et al. (1991) showed ttrat B.* is two orders of magnitude larger than

Pr. There are uncertainties in the Volume of solids (calculated from specifîc

gravity of solids), Br, -d F.*, but these are minor. The author checked the

values used by Baldi et al. (1991) for p* *¿ F, and found them to be correct.

Calculations are shown and discussed in Appendix F. For practical purposes, Pcw

for the dense buffer in this program can be taken as equal 6 F* for pure water.
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The specific volume for pure water is temperature dependent, but as shown

in Figure 6.11, the variation is negligibly small considering the other

uncertainties in the data. The coefficient of thermal expansion for pure water and

its variation with temperature and pressure was calculated by the author using data

from standard steam tables as shown in Appendix F. Figure 6.12 (a) and (b) show

the preszure dependency at pure water at 65oC and 100'C as calculated by the

author. The preszure dependency of Ê, is even smaller as discussed in Appendix F.

The temperature dependency of Êw *¿ F, was also calculated by the author

from standard steam tables and literature as discussed in Appendix F. The

dependenc% 
ft l* 

on temperature from these calculations is significant:

t6.1sl L-I'.rMpa = 6.20 x 10-6 (l/'cl'c)

t6'1el t#tl2.5r,pa = 6'14 x10-6 (l/'cl"c)

16'20l t#"]r'Mpa = 5'82 x10-6 (l/"c/'c)

The dependency of B, on temperature is approximately an order of magnitude smaller

than that o¡ F*.

The coefficients of thermal expansion for the three types of water in clay,

mentioned previously, are not known (Hueckel et al. L991), but for dense buffer

only the coefficients of thermal expansion for structural water, Fr*, and

interlamellar water, F¡ are important. No attempt is made here to deærmine Frr" ot

pi

Mitchell (1976), Green (1984), Agar (1984), and Kosar (1989) used generic

expressions to account for thermal expansion of the soil skeleton and compression

due to particle rearrangement in marine clay, shale and oil sand. Neglecting

Kosar's term for bitumen, the volume of fluid drained (^Vd) from a soil specimen

under a temperature change ÂT can be calculated as follows:
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l6.2tl (ÂV¿)¿1 = F*V*Âr - FTfftVJAT - Frrvrlt
whe¡e V, is the volume of specimen, V* is the volume of water, Frand Êrrare the

coefficient of thermal expansion for the minerals and particle structure,

respectively. The thermal expansion coefficient for rvater, Êon, ir the same as

Baldi's coeffîcient Fr*. Th" term (Vr-Vr) is the volume of voids. The second term

on the right hand side of equation [6.21] is the thermal expansion of the voids and

the third term is for particle rearangement. Subtracting the apparatus

compliance, (ÂVupp)^, from the right hand side (RHS) of equation Í6.211gives the

following:

[6.22] (ÂV¿)¡1 - (ÂVuno)¡T = P*V*^T - Bsryr-Vs)^T - FrrVrlt
where V, is the volume of the specimen, Ê, ir the coefficient of thermal expansion

for the solids. Volume changes start after the confining and back pressure aÍe

applied, therefore mechanical compliance for the apparatus is eliminated. Since

the volume of fluid drained (AV¿)a1 is meazured in the current tests, the apparatus

compliance is known, and the remaining parameters can be estimated; it is possible

to calculate Fr, for each test. It will be shown later that ttre left hand side

(LHS) of equation 16.221 is equivalent to the vertical distance between the NCL's

for different temperatures in V" - h(p') space. However, as a first approximation

for the current tests (AVU)¡.¡ will be the total fluid d¡ained from the specimen due

to both temperature application and consolidation at room temperature. Later,

another term will be added to equation [6.22] to allow calculation of thermal

volume change separately. Table 6.3 contains the parameters used in the

calculation of equation 16.22).
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Table 6.3: Calculation of thermal expansion coeffTcient, pr, for 65oC and 1.00"C

Tesr (Âvu)¿, F* P, ^T v* v, ou,on Fli Pli
(cc) (1/"C) (L/'C) ('C) (cc) (cc) (cc) (1/"C) (1/"C)

x 10'6 x 10-6 x 10-6 x 10-6

TL2O4
T1205 8.26 923 39 40 77.80 126.67 0.76 548
Tt206
TL2O7
T1208
T1209 8.53 923 39 40 74.80 121.85 0.76 638
TT2IO
Tt2rr t2.35 923 39 40 74.80 121,.85 0.76 1118
Tt2t2
Tt2t3 12.39 923 39 40 74.80 t21.85 0.76 Lr25
Tt2t4 9.65 923 39 40 74.80 12t.85 0.76 774
TLzI5
Tt2t6 -8.87 923 39 40 74.80 12r.85 0.76 -t521
Tt2t7
Tl2l8
Tt2r9 -6.46 923 39 40 74.80 t2r.85 0.76 -1220
T1220 -0.96 923 39 40 78.00 125.63 0.76 -549
TT22I
T1222
Tt223 7.82 923 39 40 78.00 125.63 0.76 525
T1224
T1225 -3.38 923 39 40 78.00 t25.63 0.76 -846
T1226 0.53 1162 39 75 78.00 125.63 t.79 -280Tt227 8.93 tt62 39 75 78.00 t25.63 1.79 271Tt228 8.57 tt62 39 75 78.00 t25.63 1,.79 248
Tt229 16.15 923 39 40 74.80 121.85 0.76 1.579
T1230 4.90 tt62 39 75 78.00 t25.63 1.79 7
Tt23t
Tt232 6.64 t162 39 75 78.00 12s.63 1.79 tzt
Tt233 -27.68 tt62 39 75 78.00 125.63 1.79 -2t1t
T1234 -20.43 Lt62 39 75 78.00 125.63 1.79 -1645
T1235 11.28 11.62 39 75 78.00 t2s.63 t.79 4t0
T1236 13.95 923 39 40 78.00 12s.63 0.76 1279
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sf pst are shown in Figure 6.13. The following curves have been fitted

daø:

B:;" = -322 x 10-6 + 1005 x 10-6ln1p'¡; R2 = 0.8359;

P:f= -636 x 10-6 + 593 x 10-6ln1p'¡; R2 = 0.6!12;

The principal conclusions are that (1) the soil skeleton does experience thermal

deformation due to particle rearrangement (2) prris preszure dependent (3) Fr, it

t€mperature dependent and (a) Fst is of the same magnitude ur Ê*. Since Br,

consists of both mechanical and thermal deformation components, the flust three

findings are not zurprising. These calculations are the first to quantify the

thermal response of the skeleton. The related testing performed by Yarechewski

(1992) where consolidation is completed in two stages, first mechanical then

thermal, is better suited to this type of analysis.

6.3.3.2 Fr, (Thermal compression)

The following approach is zuggested for separating mechanical and thermal

skeletal deformations in order to calculat" Frt for thermal compression. A fourth

term must be added to the right hand side of equation Í6.221 as follows:

Í6.251 (ÂV¿)¿1 - (AVunn)¡T = ß*V*^T - B'(Vr-VJ^T - Frrvrlt + ÂVU

where ÂVU is the average consolidation volume change at room temperature at a given

consolidation presilre. This equation, unlike equation 16.221, is a more

compleæ application of Kosar's equation 16.21) which considers volume changes due

to changes in temperature.

The following calculation is used to estimate 
^Vd. 

As shown previously:

t6.261 V.r = V* - eu(1.037 + V*)

and knowing the NCL at 26oC from a regression of buffer data:

t6.271 V.f = 3.102 - 0.278*log(p')

and knowing that V* = 2.252, Vo = 202 cc for saturation, S = 1, and Td, = 1.67
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ly'ig/tf , it can be shown from equation t6.25) and equation 16.271 that at room

temperature:

16.28) ÂV¿ - 17.074.1og(p') - 52.204

where p' is in MPa. Equation [6.28] is substituted into equation t6.251 to

calculate Êr, using a forwa¡d calculation.

The values of Br, are shown for forward and back calculations in Figure

6.1.4 (a) and(b). Clearly the dependency of Þrt on pressure has been essentially

eliminated. The forward and back calculations agree for the 100oC data, but not

for the 65oC data. Table 6.4 gives average values of Frt calculated for all the

data. The skeletal thermal expansion coefficient is of the same order as the

volumetric thermal expansion coefficient for bulk water, but of opposite sign. In

a typical high density specimen, the volume ratio of water to solids is

approximately 6270, aszuming bulk water and saturated conditions. Therefore,

according to equation 16.251, volumetric thermal compression of the skeleton

represents a zubstantial portion of the measured volume change and is offset by

thermal expansion of water at 100oC. The behavior at 65oC is more complicated.

Table 6.4: Summary of thermal expansion coeffTcients for buffer
(average values)

Temperature

("c)

ß x 10-6'cw
(Lfc)

F, x 10-6

(1/'C)

Fr, x 10-6

(1/'C)

65
100

923
1,1,62

39
39

-65
-1572
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6.3.4 Discussion of Thermal Expansion Calculations

The relatively simple calculations used in Methods L and 2 provide good

predictions of thermal deformation at 65oC as shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.8.

However the predictions for 100oC are not as good. The implication may be that the

pore water has thermal expansion characteristics similar to bulk water up to 65oC,

but more complex behavior at 100oC. The temperature dependent NCLs from meazured

fÏnal moisture contents have been used as a reference. It was shown in Chapter 5

in the summary graph, Figure 5.12that on average, drained heating from26 to 65oC

and from 26"C to 100'C caused reductions in specific volume of 0.05 and 0.15,

respectively.

Method 3 provided a detailed analysis of the thermal skeletal deformation.

Equations 16.221 and Í6.251 which were used to determine the skeletal thermal

expansion coefflrcient, pst, cari also be interpreted in terms of

thermo-elasto-plasticity which was discussed in Cftapter 2.

The sEess dependent elastic strain component, t;", is derived in the

following text. From equation Í6.261it can be shown that:

[6.2s] r..=f v.o-v.r l=f ou. 
l" L I .037+v.o J 11.03 7+vro J

and from elasto-plastic soil mechanics

t6.301 Âv. = [. - *'",0,',] - [. - *'",nr',] = r<t[#]
Combining t6.291and [6.30] gives

rr'[+i
t6.311 ^se _C,Fv 1.037+Vco

Similarly for the stress dependent plastic volumetric strain:

¡,rnl+3
t6.32) tiP =

1.037+Vco
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Combining [6.31] nd 16.321

16.33r þ;". ,;n]=þ.-][ "trì
1.037+V

co

The thermo-elastic strain component, rl", is defined using Mitchell's parameters.

This is described in detail in Appendix G:

16.34) 
^Vte 

= F*V*Âr - Frffavs)^T

from which

r6.3st ,1" = +: = q[F*u*o, - 0,{v,-v,lar]

The thermo-plastic strain component, tln, is also defined using Mitchell's

parameters in terms of the thermally induced particle movements (skeleøl

deformation)

16.361 ,lp = +: = q[-o,,v,ar]

The thermo-elasto-plastic strain component, (tlt * tfp) irt

Í6.3it [r;". rln] = {[O*u*^r 
- Bsryr-vs)^r - F,,v,ar]

Combining equations t6.331 and [6.37] gives the following:

t6.38t þ;'.';t].['l%'ln] =

rh[5r
t*4 l;i;1 

. 
{[o*u*^r-Bsryr-vs)^r-Bsrvr^r]

To the author's knowledge, equation t6.381 is a new simple approach to deflrning

thermo-mechanical strains, and does not appear in literature. Here the author is

using strain behavior of the clay to form part of a macroscopic model which will be
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dicussed in chapter 8. Hueckel and Pellegrini (1991) decribe strains in a more

complex way using plastic potentials, yield functions, and advanced mathematics.

They build their thermo-mechanical model using Cam clay, thermoplasticiry theory

for the soil skeleton, and non-linear thermoelasticity for the pore water pressure

req)onse. They then use their model to predict strains and pore pressures during

undrained heating of clay. The general effects of temperature on strains and

stresses in their model appears consistent with the concepts used in this model.

Figure 6.15 shows the components of equation [6.38] graphically. Thermo-elastic

strains are defined in terms of a heating/cooling cycle.

In practice, due to the type of data in the current test program, a

variation of this equation has been used for data analysis as discussed in Appendix

G. The concepts of component strains are idealized in Figure 6.15. Deformation

due to heating is essentially complete after 24 hours (path l-2). Mechanical

deformation continues for 2 to 3 weeks (path 2-3). In reality, the specimen

consolidation follows a non-linear path between L-2'-3 and L-2-3. A controlled

path using pressure and temperature ramping is currently being investigated by

others (Graham et al 1992). A stress path similar to l-2'-3 has been investigated

by Yarechewski (1993). A program comprising ramped temperature tests in addition

to the current test program would be required to verify equation t6.381.

There is still some controversy in the scientific community regarding the

types of water present, its structure in the various phases, its density and

coefficient of thermal expansion. In spite of these uncertainties, some

observations can be made from current test rezults and rezults from previous

research. It would appear that most of the volume change observed in dense dense

Na-montmorillonite (1.67 Mg/mt ¿ry density) during heating is associated with

expulsion of 1 or 2 hydrate layers from interlamellar water to interstices at

temperatures up to 100'C due to thermal expansion of the zurface rilater. It is
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likely that the expelled water also undergoes thermal expansion. The net rezult is

collapse of the water 'shell' (interlamellar spacing) , increase in the pore size

and increased hydraulic conductivity. Above 100'C Stern water (zurface water) and

structural water become involved in the process of dehydration.

The discussion above relates to drained conditions during heating.

According to Pusch (1990) the interlamellar spacing increases during undrained

heating as pore water is forced by osmotic potentials into the interlamellar

regions.

Montmorillonite-water systems at medium to high densities are probably

dominated by surface and interlamellar water (Baldi et al t990a). Surface water is

defîned here as the first two molecular layers of water on the clay particle.

6.4 Membrane Diffusion

In order to assess the true volume change of buffer specimens due to

expulsion of water, it was necessary to estimate the amount of diffusion of oil

and/or water across the silicone membranes (polymeric elastomer). Experimental

details were given in sections 3.2.4 and 3.5.4. The fust approach was to set up a

triaxial environment similar to the actual test pressure and temperature conditions

using aflat coupon of silicone membrane with a surface area of about 20 cmz. This

produced ambiguous rezults because the apparatus was limited by the accuracy of the

equipment used to measure diffusion rates across the small coupon area. The second

approach was to test with brass dummy specimen and membrane identical in size and

configuration to actual buffer triaxial specimens. The latter tests were performed

by Yarechewski and will be included in his thesis (Yarechewski 1993). The tests

produced net diffusion rates of 0.16 to 0.60 ml/day inward towards the specimen. A

third approach was a simple theoretical prediction of outward diffusion of qpecimen

water. This provided a relative basis of comparison for assessing the need for
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corrections to specimen volume changes.

6.4.I Theory and Calculations

The following is a discussion of the third approach. Basic theory and a

more complete discussion of diffusion is given in Appendix H. Eight factors

influencing diffusion aÍe considered, but calculations include only the most

important factors (the flust, fifth, a¡rd seventh factors). These factors are: (1)

driving potential of vapour pressures on either side of the membrane; (2) the

effect of temperature; and (3) thickness of the membrane. It should be appreciated

that the diffusion process is a complicated one, and the presence of not one, but

two diffusants (water and silicone oil) adds complexity. Simplifying assumptions

were made as necessary without invalidating the prediction.

Consider a simple system where only water diffuses through a silicone

rubber membrane from the void spaces of the specimen towards the silicone oil used

as cell fluid. The water is adsorbed on the inner zurface and diffuses through the

membrane as vapour and is desorbed on the outer zurface in a condensed form (H.

Gesser, personal communication). The driving potential is provided by differential

vapour pressures across the membrane. Vapour pressure on the inside varies with

temperature, applied back pressure, and solution chemistry, but is independent of

applied effective stress. Values of vapour pressure are given at standard

temperature (0"C) and pressure (75 cm Hg) (STP) up to 1 atm. by Perry et al.(1984).

For systems where gas diffuses through a membrane, the vapour pressure on

each side is often known but the concentrations are not known. If there is a

linea¡ relationship between the external vapour pressure and the corresponding

concentration just within the surface of the sheet (i.e. the sorption isotherm is

linear) then:

t6.391 C = S'p
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where C is the concentration of the diffusing zubstance (g diffusanlrnl polymer), S

is the solubility coefficient of the membrane with diffusant, and p is the driving

vapour pressure (cm Hg). It can be shown that

t6.401 r = P,'**
where F is the rate of diffusion (flow rate) per unit area, P is the permeability,

and x is the space coordinate measured normal to th.,e section from which:

Í6.411 p.=D.S lcc-gas (sTP) cm (thick) 
|

l"*'1*"*b) . sec.cm Hg (¡p)J
P, is the permeability in units given here as c*271r".'.rn Hg), D is the diffusion

coefficient (cm2lsec) and S is the solubility coefficient (m1(RTP)/ml.cm Hg), RTP

is room temperafure and preszure, and STP is standard temperature and pressure. It

is important to distinguish the vapour pressure, p, from the ambient preszure in

the liquid phase. Clearly, the rate of diffusion is a function of diffusivity and

solubility.

The rate of diffusion is calculated by using published values of P as

follows:

t6.421 Q=75P,.{}e
where Q is the flow rate of vapour (mVday¡ for silicone rubber and water vapour as

diffusant, dp/dx is the water vapour pressure gradient across the membrane; and A

is the area of the membrane. The constant 75 is used to convert units of cm Hg. to

units of atm. The ideal gas law is used to calculate the volume of liquid

equivalent to the volume of water vapour calculated from equation 6.42. The liquid

values are reported in Table 6.5.

The membranes used in this program are polydimethylsiloxane. With 25Vo

silica filler, the published permeability to water vapour of this type of polymer

is 3600 x 10'e cm/(sec.cm Hg) at RTP (Robb 1965). Crank and Park (1968) give

values of 4300 x 10'eat 35oC, and 3280 x 10-e at 65oC at STP. kPa.). Using P, =

3600 x L0-e, the diffusion of water (liquid) over a period of one month was 0.007
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ml at 26'C (vapour pressure = 0.0332 atm.); 0.34 ml at 65oC (vapour prêsflrre =

0.247 atm.); and 5.04 ml at 100'C (vapour pressure = 1.0 atm.). The diffusion of

water increases by 3 orders of magnitude by increasing the temperature from 26"C ø

100"c.

The effect of back pressure on the vapour pres$ue of pore water at the

zurface of a specimen is small compared to temperature effects. The

Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Mortimer 1975) shows that a pressure increase in the

liquid phase causes a pressure increase in the vapour phase. Equation 6.40

therefore implies that the diffusion rate also increases. For the current sfudy,

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation in Appendix H (equation H2) is used to account for

the effect of back pressure of 1.0 MPa (10 atm). The vapour pressure, p, increased

2.570 at 26"C and increased 17.4Vo at 100oC. Therefore, the diffusion rates also

increase by these amounts. Note that the theory used here assumes vapour pressure

of the silicone oil does not influence vapour pressure of the pore water. This is

consistent with Dalton's law of ideal gases. Mixture theory of gases indicates

that this may be a second order effect.

6.4.2 Measured Diffusion

We will now examine data from the laboratory tests described in Chapter 5.

A high pressure triaxial consolidation cell was modified to measure diffusion in an

environment equivalent to the buffer triaxial test. A full sized dummy specimen

was used. An oil-membrane-water interface rvas provided with a confining stress on

the outside and a constant back pressure of 1.0 MPa on the inside. The following

rezults in Table 6.5 for two temperatures were obtained by Yarechewski

(unpublished). The dat¿ are also shown in Figure 6.16. Theoretical rates of water

diffusion and meazured net diffusion rates are plotted with the same sign for

comparison purposes.
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Table 6.5: Diffusion rates (tangent) of silicone oil and water across silicone

membranes (Yarechewski unpublished). The system is oil-membrane

-water. One membrane (polydimethylsiloxane) 1.2 mm thick was used

for all the results reported. The nominal surface areå of the

membrane was 178 cm2.

Temp. Effective

Stress

T('C) p'(MPa)

Meas.Fluxt Predi.t.d Flux2 Comments

Net3 Water

(mVday¡ (rnVday¡

26
26
26
26
26
65
65
65

100

0.6
1.5
3.0
6.0
9.0
0.6
1.5
3.0

0.08
0.22
0.26
0.30
0.30
0.16
0.40
0.60

-0.017
il

il

I

il

-0.922
il

tl

-14.70

Steady state
Average
duration
3 days

NOTE: 1.

)
3.

Positive strains are compressive. This implies net diffusion towards
the inside of the membrane. Net diffusion includes oil a¡rd water
For water only; oil diffusion not included.
Net flux is meazured as the tangent to the graph of volume change versus
time.

It is evident from the measured diffusion rates that the process of

diffusion is preszure and temperature dependent. There appears to be a logarithmic

relationship between the net diffusion rate of water and oil, and ambient preszure

pore water. A logarithmic curve has been fitted to the measured data in Figure

6.16. This is considerably different than theory predicts for the relationship

between diffusion rate of water and ambient pressure in the water. The

relationship of diffusion with temperature is not entirely clear because only two

temperatures are reported. On average, fhe net diffusion rate from the experiments

may be expressed as:

16.431 ðT'= Q.2s63 + 0.2727.tnn')[å+ +] ;26occr<65'c ;R2 = 0.sss6
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where p' is in MPa and ÂT is in oC.

A comparison of observed and theoretical predictions of diffusion are made

in the following concluding remarks. The observed net diffusion rate in our

diffusion apparatus using the dummy specimen was 0.16 to 0.60 mVday inwards

towards the specimen at 65'C for effective stresses from 0.6 to 3.0 MPa,

respectively. This equals an apparent volume change of 5 to 18 ml (2.57o to 9.0V0)

in one month. Diffusion of oil in towa¡ds the specimen and diffusion of water

outward towa¡ds the cell fluid can not be separated in these tests. Theory

predicts an outwards diffusion rate of \ilater of -0.922 mVday at 65oC, independent

of effective stress. Theory can not be used to predict the diffusion of oil inward

because the permeability, P., of the rubber to silicone oil is not known and cannot

be measured using equipment from the current test program.

The observed net inwards diffusion rate at 26oC was 0.08 to 0.24 n'Ålday at

effective stresses of 0.6 to 3.0 MPa, respectively. Theory could only be used to

predict diffusion rate of water, and a value of -0.92 nú/day (outward) was

obtained.

The measured diffusion rates are for net diffusion and offer no insight

into the relative diffusion rates of water and oil, or interaction between the

fluids. However, if the predicted diffusion rate of water is aszumed correct, then

the cross diffusion of oil towa¡d the specimen must be of the same order of

magnitude as the outward diffusion of water. This can be shown from Table 6.5 in

which the measured net flux of fluids must equal the zum of the predicæd flux of

water and the unknown flux of oil. kedictions above 65oC appear ø be an order of

magnitude too high. Triaxial tests on buffer specimens show much smaller volume

strain rates at 100'C. It is believed that actual diffusion rates of water at

100"C are approximately an order of magnitude less than those summarized in Table

6.5.
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The measured net diffusion tate at steady state is of the same order as the

end-of-consolidation strain r^te criterion assumed to be O.LVo per day. The

observed diffusion rates reached steady state in 3 days, which is much longer time

than theory would suggest for water vapour diffusion. In actual buffer tests two

membranes are used, and therefore diffusion rates should take much longer to reach

steady state than indicated here.

The theory and assumptions in the previous paragraphs account for the

effects of changes in back pressure, but not effective stress across the membrane.

Robb (1965) reported permeability to CO, is constant within + L}Vo for changes in

differential pressure from 0.2 to 500 psi (1.4 to 3500 kPa).

Similarly, it is possible that changes in effective stress produce only small

changes in permeability of the membranes to water vapour.

As stated earlier, the most important factors have been used !o predict

diffusion of water through the membranes. Two other factors , not d.iåussed in

Appendix H, may be of some importånce, but are difficult to quantify: (1) afflrnity

of silicone for water; and (2) affinity of buffer for silicone oil. The second of

these factors was examined in section 5.3.5 and 6.2.2 n terms of mass balance, but

has not been examined in terms of partial pressures.

Earlier, three chemistry based approaches to obtaining diffusion rates of

the oil-membrane-water system were discussed. A fourth approach would be to cover

a container of water with a membrane leaving a¡r air space for vapour pressure to

equilibrate and place it in a desiccator or drying chamber. The weight of the

container could be recorded with time to give the diffusion rate. In a second

container silicone oil could be placed on top of a membrane covering the same

amount of air and water. Comparing rezults, the relative influence of the silicone

oil on net diffusion could be determined. This would involve considerably more

work and has not yet been undertaken.
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6.5 Side Drain Restraint and Membrane Modulus

6.5.L Side Drain Restraint

The use of full length geotextile side drain strips in a spiral arangement

as shown in Figure 3.23 with ends overlapping the porous stones at each end of the

buffer specimen does not directly affect the strength of the buffer specimens.

Figure 6.17 shows peak a¡rd end-of-test data at 65oC for specimens with full length

side drainage. Regressions using these data are essentially the same as for the

the whole data set which included tests with other drainage configurations. This

implies that there is no signiflrcant effect of drainage configuration on the

observed strengths of specimens in the current program. The side drain length had

no effect on the strength of specimens tested at 26'C. It is possible that

strength was indirectly affected to a small extent by impeded drainage. The

partial length drains apparently are not as effìcient at transporting pore \¡/ater to

or from the specimens as the full length drains. The result is that swelling, for

instance, takes longer with the partial length drains.

6.5.2 Membrane Modulus

The membrane modulus relative to the specimen modulus can be an imporrant

consideration in analysis of test daø at large strains (er >157o) and for thick

membranes (t >2 mm). The modulus of elasticity of membranes increases nonlinearly

with membrane thickness. The relationship is complicated because the membrane acts

(1) in a compressive shell mode when specimen axial strain is small (I7o) and (2) n

a hoop stress mode when qpecimen axial strains are large. In addition, the

membrane thickness changes with specimen axial strain. ASTM D4767-1988 outlines a

test method for determining the Extension modulus of membranes. This is equivalent

to Young's modulus.
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In the current test program as discussed in Chapter 5, the membrane

influence is small (<SVo epeat). Calculations of the extension modulus for silicone

membranes are contâined in Appendix A. Young's modulus for buffer specimens,

membranes and the rubber dummy specimens (Chapter 5) are compared in Table 6.6.

Clearly, the buffer specimens in the current program are an order of magnitude

stiffer than the membranes. It will be shown that the pzuedo-elastic moduli (flrst

loading) of buffer increases with temperature. The modulus of the membranes

decreases when temperature increases. Therefore the effect of elevated temperature

is to reduce the influence of membrane modulus on specimen strength.

Table 6.6: Comparison of Young's modulus for buffer, membranes and rubber

dummy specimens

Item Y¿

(Mdm3)

E
50

(MPa)

Comments

Buffer spec.

RTV 5050 Memb.

RTV 5026 Memb.

Rubber Dummy

r.67 65.7

2.0

1.3

2.8

p1=3.0 MPa (Oswell 1991)'c
current program

il

NOTE: 1. E-^ refers to tangent modulus at 5070
50

not applicable to rubber. Extension

Young's modulus for the membranes.

2'Ero= 3Gro for undrained conditions'

of peak strength. This criterion

tests were used to determine
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CHAPTER 7.0 SYNTHESIS OF DATA

7.1 fntroduction

Chapter 6.0 discussed the parameters which influence the data presented

ea¡lier in Chapter 5. This chapter synthesizes the data from Chapter 5, and

inærprets them in terms of pore water pressure parameters and critical state

behavior with particular attention being given to the additional variable of

temperature. Critical state behavior of a pelagic clay, tested by Green (1984) at

low effective stress and elevated temperature (4oC, 40oC, 100oC, and 200oC), is

compared with meazured results for buffer. Green's pelagic clay data have not

previously been interpreted using critical state concepts.

7.2 Pore Pressure Parameters

This section discusses the pore \üater pressure response of buffer at

different temperatures in terms of the pore pressure parameters (a, b, ñ, n, A, n*¡

and two different constitutive models: (1) an empirical curve frtted model based

loosely on elasto-plastic theory and (2) a linear anisotropic elastic model. The

traditional definitions for pore pressure parameters are discussed in this section

and a new pore pressure parameter, n* is defined and discussed in relation to the

classical parameters.

7.2.1 Definition of Parameters

Two related pore pressure parameters, m and n are defined as

follows:

t7.U m = Âry'Âp

17.21 n = -Âp'/Âq
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where, in general, pore water changes are produced by changes in both mean ûot¿l

stress Âp and deviator stress Âq. These defìnitions are not new. They are similar

to the classical pore pressure parameters, 'B' and 'A', described by Skempton

(1954), Lambe and Whitman (1969), L7.2al and referred to as 'b' and 'a' by Wood

(1ee0) L7.zbl

l7.2al Âu = B lOor* A(Âo,- 
^oJlÈì'

l7.2bl Âu = b[ôn + aôeJ

In triaxial tests, Âo, = Âp, and Âq =
gives

(Âo, - Âo.), so rearranging Í7.2a1

t7.2c) Âu = B[^r . t+]^r]
The parameter m is equal to b (and B), and parameter n is equal to -a (and -A) for

two special cases: (1) Âo, = Àor, isotropic consolidation, and (2) Lo, = 0 and B =

1, in standard CIU and CID triaxial shear. Four definitions of a from current

literature (Wood 1990) wiil be discussed in the following section. From now on,

parameter A will be used to refer to the classical shear dilatancy parameter

(Skempton 1954):

Í7.31 A = Âu/Âq = Âu/Âo,

Equation [7.3] is applicable to standard CIU and CID triaxial shear tests where Âo,

= 0 and B = 1. The parameters are mostly not constant, but depend on combinations

of sEess level, sEain level and fabric. The zubscripts Y, F, CS refer

reqpectively to the specimen sEess states at Yield, Failure and Critical Staæ.

7.2.2 Graphical and Physical interpretation

Figures 7.1 (a) and (b) shows graphical interpretations of m and n. kr

Figure 7.1 (a), elastic isotopic undrained (EI[I) behavior is shown by a slope of m
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= 1. An m-value greater than 1.0 in Figure 7.1 (a) indicates elastic anisotropic

undrained (EAII) behavior in which the horizontal stiffness is greater than the

vertical stiffness (Graham and Houlsby 1983). A fypical stress path for an

anisotropic compressive specimen is shown schematically by lrr,e 0-L-2-3. Yielding

occurs at point 1, which ends the linear portion of the path. The slope m of the

Iinear portion is characteristic of initial elastic behavior in most specimens.

After this point, there is a distinct change in slope of the path and significant

shear deformations and pore pressures develop in the specimen as it moves towards

peak strength (failure). Point 2 represents stresses at peak sEength. The

specimen may move on to a different point 3 at critical state.

The pore presflrre changes at yield stress were interpreted graphically from

figures such as Figure 5.20 and 5.23 n Chapter 5. These figures show specimens

consolidated to similar effective stesses. In general, specimens consolidated at

higher temperatures generated larger excess pore pressures during shear. Pore

pressure changes at peak stress and critical state are more precise than those at

yield because they were interpreted from spreadsheets of the measured data.

Line 0-4-5-6 in Figure 7.1 (a) shows a typical stress path for an

anisotropic dilative specimen. Yielding occurs at point 4, peak failure at point 5

and critical state at point 6. These are identified by distinct changes in slope

of the stress path. Values of m for compressive and dilative specimens are uzually

similar. No obvious changes in slope of Âu verfl¡s Âp diagrams can be used to

identify peak stress in dilative specimens. These graphical techniques are not

applicable to specimens which develop distinct shear planes because it is not

possible !o measure pore pressures at the shear zone with standard æsts. In these

cases, the pore pressure in the shear zone is different than the average pore

pressure in the specimen.
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Values of m vary with temperature and stress level. Values of m were

previously reported by Graham et al. 7989, 1990, 1991. A synthesis of these data

in Figure 7.2 shows linear variation of m with consolidation pressure, plon, *d
decreasing m values with increased temperature. A ændency ûowards more isotropic

behavior (m=1.0) is apparent at elevated temperafure. Data from low and high

density specimens from Saadat (1989) are also shown for 26"C. Linear regressions

are used for comparing the data, but are tentative for the 65'C data because of

scatter. Figure 7.3 shows m plotted against volumetric strains at the end of

consolidation. Compressive specimens have higher m values which show more strongly

anisotropic behavior. Swelling specimens show more isotropic behavior.

In general, n is inversely propofional to the slope (cotangent) of the

line joining the beginning of shear to the failure point. Figure 7.1 (b) shows rhe

same specimens discussed in Figure 7.I (a), but now shown in q-p' stress space.

Path 0-1-2-3 agan represents a compressive specimen. A dilative specimen is shown

by path 0-4-5-6. Yielding occurs at point 4, peak stress at point 5 and crirical

state at point 6. The initial slope of these lines 0-1 and 0-4 arc similar and are

typical of both compressive and dilative anisotropic specimens. A vertical line

would represent an isotropic elastic stress path, indicated earlier by m = 1. The

parameter n = -ôp'/ôq is only defined for test stages after yielding. It may be

thought of as a meaflIre of the pore pressures generated during shear, and

shear-induced anisotopy. Thus, in contrast with ffi , tr is stress path and æst

type dependent. It will be shown later that values of n at peak and critical state

depend on temperature and sEess level.

The value of 'n' is referenced to the isotropic elastic state by setting

n=0 on a vertical line in q-p' space. That is, changes in n meazure changes in the

slope -ôq/ôp' to the vertical. Figure 7.4 (a) shows the variation in Âp' in q-p'
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stress space for a dilative anisotropic undrained specimen. Figure 7.4 (b) shows

the variation in Àu in q-p' stress space for a specimen. A new parameter n* will

be defined later which is referenced to the initial slopes of these effective

stress paths.

Values of n vary with temperature and stress level in a non-linear way.

Figure 7.5 shows ny versus plonr. A graphical description of n" is shown by the

inset figure. The value of n, is not strongly stress dependent, but there is

temperature dependence. This means the material elasticity is temperature

dependent. At low pressures and higher temperatures the buffer is more isotropic

(n=0). Figure 7.6 shows nr versus ploor. A graphical description of n, is shown

by the inset figure. The value of n, is strongly stress level dependent and

slightly temperature dependent. The regression lines show a reversal in

temperafure dependent effect at approximately 2.5 lvfPla effective stress. This is

close to the swelling equilibrium pressure of buffer at a dry density yo = 1.67

Mg/*'.

Figure 7.7 shows values of Ar(=Âu /Lqrat peak stress) plotted against

consolidation pressure, pionr. These values have been reported previously (Graham

et al. 1989, 1990). The dependency of A, on stress level is strong. Regression

lines for each test temperature are shown as solid lines. These are approximate at

high effective sEesses. Logarithmic relationships seemed to fit the data best.

The regressions were good for most temperatures. Some scatter is present in the

65oC and 100oC data , but it is much less than in Saadat's 26oC data. Temperature

dependency is slight. A change in temperature dependent behavior occurs at a

consolidation pressure of approximately 2.5 MPa. Below this pressure, higher

temperature produces higher Ar. Above this pressure, the relationship is reversed.

Regression lines for Saadat's low density and high density qpecimens are shown in
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dashed lines for comparison As expected, his high density data fit the current

daø better than do his low density data.

Figure 7.8 shows values of A, against volumetric strain, €v, at the

end-of-consolidation (EOC). Swelling specimens have A, values lower than those

meazured in compressive specimens. Similar fîndings were reported by Wan (1987)

and Saadat (1989). Regressions a¡e shown for Saadat's datz at 26"C, but his data

had more scatter than the current datå. Tentative interpretation of temperature

effects are shown by the firted lines for 26"C, 65'C and 100"C. The trend is

towards lower A - values in compressive specimens at elevated temperatures.f

Figure 7.9 shows values of A*, versus consolidation pressure. An envelope

is drawn to generalize the behavior. No systematic behavior is observed with

req)ect to temperature. Figure 7.10 shows the same envelope, but now with data

points corresponding to peak failure. Clearly, the individual test data at peak

and critical state a¡e different. However, the general trend for all the data is

the same for both peak failure and critical states.

Figure 7.ll shows A*, versus ev. Bounding lines indicate general

behavior. Once again, swelling specimens show lower A-values.

At failure, normally consolidated soils have positive a-values, close to

unity. Overconsolidated soils have smaller, or indeed negative a-values. Large

values of 'a' indicate a strong anisotropy. During plastic deformation, 'a'

describes the pore pressures generated from the soil's tendency towards plastic

shear deformation.

7.2.3 Pore Pressure Equation (Curve Fit Model)

The pore pres$,Ire rezults presented in previous sections have been

described in ærms of empirical relationships. These relationships may be used
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theory. A pore pressure equation can be written

equation is used here:

t7.4) Âu = Âu' + ÂuP
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loosely based on elasto-plastic

various ways, but the following

where Âut and Âup are the excess pore pressures due to elastic and plastic strains,

respectively. They are deflmed as follows:

Í7.5) Âu" = mÂp

U.6J ÂuP = nÂq

Wood (1990) developed an expression for n, at failure, from elasto-plasticity, but

he called it a.
r
I n '-^I p I -tL;-J

17.71 à -=tM

where n is the isotropic over-consolidation ratio as shown in Figure 7.12.p

Parameter r is the distance between the NCL and CSL in V.-ln(p') compression space

along an unload-reload line. The value r defines the separation of the normal

consolidation line (NCL) a¡rd critical state line (CSL) along an unload-reload line

(uRL) in V"-ln(p') space as shown in Figure 7.12

p:
l'7.81 r = :

P",

The parameters af, M, and .ô. are measured from the current test program for buffer.

Therefore, it is possible to determine nnand r using an appropriate assumption.

The parameters are defined as follows:
p:

f7.91 n = -lppi

This n is not the same as the pore pressure parameter n described earlier. Thep

preconsolidation pressure, p¿, is different than the consolidation pressure plonr.

1S

ln
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Here pi is equal ,o plonr. It is not known a priori if p.o", equals the swelling

equilibrium pressure, p;. This issue will be addressed later. The hardening

parameter, Â, is defined as

t7.101 n= Xi*

and M is the slope of the critical state line in q-p' stress space. For normally

consolidated specimens, a, reduces to:

[-L- ]-^-r
t7.111 a.= L r I

,M

From Oswell (1991) and Saadat (1989), À = 0.084 and r = 0.022. Therefore,

A, = 0.74. An average value of M from the current program is 0.5. For dense buffer

(To= 1.67 Mg/-t), Equation t7.111 then becomes:

t7.12) 4, =

Predictions for values of a, have been calculated using r values of 2.0 and 1.5 and

are shown in Table 7.1. The value of r = 2.0 comes from aszuming an elliptical

yield locus as for example, would be done in the Cam clay model. The value of

r = 1.5 has been determined from Oswell's data. Since M-values vary with

preconsolidation pressure, a group of Oswell's tests with similar preconsolidation

pressures (between 1.5 and 2.0 MPa) were selected. These had yield stress ratios,

q/p" of 0.45 to 0.65, and r values between L.28 and 2.14. The average r-value was

1.57 and average 'M' was 0.53. Among this group of tests, four had yield stress

ratios of 0.55. The average 'M' from the four tests was 0.62 and the average r was

L.52. Clearly, this implies a non-elliptical yield locus simila¡ to that described

described by Oswell (1991), though the basic ideas of Cam clay modeling will still

hold.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of values for n, and a,

n D' on'M 
^ 

r a=-n Commentsp 'Cons -'Y'Y f f

(MPa)

Calculated

Equation 7.7 1.0 0.62 0.74 2.0 1.08 Ellipse

" 1.0 0.62 0.74 1.5 0.56 Non-Ellipse

" 1.5 0.62 0.74 1.5 0.0 Non-Ellipse

Meazured

Oswell (1991) - 1.54 0.53 0.62 - 1.52 - avg 4 æsts

Figure 7.6 (nr) - 1.54 0.0 26"C

Table 7.1 shows that the aszumption of nn=1. is wrong for both elliptical and

non-elliptical yield loci, because n, calculated from equation 7.2 disagrees so

strongly with the n, from the current rezults. Note that an isoropic

overconsolidation ratio, no of 1.5 gives the correct value of ^, for a

preconsolidation preszure of 1.5 MPa. This suggests that for the curent test

program r * l. In other words swelling equilibrium has not been reached and the

hardening lines in Figure 5.L2 do not correspond completely to swelling

equilibrium.

A theoretical derivation for 'a' from the Cam clay elastic-plastic model

has been described by Wood (1990):

2 (À-r)n
Í7.131 a =

I(M2+r'¡') -z(I-r)rl2
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Here Wood assumed an elliptical yietd locus and a straight critical state envelope

in q-p' stress space. Equation U.L31 reduces to the following for critical state

conditions, that is when I = M:

U.r4l u = l;5
When values for ì, and r from the buffer are zubstituted into equation U.t4J,

values of a are obtained which are an order of magnitude larger than from Equation

t7.71. Clearly, one or more assumptions used in equation Í7.131 zuch as an

elliptical yield locus or a straight critical state line are invalid for buffer.

As a result, equation L7.L4J is not zuitable for the current data.

7.2.4 Pore Pressure Equation (Pseudo-Elastic Model)

A more rigorous model is available for the case of a linear anisotropic

elastic material. A constitutive relationship \ilas developed for 
^

cross-anisotropic material by Graham and Houlsby (1983):

which can be written in compliance form:

t7.t6l
{:;}

u tst 
{:l'} 

= 
[î. ,¿_]{::;}

{::;1 
=+[:i.;l

For an undrained test:

t7.r7l ôrn = 0 = ! [lc*On'-lOe]

from which
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t7.181 õp'- J

ôq 3c*

where J is a cross coupling modulus between (1) deviatoric stress and volumetric

strain and (2) mean stress and deviatoric strains (Graham and Houlsby 1983). G is

the shear modulus. For isotropic elastic soil, a=J=O. It should be noted that 'a'

is not a constant, but varies with plasticity, stress history, and elasticity

(Atkinson and Bransby 1978). Equation 7.L8 is similar to the definition of n

originally described by equation 7.2, except for the change of sign. Therefore:

U.Lgl ,, = -!P'= - J

ôq 3c*

Oswell gives values for J and G*. These are given in Table 7.2 with the calculated

values of n-. from equation [7.19], also called 'a' by Wood (1990).
Y

Table 7.22 Values of n" for isotropic and anisotropic elastic soils

(after Oswell L99L)

Isotropic Anisotropic

Ilp¿ - 10.1

ZG*/V" 21.9 23.4

**/på 31.s 27.2

r, 0 0.43

Note: 1. G* and K* are modified shear and bulk moduli which contain an anisotropy
parameter, o,. When c is 1.0 then the modified moduli reduce to the
classical shear and bulk moduli
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The value of n-. given by equation Í7.191 is independent of preconsolidation
Y

pressure, p¿, whereas the value of u, given by equation U.1l is pressure

dependent. Clearly, n, and u, by these defìnitions are not equivalent.

7.2.5 Pore Pressure Pârameter n*

Up until now the value of n has been referenced to the elastic isotropic

undrained case where n = -õp'/ôq = 0. We need a more general expression for n, and

will use here the initial slope of the stress path in q-p' stress space as the

reference. Figure 7.t3 (a) and (b) will be used to derive the expression. The

reference line is 0-A in Figure 7.13 (a). The total stress path is O-D. The

specimen yields at Y, fails at C and reaches critical state at G. The change in

pore pressure at failure , Âur, is C-D. The distance A-D represents the total pore

pressure at failure, ur, that is, the difference between a fictitious anisotropic

elastic state at the failure stress and the total stress path. This may be

written:

Í7.201 ÃD = 
^pim

where 7fD represents distance A to D in Figure 7.13. The dista¡rce A-B is obtained

from Figure 7.13 (b). The distance E-F represents the difference in pore presfl¡re

between anisotropic and isotropic states and may be written:

U.ztl EF = (m-l)Âp

However, this also represents A-B in Figure 7.13 (a). A new parameter n* will be

defined as follows:

Í7.221 n* =
-Ãc -ÃD + CD
OB

This reduces to the following

OB
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U.23) n* = Afn/3

This expression can also be derived algebraically from the pore pressure equations

n U.2l where:

Í7.241 rr* = ou¡äoo = A - nV3

Equation [7.24) is a general equation for n*. For the special case of m = 1, that

is an isotropic specimen in which the behavior was zuch that n = -Âp'/Àq = 0.

t7.251 n*=a=-J/3G*.

For the special case of m = 2

17.261 n* = a - 1,/3 = -(J/3C't'+ l/3)

In compressive normally consolidated specimens A, is approximately 1.0, m is

approximately 1.5 a¡rd n* is then 0.5. This is close to the value of n calculated

from equation U.251. For lightly overconsolidated specimens, A, is approximately

0.3, m is approximately 1.5 and n* is then -0.2. This is close to the value of n

for an isotropic material. Clearly, n* described by equation 17.24) provides a

link between a pseudo-elastic soil model, equation L7.l6l, and the pore pressure

equation U.2al.

7.2.6 Discussion

Pore pressure parameters have useful applications for instance, in

determining yielding and long term settlement in embankments. Estimation of the

settlement that accompanies the dissipation of excess pore pressures requires a,

measure of the soil stiffness to associate with the changes in effective stress. A

plausible approach is that of Skempton and Bjemrm (1957). They propose that

changes in total stresses should be calculated from an elastic analysis, and excess

pore pressures should be calculated from the total stress changes using a pore

pressure equation (Atkinson and Bransby 1,978, Wood 1990)
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Í7.271 Âu = b(Àp + aÂq)

There are two flaws in the logic of this approach. On the one hand, the pore

presflrre parameter a is not a soil constant. Its value depends on the stress

history of the soil and the imposed stress changes. On the other hand, the

settlement that occurs during dissipation of excess pore presflrres is not the

rezult of one-dimensional deformation of the soil, as would be implied for example

by øking values of the compressibility, mu, from oedometer tests (Wood 1990). An

altemate approach is to use the Cam clay model to estimate the pore pressures that

are generated when the soil is loaded without drainage. The advantage of this

model is that it is not restricted to a single value of mu. It can be used to

estimate pore pressures and strains incrementally.

The current research has identified specific dependence of pore pressure

parameters not only on current stress, and stress path, but also on temperature and

stress history. More importantly, the elasticity of the buffer is temperature

dependent. This is consistent with the additional compression with elevated

temperatures presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 8 will show that the elastic moduli

K, G and E also change with temperature. The graphical techniques for determining

'm' in this chapter will be used in Chapter 8 to determine the yield stresses from

undrained triaxial tests. This procedure gives information not normally available

from undrained tests

Critical State Data

Buffer

Critical state of a given specimen, as used in the simple elasto-plastic

model, Cam clay, is the ultimate condition in which plastic shearing could continue

without changes in volume or effective stesses (Wood 1990). This condition of

7.3

7.3.t
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pedect plasticity can be expressed as:

u.28t #=u#=#=#=o
Arrival at this condition may require very large strains. Conditions in triaxial

tests may not permit sample uniformity to be reøined to these large deformations,

and critical states may not acfually be attained (Wood 1990). Average values and

standa¡d deviations of the rates of change of mean stress, deviator stress, and

pore \¡/ater pressure measured at the end of the current tests are presented in Table

7.3:

Table 7.3: Summary of critical state differentials

ôp'
7e .D-

6 ^ cons

Average

Std.Dev.

Average

Std.Dev.

65'C

650C

100"c

100'c

0.0083

0.0061

0.0095

0.0088

0.0026

0.0018

0.00s9

0.0032

The statistical analysis of the critical state differentials shows that the 65'C

tests were closer to critical state conditions than the 100'C tests. The

comparative differences were largest for normalized deviator stress, not pore

pressure as might have been expected. This seems to indicate a weak link between

strain softening and dissipation of excess pore pressures during undrained shear at

elevated temperature. It must be remembered that these values are quite small.

This indicates that the specimens have essentially reached critical state
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conditions.

7.3.2 Synthesis of Other Research

This section discusses the consolidation and critical state behavior of

pelagic clay æsted by Green (1984) at 4oC, 20oC,40oC, 100oC, and 200oC. Green

tested tvro marine clays, a montmorillonitic-illitic clay (Glomar Samples) and

illitic clay (Challenger samples) in undisturbed and disturbed states. Only her

undisturbed test rezults for the illitic clay will be discussed here. The

specimens she tested were 6870 clay with a natural moisture content of 11 LVo and

Atterberg limits of w, = 88Vo and w" = 4l/o. Her triaxial data have been replotted

here in a way that has not been done before.

Green performed undrained and drained triaxial tests at low effective

stresses (29, lW kPa) and high back pressures (1.0 MPa) to simulate deep marine

conditions. Figure 7.I4 (a) shows her critical state strengths in q-p' stress

space for undrained tests for five test temperatures. Linear regressions are shown

only for the 4oC and 100"C results for comparison with buffer results. The

regressions are as follows:

t7.2gl n:T"t = tt.285 + 1.354(p'); R2 - 0.9986

t7.301 n:," = 4.490 + 1.233(p'); R2 - o.gg27

The clay has very high Q' values, 33.5" at 100oC and 30.8o at 4C. The 0' values

were calculated using the Cam clay model as follows:

t7.3ll sinþ' = 3lvfl(ftlvÐ

The M values, 1.35 at 100"C and 1.23 at 4"C, are large compared to values of

0.5-0.65 uzually encountered in buffer and most natural clays although high values

like these have also been measured by Japanese researchers in tests on marine

clays. At low effective sFesses in triaxial stress qpace, clay strengths rre
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bounded by a 'zero tension cut-off' as described by the Cam clay model (Schofield

and Wroth 1968). At these low stresses very high qlp' stress ratios can be

obtained. This could explain Green's results. The main observation from Figure

7.14 is that temperature has a small, but measurable effect on the 'critical state

envelope' of a natural marine clay. That is, the critical state line is higher for

100oC samples than 4oC samples. This has also been observed for buffer. At 200oC,

Green's specimens show a unique behavior which may be related to thermal

disturbance of the fabric or chemical bonds not seen at lower temperatures.

Figure 7.14 (b) shows the same test results from Figure 7.74 (a), but now

plotted in specific volume versus log mean effective stress space. Regressions are

shown for the 4oC and 100'C critical state data. These indicate reasonably unique

lines for each temperature, though it appears that the lines are not parallel.

Note however that the range of stresses (15 kPa - 50 kPa) is very low and may be

affecting the rezults. Other work discussed in Chapter 2 (Tidfors and Sällfors

1989) suggests that parallel behavior could be expected. The buffer data presented

in this thesis shows sûonger parallelism of the critical state lines in Vc-

log(p') space. There is more scatter in Green's data than in the buffer data.

Regressions for the normal consolidation lines for the tests are shown as dotted

lines with the following equations:

17.321 t'ot = 4.2L1, - 0.626.rog(p'); R2 = 0.8603

Í7.331 utoooc = 3.919 - 0.579.1og(p'); R2= 0.9412

The lines are almost parallel and have distinctly lower specific volumes at

elevated temperatures. The slope of these normal consolidation lines is

approximately parallel to the average slope of the critical st¿te lines zuggesting

once more that the non-parallelism of the critical state lines is caused by scatter

of the data, or low stresses, rather than some inherent property. The main
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conclusion from this new examination of Green's data is that a critical state model

modified to take account of temperature dependence is applicable to both a nafural

marine clay, and a sand-clay mixture zuch as buffer.

A slightly better regression for Green's critical state dat¿ in q-p' space

is obtained using a power law fit. This is shown in Figure 7.15. As noted

earlier, some of this curvafure may represent the "zero tension" cut-off at low

stresses. The regressions for the power law curves in Figure 7.I5 are:

Í7.341 o:T'" - 3.327(p')o'82r' R2 = 0.9953

Í7.351 q:," = 1.995(p')0'8e5' R2 = 0.996L

These are similar in principal to the curves shown for buffer in Figure 5.36.

Green plotted her test data in s-t space, where s' = (oi+oi)/z, [ =

(ol-ol)/2. Figure 7.16 shows data from her Figure 17, replotted in the more useful

q-p' stress space used th¡oughout this thesis. She did not include all of the

available data in the her figure. Linear critical state envelopes are shown in

Figure 7.16 as solid lines with slope 'M'. Peak envelopes are shown as dotted

lines with slope 'n'. Specimens at low temperatures consolidated to 29 kPa and 98

kPa respectively, behave like lightly overconsolidated snain-sofæning clay.

However, at 100oC and 200'C, the samples strain soften in a way only seen in

heavily overconsolidated clays. That is, higher temperafures led to increased

brittleness, exhibited as more highly overconsolidated behavior. The specimens

tested at 200oC had distinct failure planes, strain softened with further shearing,

and developed large pore pressures due to a tendency to volumetric creep strains.

Specimens tested at 100oC failed by bulging, did not strain soften and had smaller

pore pressure build-up due to creep strains. The marked softening in this clay may

represent a thermally sensitive collapse strucfure at low effective sftesses.

There is no evidence of this behavior in tests reported in earlier chapters and it
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does not appear to apply to buffer. Green's specimens were tested with saline pore

fluid. Perhaps the 200oC temperatures caused dissolution of existing cementation

of formation of new bonds in the presence of salts. These specimens are the only

ones seen in the literature which were tested at elevated temperature with a saline

pore fluid.

G¡een also investigated the effects of cooling the specimens. The

specimens were initially consolidated to an effective stress of 98.1 kPa and a

temperature of 200oC. Following consolidation, the specimen was cooled to 100oC,

allowing drainage after the temperature had stabilized. This produced a decrease

in the rate of secondary compression and essentially no change in the volumetric

strain from that already achieved prior to the cooling. The peak strength was

typical for 200"C specimens at comparable effective stress. In the cycled (heated,

then cooled) specimens, strain softening behavior was not observed, there was no

distinct failure plane, and the pore pressures due to secondary effects were very

small. The stress path had the appearance of a lightly overconsolidated clay. The

specimens tested at 200oC had inclined initial stress paths indicating considerable

anisotropy. In contrast, the samples tested at lower temperatures showed vertical

stress paths indicating near isotropic behavior. This confirms similar behavior

seen in buffer.
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7.4 Discussion of Critical State Results

A comparison of the critical state rezults from buffer and pelagic clay

shows that temperature has similar effects on the strength and volume change

characteristics of both clays. This is significant considering the differences in

these clays. Buffer was tested with deionized water and contains 507o

montmorillonite, a highly active mineral known for its swelling characteristics and

interaction of particles through diffuse double layer forces. The pelagic clay

contains illitic minerals and mineral salts which would tend to collapse diffuse

double layers. A similar mechanical response from both clays indicates that

elevated temperatures lead to predictable mechanical responses for diverse types of

clays.
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CHAPTER 8 MODELING AND DISCUSSION

8.1 fntroduction

This chapter will discuss two models of thermal behavior for buffer: (1)

Isothermal-pseudo-elastic and (2) Isothermal-elasto-plastic. These models are not

complete, but will provide a preliminary framework for understanding the effect of

elevated temperature on the behavior of buffer. Other types of triaxial tests, for

example, ClD, constant stress ratio-t1, and constant-p' triaxial tests are required

to verify the models. This testing is beyond the scope of the research described in

this thesis. Most attention will be focused on the thermo-elasto-plastic model. A

brief discussion will follow in which the major findings in the thesis will be

discussed in relation to the hypotheses proposed in Ctrapter 1

The major findings from Chapter 5 and 7 will be used to provide a basis for

the two isothermal models presented in this chapter. Additional analysis of

buffer behavior will be discussed in section 8.3. This will lend support for

conceptual details zuch as temperature dependency of elastic moduli, yield loci,

critical state behavior, and hardening laws. Observed behavior of other clays at

elevated temperature, (outlined in Chapter 2), will be compared with behavior of

buffer in relation to the proposed models. Normalization æchniques used for

example by Wood (1990), and Atkinson and Bransby (1977) to analyzæ London clay,

Weald clay, Vienna Clay, and Ctrattohochee sand for shear behavior will be employed

in sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3. to confirm temperature dependence of strength

envelopes and yield loci of buffer.

8.2 Isothermal-Pseudo-Elastic Model

In this section a linear elastic model with temperature and pressure

dependent elastic moduli is discussed. The model is a simpler version of the one
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discussed in Chapter 7 and is zuitable only for the early stages of æsting. The

constitutive equation U.lsl, developed by Graham and Houlsby (1983) for a

cross-anisotropic material, is repeated here for convenience:

t8.11

where J is a cross coupling modulus between (1) deviatoric stress and volumetric

strain and (2) mean stress and deviatoric strains. The parameter G* is a modified

shear modulus and K* is a modified bulk modulus. Incremental volumetric and shear

strains are ôe" and õer, respectively. The pore pressure response of dense buffer,

discussed in C}npßr '1, showed anisotropic behavior at mean effective stresses

above approximately 2.0 MPa. At lower stresses more isotropic behavior was

apparent. The model discussed here will be isotropic, that is, J=0.

Pseudo-elastic secant moduli from fust time loading will be used.

This model is not as sophisticated as the hyperelastic and hypoelastic

models discussed in Chapter 2. The latter models are non-linear elastic models

which model large strain behavior incrementally. The hyperelastic model is the

more restrictive and satisfies energy conservation. The hypoelastic model uses

stress level dependent tångent moduli and is path dependent. The current model is

restricted to small deformations (less than l%o strain), and is path independent.

8.2.1, Isothermal Pseudo-Elastic Moduti (First Loading)

The method of obtaining the moduli will be discussed next. Graham and

Houlsby used a least squares æchnique to obtain elastic moduli which required

rezults from triaxial tests with at least two significantly different effective

stress paths such as constant stress ratio-q/p' and constant-p'. Only one rype of

{:;}= lî.,¿.1{l::}
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test (that is the compression test), undrained triaxial, rvas performed in the

current program, and so the least squares technique could not be used. The moduli

determined here are pseudo-elastic because they are determined from first loading

in which both elastic and plastic strains occur. From each test, it is possible to

obtain only fwo related pseudo-elastic moduli, G5o and Ero, plus the Poisson's

ratio. The moduli are taken as secant values befween the st¿rt of the test and 50Vo

of peak deviator strength, gro. Figure 8.1 shows the graphical æchnique used to

obtain Gro. Since the tests were undrained, (v = 0.5), values of Ero were

calculated from G as follows:
50

l'8.21 E = 3G50 50

It can also be shown that the shear modulus is the same whether the rezults a¡e

interpreted from total stresses or effective stresses (q=q').

t8.31 Gro = Gu = G'

where G-- is the undrained shear modulus and G' is the drained shear modulus. Au

small correction to the initial strain was required in Figure 8.1 to account for

seating of the load ram. The choice of 50Vo peak strength is a corrunon practice for

design of earth works, and ensures, for example, that deformations a¡e small in

embankments and retained earth structures which a¡e designed with an adequate

safety margin. Table S.L contains values of Gro determined from each test. These

are normalized with respect to the consolidation pressure, plonr, in order to allow

comparisons of tests. As in Oswell's test program (Oswell L99l) there was some

variation in the normalized shear moduli. (He performed 'stress probe' tests at

different effective sEess ratios (q/p'), and all his work was at constant ambient

temperature.) The variation may be a result of non-equilibrium of pore pressures

at the beginning of shear, small differences in specimen densiry, or pressure

dependence.
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Table 8.1: Undrained secant modulus, Gro, and vn from CI[}(TXC) tests on buffer at

26"C, 65oC, and 100'C. Poissonts ratio, vp, at peak deviator stress

shown for tests with Lateral Strain Gauge (LSG) readings

Test Temp plon, 3Grå 3Groþl*, un Comments

('C) (MPa) (MPa)

T1204 26 1.3 Drained Shea¡

T12052 65 1.5 42 28 0.47

Tt206
T1207 26 3.5 222 63

T1208 26 0.6

T12092 65 t.4 200 r43 0.38

Tr2t0 63 1.6

Tt2Lf3 65 2.9 222 77 0.33

T1212 26 0.6 48 79

Tt2r3 52 1.6

TL2t42 65 2.2 2t0 96 0.30

Tl2t5 26 1.5 lt4 76

T12rc2 62 0.6 74 t23 0.35

Tr2t7 24 3.0 r82 61

Tl2t8 27 1.0 57 57

TlzLgz æ 1.0 80 80 0.30

Tt2202 65 1.0 80 80 0.44

Tt22r 26 1.0 77 77

Tt222 65 3.0

T12232 65 3.0 t25 42 0.48

T1224 65 1.5

Tr2252 65 0.6 74 1.23 0.47

T1226 100 3.0

Tt227 100 1.5 200 t33

Tt2284 100 2.2 285 130

Tt22g2 65 7.0 69 10 o.M
Tr230 100 2.2 t67 76

T123r 100 0.6

Tt232 100 0.5

No Test

Drained Shear

DW Cell (no shear)

DW Cell (no shear)

Dummy Specimen

Dummy Specimen

Leak (not sheared)

Dummy Specimen

Ballooned (not sheared)
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Table 8.1: (Continued)

Test Temn D'
^ t cons

('C) (MPa)

3Gr 3G /o' v50 5O ^ cons p

(MPa)

Comments

Tt233

Tt234

T1235

T1236

100

100

100

65

0.6

0.6

9.0

9.3

30

100

87

51

Ballooned (not sheared)

11

9

NOTE: 1. Secant moduli obtained graphically from q-e, figures at 507o of Peak

Deviator stress, qp.

Lateral Strain Gage (LSG) measurements taken

Variable strain rate and Relaxation test

Unload/Reload test performed

2.

3.

4.

Table 8.2 shows a statistical analysis of the shear moduli presented in

Table 8.1. A more useful analysis is provided in Table 8.3 where the average and

standard deviation of the modulus values are calculated for each temperafure.

However, higher test temperatures give higher modulus values. Higher temperatures

also produced a large standard deviation in the values. In three tests at elevated

temperature,Tl229,Tl235, andTL236, the shear moduli rryere an order of magnitude

lower than the average value for all the tests. As shown in Table 8.3, the removal

of these test values increased' the average value for the shear modulus at elevated

temperafure and reduced the standard deviation to approximately 33Vo of the average

value at elevated temperature. Based on these results, there is an increase in the

undrained secant shear modulus, Gro, of 29Vo at 65"C, and 4LVo at 100oC.
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Table 8.2 Statistical analysis of shear (secant) modulus, Gro, and Young's

modulus, E56, ât 50Vo of peak deviator stress, ero, for buffer at 26oC,

65oC, and 100oC. All tests averaged together.

G lo'
5O' cons

E lo'
50 ^ cons

22 Tests;

Average 24.59 73.86

Std.Dev. 12.98 38.92

NOTE: 1. Method of obtaining the secant shear modulus is shown in Figure 8.1

Table 8.3 Statistical analysis of shear (secant) modulus, Gro and Young's modulus

E-^ at 50Vo of peak deviator stress for buffer program at 26"Cr 65oC,
50

and 100oC.

G lo'
50'^ cons

E /o' Comments
5 0' ^ cons

26'C 65'C 100"C 26"C 65"C 100"C

22 Tests:

Average 22.83 24.64 26.60 68.83 73.73 80.20

Std.Dev. 2.91 14.90 15.34 8.73 44.30 46.75

Remove 3 Tests:

Average 22.83 29.M 32.25 68.83 88.00 97.50

Std.Dev. 2.91 12.01 11.61 8.73 35.75 35.15

Oswell (1991):

Isotropic 21.9 Average

Anisoropic 23.4 LSI,Í?

NOTE: J.. Three tests, T1229, TI235, and T1236 were removed from the statistical
analysis because they had much lower moduli than the other tests.

2. LSM = Least squares method
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The isotropic psuedo-elastic moduli obtained by Oswell (1991) from first

loading of drained stress controlled tests are also shown in Table 8.3.

The moduli from the current program are higher than Oswell's isotropic values, but

lower than his anisotropic moduli. From theory of elasticity, the drained shear

modulus should equal the undrained shear modulus.

The shear modulus depends on both temperature and consolidation preszure in

the current test program. This is best seen in Figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4. The

normalized shear modulus, GroÞ.o"r, is plotted against consolidation pressure,

); S.O. = 19.1; R 2= 0.9075

plonr, h Figure 8.2. Tentative regression lines are as follows:

t8.41 G;:'" = 25.508 - 1.434(p'o.,); S.D. = 3.1; R2 = 0.5359

t8.51 o:;"" = 35.952 - 4.099(p'on,); S.D. = 75.4;R2 = 0.7489

t8.61 cll'"= 47.468 - 4.912(p'on,

These regressions are tentative because of the lack of d,ata points at high

pressure. The current data at 26"C have less scatter than Saadat's data. The

regression is poor because of the limited range of pressures. Using a semi log

regression equation produced approximately 2Vo improvement in the regression

coefficient R2 for elevated temperature data.

Figure 8.3 shows the shear modulus plotted against temperature. The

regression lines show that temperature has its largest effect on shear modulus at

consolidation pressures of 0.6 MPa. The shear modulus is insensitive to

temperature at effective pressures above 1.0 MPa. Figure 8.4 shows a semi log plot

of shear modulus against consolation pressure.

Poisson's ratio was determined from axial and lateral deformation readings

in the following tests: T1205, T1209, TI2ll, Tl2l4, TL2t6, Tl2L9, T1220, T1222,

T1223, T1225 and TI229. The vr-values shown in Table 8.1 a¡e taken as the secant

from 0 to peak deviator stress, qp. The strains rvere obtained by zubtracting

initial deformation readings at the start of shearing from the deformation reading
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at peak stress, and dividing by the initial diameter or length, as appropriate.

Poisson's ratio is assumed to be 0.5 for the other undrained tests for which no

lateral deformation readings are available. Figure 8.5 (a) shows the deformation

readings from specimen T1205 compared with arubber dummy specimen, TRDC9, tested

in undrained triaxial compression. In this figure, meazured laæral strain

erMeasl is compared with the theoretical lateral stain, er[calcJ derived from

measurements of axial and volume strains (er[calcl = 0.5(e" er) which assumes that

the specimen remains cylindrical as it is compressed. The average slope for each

test is 1,.14. A slope of 1.0 defines perfect agreement between theory and

measurement. The two specimens were tested at different effective stresses and

temperatures, yet similar rezults were obtained.

Figure 8.5 (b) shows the variation of Poisson's ratio, v, with axial

strain, €r, for specimens T1205 and TRDC9. For an isotropic elastic material with

no volume change, Poisson's ratio is 0.5. The theoretical value v = 0.5 for

constant volume, undrained shearing is reached near peak strength for the buffer

specimen, T1205. The rubber dummy specimen, TRDC9, had no peak strength, but

continued to accept higher loads with strain. However, both specimens showed a

'barrelling' type of deformation at large strains. The observed behavior is not

truly isotropic elastic, but is nearly so. Both materials behave in a similar way.

It is difficult to determine Poisson's ratio reliably below axial srains

of about 1,.07o because of instrument sensitivity and initial seating. At 1.070

sEain in typical buffer specimens, the sEess is more than 0.5gn, the point at

which we want to know Poisson's ratio, vro. Figure 8.5(b) shows uro = 0.2 for

buffer at about gn/2. This is consistent with readings in other buffer specimens

elevated temperature and the suite of 10 rubber dummy tests at 26oC. This

indicates the problem is not heat induced.

Creep compliance of the membranes has a negligible effect on the strain
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readings. Using results from a compliance test on a metal dummy specimen (Leak#l),

it can be shown that compression of the membranes by the lateral strain gauge is as

follows:

t8.71 Ât, = +12.3 x 10-6 Volday

where the initiat specimen diameter, Do, is 50.80 mm. For the current program the

rate of strain, er, ir 5.767o/day and shear lasts 2 days. The creep deformation

will be very small. A larger component of elastic deformation of the membrane will

result from increased preszure on the buffer specimen by the strain gauge during

shear. However, this deformation will also be small compared to the qpecimen

deformation.

Table 8.4 shows Poisson's ratio, vj' and vn obtained from two different

lateral strain gauges (LSG#l, LSG#2). Thermal stability of LSG#I got worse with

zuccessive tests at elevated temperature. Therefore, only the fi¡st test for this

gauge is reported. The improved gauge (welded continuous loop construction),

LSG#2, did not have this problem. All the results are reported for this gauge. Not

much confidence is placed in the values of uro, except for tests T1223 and TI225.

Few values of Poisson's ratio have been reported in the literature, and none for

buffer.



Table 8.4 Poisson' ratio, v, at 50Vo of

deviator stressr qn. Selected

lateral strain gauge (LSG#1).

version (LSG #2).

195

peak deviator stressr gror and peak

results are shown for the prototype

All results are shown for the modifîed

Test T
("c)

Plon,

(MPa)

v
50

v Comments

Prototype (LSG#l):

T1205 65

T1205 65

Modifïed (LSG#2):

Tr220 65

T1223 65

Tr225 65

Tt229 65

1.5

1.5

1.0

3.0

0.6

7.O

0.17

0.2t

0.15

0.40

0.41

0.22

0.47

0.48

0.M

0.48

o.47

0.M

Uncorected¡

Corrected2

Uncorrected

NOTE: 1. Secant values of strains taken, starting at q - 0

(Er¡=0atq=¡¡
2. Secant values of strains taken, starting at e = 0.25q*

(tr¡= 0 at q - 0.25X) to avoid 'noise' in the initial readings

As mentioned earlier, initial values of Poisson's ratio at axial sEains,

€r, less than 1.0Vo are not reliable. An improved method of calculatitrg v has been

developed. It arbitrarily aszumes zero strains at 0.25X a¡rd calculates values of

Poisson's ratio from this new zero. This method eliminates the instrument 'noise'

at the beginning of shear. More reliable values of vro are obtained. Figure 8.6

(a) and (b) shows this method of calculating v. The new v-values are compared with

the original v-values in Figure 8.6(b). Table 8.5 also shows the new (corrected)

values. This method can be used to obtain average v-values over smaller stress

increments as shown in Table 8.4:
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of Poissonts ratio, v, for deviatoric stress ranges:

0.25-0.50q 
e, 

0.25-0.75q0, and 0.25-1.000.

Test 0.25a 0.50o 0.75oþTþ %
v

25-50
v

25-75
ut-n

T1,205 0.157 0.315 0.472 0.630 0.21 0.38 0.48

NOTE: 1.0.25 - 0.75q implies measurements in the stress range 0.25X - 0.75q.

2. q measured in MPa

The pseudo-elastic bulk modulus, K', and plastic bulk modulus, KP, will now

be discussed. The K'-modulus is defined in elastic theory as follows (Wood 1991):

t8.81 K' = ôp'/ôtu

It is normally calculated from d¡ained incremental isotropic compression tests.

For undrained tests, K', is undefined because the volume change is zero. Therefore

it is not possible to obtain K' from the current test program. However, it is

possible to obtain a plastic bulk modulus, KP, using the ha¡dening laws developed

in Figure 5.12. By defÏnition:

t8.91 V=VÀ-Xln(p')

where V is specific volume, V1 is the specific

kPa, and À is the slope of the hardening lines.

form as follows:

[8.10] ôV = -Àôp'/p'

By definition

t8.111 ôt" = -ôV^/

Combining equations t8.101 and [8.11]:

[8.12] ôuu = Àõp'fy'p'

Comparing this with equation t8.ll it is apparent that

volume at an effective stress of 1

This can be written in incremental
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t8.131 KP = Vp'/tr

Substituting this into equation [8.9]:

t8.141 ¡<o = þ1Â-1"(p')]p'; 
(KP and p' in kPa)

The KP-modulus for dense buffer at 26C, 65oC and 100"C is charactenzed by

equation 18.141 with different VÀ/1"-constants for each temperature. The constants

are given in Table 8.6. The value of À obt¿ined in Chapter 5 was ?v = 0.121.

Tabte 8.6 Plastic bulk modulus, Kp, for dense buffer at 26"Cr 65oC, and 100'C

calculated from equation [8.14]. A À-value of 0.12L is assumed for

each temperature

T

('c)

VÀ Yt!2\ ¡çn

(kPa)

26

65

100

3.t02

3.050

2.9s0

25.63

25.2r

24.38

fzs.os-ln(p')l p'

þr.r,-",n',Jn'

þ+:a-rncp'lJp'

8.2.2 Isothermal Elastic Moduli (Unload/Reload)

From the unload/reload portions of test TL228, it is possible ø obtain

elastic shear moduli, G", for unloading and reloading of dense buffer. Such values

a¡e known to be higher than values calculated from the beginning of testing since

they do not include "bedding in" strains between the specimen and the end platens.

Figure 8.7 shows a semi-graphical method for calculating G'. The frst

unload-reload cycle occured n T1228 just before peak stess. The initial unload

portion involving a drop in sress of approximately 300 kPa, \¡/as done by

"relaxation". That is, load readings \¡/ere taken while the load ram was held
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stationary. After fhis, the specimen was unloaded at an axial strain rate, èr=

l.ÙVa/day to a deviator stress of about 600 kPa. This was followed by reloading at

eÍ5.767o/day. Secant moduli were obtained using ttre initial final points of each

stage of the cycle. In the case of reloading, the final point is when the stress

reaches the previous maximum stress. The second unload reload cycle was done at

the end of the test. Unexpected strain readings were obtained during reloading,

and no reload modulus has been reported for this second cycle.

Table 8.7 contains the G'-moduli from Test TI228. These values are

compared with similar unload-reload moduli calculated by Oswell (I99I) from

constant stress ratio-q/p' tests and Saadat's undrained tests. The unload moduli

from T1228 are approximately three times Saadat's average value. Note that

specimen T1228 was tested at a higher temperature, 100oC, than Saadat's specimens,

but at approximately the same density and pressure. The reason for the high

modulus value is not known, but may be due to high strain rates used in the current

program. The effect of temperature on the pseudo-elastic moduli, discussed in the

previous section, was much less than observed in these tests where there is a 300V0

difference with the hotter specimens again showing higher stiffness. The G'-reload

modulus from TI228 is approximately equal to G'-unload moduli from Oswell and

Saadat's results. Note that Oswell's specimens had lower density (about 1.51 Mg/m3

compared with 1.67 Mg/m3 itr thr present program), and were tested at lower

effective stresses.
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26"C and 1.00"C
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from isothermal unload/reload buffer data at

Test T
("c)

Plon, Yd , 
è,

(MPa) (Mg/m")(7o/day)

Unload Reload Comments

3G/p' 3G/p''cons - cons

Current Proeram:

T1228 9o 100

T1228 o 100.EOT

Oswell (1991):

T1120 26

Tl1,2l 26

Tfi392 26

Saadat (1989):

Tg27 Lst 26

Tg27 2"d 26

T931 26

2.2 1.69

1.69

1.47

1.50

t.49

1.66

r.66

1.66

(1.00)

5.76

(s.76)

318

280

60

t48
68

59

65

143

Undrained S.Cl

Undrained S.Cl

Undrained S.C.

dq/dP'= 3.3 S.C.

dq/dp'- 1.2 S.C.

dqldp'- 0.4 S.C.

Undrained S.C.

Undrained S.C.

Undrained S.C.

159

))

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

3.0

0.35

0.30

Incr

0.24

0.24

NOTE:1. S.C. indicates "strain controlled"

2. T1139 was sheared after swelling at OCR = 2.75

3. Untoading Rate, er, shown in brackets

8.3 Isothermal-Elasto-Plastic Model

Specific elements of an isothermal elasto-plastic model will be addressed in

the following sections, such as shrinking yield loci, and temperature dependent

hardening laws and critical states.

The proposed model assumes behavior at constant temperature because this was

the condition of testing in the program. To verify generality of the model for

non-isothermal conditions would require a set of 'ramped' temperature tests where

the æmperature is increased and decreased at constant or varying effective stress.

This is beyond the scope of the current work, but is being examined in the
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following doctoral program of N. Tanaka.

8.3.L Curved Critical State (CS) Envelope

Analysis of the undrained shear rezults from the current test program at

26"C indicates that the critical line in q-p' stress space is curved over the full

range of applied stresses, 0.6 to 10.0 MPa. This was shown in Figure 5.36. A

po\¡/er law regression seems to fit the dat¿ best. Similar curvature was observed

for tests at by Saadat (1989) for a similar range of stress and by Oswell (1991)

for stresses up to 3.5 MPa, the highest stress in his program. Note that these

tests included a variety of stress paths, such as Oswell's stress probe tests at

different stress ratios, t1.

When Saadat and Oswell discussed Cam clay modeling, they aszumed a straight

critical state line in q-p' stress space. Clearly, use of the standard Cam clay

model in ttris way is a simplification of observed behavior. The observed curvature

of the critical state line should not be confused with a Hvorslev surface. The

latter is a locus of peak stress states above the critical state line obtained from

drained or undrained tests on clay at high values of overconsolidation ratio

(greater than 2 for idealized isotropic Cam clay).

Curvature of the critical state line appears to be more strongly developed

than usual in buffer, perhaps because of the high range of pressures in these

tests. It does not appear to occur in London clay, Weald clay and Vienna clay,

discussed by Wood (1990) and Atkinson and Bransby (1978). Nor is it apparent in

undisturbed, softened, or freeze/thawed Winnipeg clay as discussed by Graham and Au

(1984). These clays were tested at low effective stresses, typically less than 1.0

MPa preszure. On the other hand, curvature of the critical state line in q-p'

stress space is most noticeable in buffer at low effective stresses.

Curvature has been observed for buffer compacted at different densities.
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Low density buffer (Tu = 1.3 to 1.5 M/-') tested by Wan (lgS7) and Oswell (1991),

and high density buffer (Tu= 1.U, Mg/*') tested by Saadat (1989) and Oswell (1991)

atl show similar curved critical state behavior in q-p' stress space. Note that

Wan's specimens were formed at densities corresponding to swelling equilibrium.

His specimens apparently had a different fabric than Saadat's. The main point

being made here is that curvature of the critical state line itt q-p' stress space

is a real material req)onse in buffer and has been observed in tests with various

stress states, fabrics, and densities.

Note that the aszumption of a straight critical state line (CSL) in q-p'

stress space does not imply a straight line for the CSL in V-ln(p') compression

space for real soils. The aspects of behavior can be reached independently. In

the Cam clay model, the CSL is straight both in q-p' stress space and in V-ln(p')

compression space.

A key element in the critical state behavior, the consolidation behavior,

has not been discussed in detail, although test daø were presented in Chapter 5.

In the modified Cam clay model, a logarithmic relationship is assumed between clay

specific volume density and effective stress during frst loading along the Normal

Consolidation Line (NCL) under isotropic and one-dimensional compression. In

V"-ltt(p') compression space, the CSL and NCL are parallel and separated by a

distance of ln2 along unload-reload paths. This arises from a complementary

aszumption of elliptical yield loci itt q-p' stress space. However, Oswell (1991)

showed that yield loci for buffer are not elliptical and the current program has

shown that at 26"C the CSL and NCL are nearly coincident in V"-ln(p') compression

space (Figure 5,38). Further, the NCL and CSL for buffer at 26"C in Vr-ln(p')

compression space are assumed linear for purposes of simplification. In fact,

however, the data show a tend of decreasing slope at higher sEesses. An

important rezult of this is that the stress ratio, M in g,p'- space at critical
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state changes with stress level. The friction angle Q' would also change with

stress level if the relation sin0'= ¡tvV(6+M) still holds. It would therefore

require a much more complicated model than Cam clay úo incorporate the

non-linearity observed in buffer. Modeling of this kind is beyond the scope of

this thesis, but some implications of such a model will be discussed briefly.

The undrained shear strength of clay at critical state may be derived from

the Cam clay model. Wood (1990) writes the relationship as follows:

f n ì^
t8.1sl %=Mp,l+lLJ
where n is the isotropic overconsolidation ratio (equation [8.16]), r is the

p

separation of the CSL and NCL along unload/reload lines (equation [8.17]), and Â is

a hardening parameter defined in (equation [8.18]):
p:

[8.16] tn = q-
Dt

18.171 r = j+D't c6

t8.181 
^ 

= Ài*

For NC clay pl = p' which is the same as the preconsolidation pressure, pi and

equation 8.15 can be written as:

r8.1el %= *,T"[r.J^p;

where p' is in kPa. Equation 8.19 is in a form similar to the regression equation

obtained by Saadat (1989) for buffer at critical state:

t5.121 9*, = 2.64(P')o'"

Saadat gaye a value of ^,\= 0.74. It is likely a coincidence that this is close to

the index 0.79 in equation ï5.121. Certainly equation ï5.I2) is not equal !o

equation 8.19 for the Cam clay model because M is a constant and p; is a variable
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making the term Wp:^-t also a variable. However, in a non-linear CS model,

mentioned earlier, M is variable and equation L5.l2l may be equal to equation

18.191. If r is a constant then .¿\ will also be constant. A forthcoming MSc.

program by T. Crilly will examine the dependency of r on temperature.

8.3.2 Isothermal Curved CS Envelopes

h this section, the additional variable of elevated temperature will be

discussed in relation to the critical state concepts discussed in the previous

section. The curvature of the critical state line in q-p' stress space is more

pronounced at 100oC than at 26"C, especially at stresses less than approximately

2.0 MPa (Figure 5.36). This has important implications regarding the plastic and

elastic behavior of buffer. The existence of separate peak strength envelopes for

tests at different temperatures, shown in Figure 5.36 (a), rvas the flrst clear

evidence of individual Hvorslev zurfaces for each temperature. This will be

discussed in the next section in detail. The existence of separate critical state

envelopes, shown in Figure 5.36 (b), was the first evidence of what can be thought

of as individual state boundary zurfaces (overconsolidated strength envelopes) for

each temperature. This will also be discussed in the following text with the use

of three normalization methods. First however, the implications of a curved CSL in

q-p' sfress space will be addressed in more detail.

Changes in the curvature of the critical state envelope with temperature

can be linked to changes in the elasticity of buffer with temperature. It was

shown in Chapter 5 that the critical state envelopes in q-p' stress space for the

cufrent test program are:

ts.10l q:i = 8.t42.(p')o'6'a

ts.11l q::, - 4.147.(p')o'733

ts.tz) ú:, = 2.64.(p')o''n
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These regressions are generalized for NC soil as:

a .B
t8.2ol q*¡ Aþ:"J

which is similar in form to equation 8.19. For now, assume that A is equal to

Wþ)^- I = lú(p")*/f, , ,h" index B is equal to the hardening parameter ¡ = (},-r)/tr

= 1- K/tr, and r/tr = 0.15. If A is constant and heating causes pl to decrease an

order of magnitude from 5.0 MPa to 0.5 MPa, then (n.)0' 15 would decrease 477o. This

means M would have to increase by a proportionate amount for A to remain constånt.

If p. is assumed constant, but Kh increases with temperature (1, is assumed

constant), then M must decrease. It was shown in Chapter 2 (Eriksson 1989) that

when sulphide rich clays are heated, K increases and pi decreases (À is constant).

The point being made is that the proposed model indicates changes in M, pi, and r
with changes in temperature a¡rd the changes are consistent with the observed

behavior of sulphide rich clay.

Equation 8.19 has implications for the changes in pzuedo-elastic parameters

with temperature. Assume that the constitutive equation for isotropic elastic

behavior is valid:

t8.11

This relationship holds for the Cam clay model, and so:

t8.211 K' = Vp'/r

(This equation is similar in form to equation 8.13). Inspection of equations 5.10

¡o 5.12 shows that B = Â decreases with increasirig temperature. For the proposed

model it is aszumed that 8.21 is valid, and x is constant with stress level but may

vary with temperature. (The former requirement can be relaxed later if necessary).

{ï'} = 
lr' ,:,]{::J
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For a given stress level, drained heating would cause a reduction in V and an

increase in r. This means the modulus K' would decrease with an increase in

temperature. This agrees with the trend observed for values of KP in Table 8.6

which were obtained from equation 8.14. On the other hand the normalized

pzuedo-elastic modulur Gro/plon, discussed previously increased with increases in

temperature.

It has been assumed that .4, = B is constant when temperature is constant.

This means få, is constant, but K and À may change with pressure by proportionate

amounts. The implication is that if curvature of the À-lines occurs then there is

also curvature of the r-lines.

It was mentioned earlier that a non-linear critical state model requires M

to vary with stress level, and this is evident in the buffer data (equations 5.10

to 5.12). A previous paragraph showed that M varies with temperature at a given

stress level. Assume for the moment that the NCL and CSL for buffer coincide in

V-ln(p') compression space for each temperature, that is, that the yield loci are

non-elliptical). Assume also that the buffer is normally consolidated. From the

hardening laws in Figure 5.12 it is possible to determine p' at each temperafure

for specific stress levels. It is then possible to calculate M and r for each

temperature at specific stress levels using equation 8.19. Note that for buffer at

any stress level À is approximately constant with temperature. Table 8.8 shows the

rezults for a stress level corresponding to assumed normal consolidation at the

compaction specific volume of 2.252 (Tu= 1.U, Mg/^t and wo = 22.7570).
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Table 8.8 Calculation of M and r at26"Cr 65oC, and 100oC for a specifTc volume

of 2.252 Qa= 1.67 Mg/m3 and wo = 22.75 7o). Assume: (1) r is constant

with stress level (2) the buffer is normally consolidated and (3) that

the NCL and CSL coincide in V-ln(p') compression space.

Temp.

('c)

D' ?t,c

(kPa)

KMA
^

0'

(')

26

65

100

0.790 2.640 rt43

0.733 4.t47 743

0.674 8.142 324

0.t2t 0.60

0.t21 0.7t

0.121 t.24

15.8 0.025

18.5 0.032

30.9 0.039

The M and 0' values for 100oC seem very large, but it should be noted that this

corresponds to p. of only 324 þ,Pa, where the curvature of the peak strength

envelope is quite marked. Note that these may not be true values for buffer

because not all the aszumptions made earlier have been verified. The impofance of

the data in Table 8.8 is that it supports the idea of a non-linear critical staæ

model which is temperature dependent. IVhat is perhaps more important is that it

suggests a linkage between the undrained strength envelope and the drained

consolidation parameters K and ¡,. This ability to synthesize behavior from

different soil parameters suggests that the model itself must be quite powerful and

inclusive.

The data in Table 8.8 are consistent with observed trends in behavior. An

asfl¡mption of coincident NCL AND CSL was made earlier to model buffer behavior.

This possibility will be discussed later in relationship to swelling equilibrium

and stress history of the specimens.

A mathematical model for charactenzng critical state behavior of buffer

will now be discussed. The model will be compared with the daø in normalized
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stress space, q/p'-Yìr. The parameter V1, previously defined by equation 8.9, is

shown in Figure 8.8 (a).

tS.9l V=VÀ-À.ln(p')

This space is ofæn used to charactenze the state boundary zurface (SBS) of sands

(Atkinson and Bransby 1978), but also clays (Wood 1990). The image in this space

shows important graphical relationships by providing a two dimensional projection

of the three dimensional SBS. In Figure 8.8 (a) a state boundary zurface is shown,

in part, by four elliptical yield loci in q,p' stress space. A line of constant

stress ratio r1 intersects these yield loci (YL) at points 1,2,3, and 4. The YL are

shown in Figure 8.8 (b) as unload-reload lines (URL). The projection of points

1,2,3, and 4 onto the plane located ât p' = L gives a single value of V1. Values

of V1 provide a graphical view of the SBS similar to section A-4, in the direction

of arow B. The common practice is to plot q/p' versus V1 as shown in Figure 8.8

(c). The q/p',V¡projection makes the SBS appear as a line instead of a surface.

Figure 8.8 (c) shows the SBS surface of an idealized clay in q/p'-VÀ space.

Point N represents the isotropic NCL and point C represents the CSL with an r1-value

of M and a VX-value of I.. Drained and undrained shear tests on lightly

overconsolidated isotropic clay originate from point P in Figure 8.8 (c).

Similarly, shear tests on heavily overconsolidated isotropic clay originate from

point R. The different starting points result in signiflrcantly different shear

behavior. From point P the clay yields at points F and Q on the Roscoe zurface,

shown as line N-F-Q-C, and fails at critical state, point C. From point R the clay

reaches peak strength at points S and G on the Hvorslev zurface, and stain softens

to critical state, point C. Anisotropic clay would have initial sEess paths

inclined to the left of vertical (not shown).

Figure 8.9 (a) shows an idealized critical state line for buffer at

constant temperature in q-p'stress space . The CSL is shown in compression qpace
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in Figure 8.9 (b). For this modeling exercise, straight parallel lines are aszumed

for the CSL and NCL in V.-lo(p') compression space. Projection of the idealized

SBS in q/p'-Vl, space, Figure 8.9 (c) shows a line for the CSL from point 8 to point

L4, rather than a single point. This arises from the apparent change in shape of

the yield loci (ellipses) with pressure p'. The importance of this will be seen

when buffer data is examined. An expression has been derived for the stress ratio,

M, where:

Í8.221 tø = f(VÀ)

From the definition of V¡, equation 8.9:

Í8.231 lr,(p.,) = [{v1).,-U.J/tr,
and from equation 8.20:

Í8.241 ln(9.r) = ln(A) + B'ln(P'.)

Substitution of equation 8.23 into equation 8.24 gives

t8.251 e., = "*pþ,o, . *ßu^).,- u.J]
L

But

t8.2sl M = q./p., = n+, "-n[tfol . *ß"^).,- u.J]

The general equation for the critical state line in compression space is as

follows:

Í8.261 V.,=I. -À.ln(p")

which is rearranged

Il_V., IÍ8.271 pl. = expl
¡î,)

Combining equations 8.27 and 8.25 gives

18.281 M = expl",o, . *ßui,).,- v.J +t ".J]t
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which can be simplified to

tl.2st M = A.exp[+¡t.,- rr.J . +["., r]]

Values of specific volume, V.r, must be chosen to calculate values of M

corresponding to values of VX. To model the compaction density and range of

stresses in the current program, values of V., of 2.4, 2.2, and 2.0 are chosen.

For 26.C A is 2.64 and B is 0.79. The computed values of M for 26"C from equation

8.29 aæ shown in Figure 8.10. (This is the same stress space that was used in

Figure 8.8 (c).) The solid line shows M values for a specific volumr V., of 2.2,

close to the compaction density. Curve Cl-CSl is an interpretation of the average

sFess path to critical state. Also shown are the peak data values and avera'ge

critical state (CS) values for 26"C, 65oC and 100"C. Critical state values show a

similar distribution to the peak values. For a range of specifrc volumes of 2.4 to

2.0 there is a variation in M values from point I to point 3 at 26oC. This line

segment represents the critical state line for the range of stresses in the current

program. It does not coincide with the average critical state value, CSl, for

26oC, but it does show that there is a range of values of M in this graphical

projection of the SBS. This suggests that the dispersion of the data points may

not be due to scatter alone.

Referring again to equation [8.29), if (VÀ)., = l, then:

t8.3ol M = A.exn [fin rl(r-v.,)]

If leO, that is, Â = 1 = (À-K)/tr, then B=1. This indicates that r decreases to a

value of zæro at p', = l. This seems unlikely for real soil. It is more likely

that f = V.r. This simply refers to the specific volume at very low critical state

stress. Then equation 8.30 becomes:

[8.31] M = A
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This implies a limiting critical state stress ratio at very low stress levels, p' =

I kPa.

It was mentioned earlier that the yield loci in Figure 8.9 (a) apparently

change shape with preszure,p'. It is possible that the shapes have not actually

changed, but the angle of the projected image has changed. This would imply that

the r-lines in V.,ln(p')-space are not parallel with each other but change slope

with zuccessively lower specific volumes.

The fi¡st of three normalization methods has been used in Figure 8.10 to

analyze data from tests at different isothermal temperatures. All values of VX

shown in Figure 8.10 have been calculated from a single NCL from the regression of

the 26oC data. Individual values of q for peak state (open symbols) and average

values for critical state (dark symbols) have been normalized by the corresponding

p' values. This is the flust method of normalization.

The value of equation [8.29] is apparent when elevated temperatures are

considered. Values of A and B coresponding to 26C 65oC and 100'C have been used

in equation 8.29 and the computed values of M are plotted as separate curves for

each temperature in Figure 8.11. The same specific volume, V., = 2.2was used for

each curve. The proposed curves do not fit the average critical state data points

well, but they do show an expected trend in the critical state values with

increasing temperature from left to right. The poor fit of the curves may be the

rezult of simplifying aszumptions made earlier such as constant 1,, and parallelism

of the CSL and NCL. As mentioned ea¡lier, À may decrease with increased effective

stress. This also indicates that the thermo-elastic-plastic model being proposed

may have ûo be restricted to a limited range of pressures where the compression

line is reasonably linear.

Graphical methods will be now used to define the relationship of the

critical state lines to state boundary surfaces for different temperatures. Figure
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8.12 shows average values of V1 at an expanded scale. For 26C data average data

points are shown for consolidation (C,), yield (Yr), peak strength (Pr), and

critical state (CSr). A curve is drawn through the peak and critical state data

points as an interpreøtion of the SBS. Here the buffer is inærpreæd as

overconsolidated because the estimated preconsolidation pres$re at point O is

larger than the average consolidation presfllre, point Cr. A similar procedure is

used for elevated temperature data and general similarity of curves is assumed. It

will be shown in following sections that this is a reasonable assumption.

Figure 8.13 shows individual points for the critical state data at 26oC,

65oC, and 100oC. The average values of critical state for each æmperature are

also shown as bold symbols. The variation in data values required use of an

averaging technique to show trends in the data.

A second method of normalization will now be used. It requires the use of

equivalent presflrre, p], and V1 for each value of q. The definition of equivalent

pressure is shown in Figure 8.14 (a). The data point to be normalized is on an

unload/reload line (uRL). The isotropic normal consolidation line is used here as

the reference for normalization, but other lines (zuch as the CSL) could also be

used. Later a third method of normalization which uses the normalized stress space

in Figure 8.14 (b) will be discussed.

Figure 8.15 shows average values of q normalized to pl. Here, the 26'C NCL

is used as the reference line for all the data. Clearly, normalized stress ratios

a¡e lower at elevated temperature, but the average specific volumes are also lower

for the data shown. Note that two different normalization techniques, VX space and

equivalent pressure, p], have been used in this Figure. These are normally used

separately as q/p" versus p'lp:, or q/p'versus V1 (Atkinson and Bransby 1978, Wood

1990). A combined method which has not been attempted before is justifred for this

program in order to characterize multiple st¿te boundary zurfaces.
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Individual critical state data points have normalized in Figure 8.16 using

the same technique as in Figure 8.15. Th¡ee separate lines can be drawn through

the daø for different temperatures. These lines show a similar trend to critical

state equation 18.291, modeled in Figure 8.10. This supports the idea of

geometrically similar critical state lines at different temperatures.

A thfud method of normalization is used to normalize cntical state data in

Figure 8.17. This technique, used by Wood (1990) and Atkinson and Bransby (L978)

mostly for clays, has been adapted to the current program. Figure 8.14 (b) showed

the Hvorslev surface and Roscoe surface in q/p. versus p'/p. stress qpace. Drained

and undrained stress paths are also shown. The values of both q and p' in Figure

8.17 are normalized to (pr*n')'uo" *hi.h is the equivalent pressure with reference

to the 26oC normal consolidation line (26"C NCL). Average values for each

temperafure are shown by the filled symbols. Note that the all data plots near a

single straight line with a slope of M = 0.63. A common slope is expected when all

the data is normalized to a co¡rrmon reference line. This zupports the idea of

geometrically similar Hvorslev zurfaces at different temperatures.

Considerable effort has gone into defining the critical state behavior of

buffer at different temperatures and developing a descriptive model using

normalization techniques. There are two reasons for the effort: (a) the critical

state behavior of buffer is a significant departure from Cam clay; and (2) it is

hoped that behavior of buffer can be generalized. 6s¡s¡alized critical súate

behavior will be summarized in section 8.3.6.

8.3.3 Isothermal Pe¿k Strength and Hvorslev Surfaces

Earlier, an isotropic constitutive model was used to model pseudo-elastic

behavior of buffer. However, buffer has an anisotropic stress history. That is,

it was zubjected to one-dimensional compaction during qpecimen formation. It was
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then consolidated under different isotropic stresses and allowed to swell or

compress. Wood (1990) suggests that clays have 'memory' of zuch processes and that

yield loci from one-dimensional compression processes are retained but modifred

under zubsequent isotropic compression. In Chapter 5 (section 5.4.1) it \¡/as

observed that in the current program some strain softening occurred in many tests.

No strain hardening has been observed in undrained tests on buffer. This indicates

that the specimens behaved in an overconsolidated manner.

In the Cam clay model, an associated flow rule is assumed, which means that

the yield loci and plastic potential coincide. Strain softening in Cam clay is

modeled as a transition from elastic or pre-yield conditions to dilative plastic

behavior. Peak strengths in undrained tests represent the condition of yielding,

and the Hvorslev zurface is the trace of the yield loci in the heavily

overconsolidated stress range in q-p' stress space. For the moment, this will be

aszumed for buffer. It will be shown that the Hvorslev surface is temperature

dependent. Later it will also be shown that the Hvorslev surface is actually a

rupture locus quite distinct from the yield locus bounding linear 'first loading'

behavior.

The equivalent preszure normalizatlon method (Figure 8.14) is used in this

discussion to provide new information about peak strength behavior at elevated

temperature and to allow comparison of the current buffer data \^/ith that of Oswell

(1990). The data in Figure 8.18 are the average of all the peak strength dat¿ in

the current program. The ¿urows starting from average consolidation preszures at

each temperature, show the initial direction of the stress paths. Hvorslev and

Roscoe zurfaces have been interpreted from individual dat¿ points and plotted here.

Oswell's yield locus is shown as a solid line. A rupture zurface is shown as the

dotted line and joins the yield locus near the top. Oswell inte{preted the nrpture

locus as secondary yielding. In order to compare the current dat¿ with Oswell's
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rupture locus, all data have been normalized using equivalent pressure with

Oswell's swelling equilibrium line (SEL) as the reference line. (The SEL was

obtained from Oswell's buffer specimen T99). There appears to be similarity

befween the 26"C Hvorslev surface from the current program and Oswell's rupture

locus. Note that Oswell used drained triaxial constant sEess ratio tests which

follow different stress paths than the undrained æsts used in the current program.

In the current program, it was noticed that individual peak strengths and

critical state strengths v/ere lower at elevated temperature, even though the

strength envelopes were higher (Figure 5.36). As shown previously, {pecimens

consolidated at elevated temperature also have lower speciflrc volumes. Figures

8.19 (a) and (b) show four different tests for which this was true. One

explanation for this behavior is the development of larger positive pore water

presflrres in the elevated temperature specimens, which causes them to reach the

state boundary surface at lower deviator stresses than specimens tested at lower

temperature. Higher positive pore water pressures at elevated temperatures were

also evident in Figures 5.20 and 5.22. A full underst¿nding of this behavior

cannot be obøined simply by testing specimens at the same pressure.

Alternatively, tests could be run at the same specific volume, but the current

program was not designed on this basis, and in any case it is difficult to control.

As a compromise the data can be analyzed as done in the previous section, using VX

space which shows the combined effects of pressure and qpecimen density.

Hueckel and Baldi (1990) found similar behavior during drained triaxial

tests on Pontida silty clay, shown in Figure 2.8. The lower strengths at elevated

temperafure are associated with a tendency to more ductile strength behavior and

compressive straining.

By coincidence, several tests in the current program v/ere consolidated ø

approximately the same specific volume before shearing. The specific volumes of
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interest arc 2.32, 2.25, 2.15, 2.05, and 1.95. These provide a range of densities

above and below the compaction density of 2.252. In all cases the peak deviator

stress and mean effective stress were lower at higher temperatures. Figure 5.22

shows specimens T1216 and TL233 which lvere consolidated at nearly the same

effective stress. This clearly shows lower peak and critical state strengths at

100"C than at 65'C. Comparison of shear rezults from specimen T12t4 and T1230

confirms this behavior. Each specimen was consolidated to a specific volume of

approximately 2.05, which is lower than the compaction density.

As mentioned earlier in connection with Figure 8.18 which showed average

values, the Hvorslev surfaces for each test temperature have been interpreted from

individual data points. These are shown in Figure 8.20 in terms of (p'/p.sEr-rzøoc

verflrs g{l;t*)tu'" and in Figure 8.21 in q/p' versus VX space. In fhese

figures, the 26"C NCL from the current test program has been used as the reference

line as indicated by 1v^*n')t6oc. The avera ge data points at 26'c (Pr), 65oc

(Pr), and 100"C (Pr) are not shown. Figure 8.21 zuggests that the peak stress ratio

q/p' is 107o higher at 100'C than at 26"C.

Two main conclusions may be drawn: (1) the peak stress ratio eolni is

higher at elevated temperature; and (2) the peak deviator strength is lower at

elevated temperature.

8.3.4 kothermal Yield Loci

Using triaxial shear tests with different incremental stress ratios Âq/Âp'

Oswell (1991) showed that the buffer behaves anisotropically in the elastic stress

range. It was zuggested in Chapter 5 that anisotropic behavior of clay may also be

induced by the stress path chosen for testing. Strain softening occurs in natural

clays in the lightly overconsolidated stress range when sheared at large stress

ratios q/p'. These observations and the data presented in earlier chapters,
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suggest that buffer specimens behave in an anisotropic overconsolidated manner.

The observed pore water pressure behavior discussed in Ctrapter 7, also indicates

that the anisotropic elastic behavior is temperature dependent.

Figure 8.20 zuggested that the yield locus of buffer 'shrinks' at elevated

temperature. Tests were not conducted in the current program to prove this, but

examination of normalized data (Figure 8.18, 8.20) confirms this conclusion and

will be discussed later. Hueckel and Baldi (1990) observed similar behavior in

Pontida silty clay and Boom clay and call it 'thermal softening'. This was

discussed in Chapter 2 and defined in Figures 2.16 (b) and (c). At constant

pressure, the yield locus actually remains the same size, but plastic compressive

straining occurs during heating and moves the yield locus ûo a lower position in

V-ln(p') compression space. The corollary is that at constant specific volume, the

yield locus at elevated temperature is smaller than a room temperature yield locus.

Hueckel and Baldi (1990) conducted drained triaxial shear tests along the same

effective stress path but at different temperatures. These were shown in Figures

2.8, 2.9 and 2.24. Two different levels of overconsolidation ratio were tested,

5.0 and 12.5. Similar trends were observed in each. Note that heating normally

consolidated specimens under constant drained isotropic stress produces a normally

consolidated specimen at elevated temperature because a ner¡r', state boundary surface

is created.

Hueckel et al. (1987) showed that undrained heating can bring an

overconsolidated soil to a yield condition and eventually to failure. The

implication is that the state boundary surface has 'shrunk' until the Roscoe

zurface comes into contact with the crurent position in stress. Continued

shrinking, then brings the stress state to failure.

To understand yieldittg in buffer at elevated temperature,

to return to the concepts of early yield and rupture loci discussed

15 necessary

the previous

it

in
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section. Early yield was recognized in Winnipeg clay by Graham and Au (1984), but

was not well understood. Baldi et al (1990) observed a phenomenon similar to early

yield in Boom clay. They observed early linearity followed by non-linearity in

deviatoric stess and pore pressure response prior !o failure. They used a two

parameter yielding model ø predict stresses during a simulated heat experiment.

Oswell (1991) used the idea of early yielding to explain the plastic srraining

which occurred before the Hvorslev zurface was reached in his overconsolidated

specimens (oCR = 1.5). His yield and ruprure loci are shown n Figare 8)2

together with his individual data points. In order to compare data from the

current test program with Oswell's earty yield locus, it was necessary to normalize

to Oswell's swelling equilibrium line from his test T99. Figure 8.23 shows the

normalized average data from the current program and Oswell's yield locus. Yield

loci a¡e drawn through the current average dafa at 26C,65oC a¡rd 100'C. The shape

of the loci is assumed to be similar to Oswell's, and it is clear that the size

decreases at elevated temperature. This is also apparent in V1 gpace as shown in

previous figures (Figures 8.18, 8.20).

Normalization of buffer data in qlpi versus p'lp'" stress space will be

discussed now. The yield loci have been drawn differently in Figure 8.24 than in

Figure 8.23. In Figure 8.24, the yield loci are normalized to the 26oC NCL from the

current program and the specimens are assumed to be normally consolidated. In

fact, the specimens may not have fully reached swelling equilibrium, especially

when tested at low effective stresses. Therefore they may behave in an

overconsolidated way. The yield loci may actually be of similar shape to Oswell's,

but this can not be proven with the data available. Individual data points for the

65oC æsts are shown in Figure 8.25, but do not help much in interpreting the shape

of the yield locus.

A useful technique for determining shape of the yield loci is shown in
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Figure 8.26. Here, individual stress paths, consisting of the consolidation point,

early yield point, peak stress point and critical state point, are plotted for five

tests at 100oC. The yield points from four of the tests match the proposed yield

locus which is approximately elliptical. The low pressure test TL233 does not

match the yield locus. Specimens at lower effective stresses probably take longer

to reach swelling equilibrium and may not be representative of early yield.

The pseudo-elastic moduli Ero *d Gro, discussed in section 8.2.L, were

obtained from stress ranges that are within the range of early yield. However,

because the moduli aÍe for fust loading, they are not truly representative of

early yield elasticity. The elastic modulus G' discussed in section 8.2.2 may be

more representative of early yield elasticity. The value lG/V" = L59 for

reloading, shown in Table 8.7, is similar to values reported by Oswell (1991).

There are two factors which may contribute to the apparent overconsolidated

behavior of buffer specimens during undrained shear. One factor is the sEess

history carried over from the compaction process in which the soil is taken through

a process of confined, one-dimensional loading and unloading, then zubjected to

isotropic skesses which may leave it in an overconsolidated state. It has been

customary in work coming from the University of Manitoba (for example V/an 1987,

Saadat 1989, Oswell 1991) to assume that samples consolidated at low effective

stresses would expand to a swelling equilibrium line (SEL) indistinguishable from

the normal consolidation line (NCL). The evidence for this is inconclusive, but

the differences between the two lines are thought to be small (Oswell L99I). The

second factor is the possibility that some specimens, particularly at low effective

stesses, may not have reached swelling equitibrium and therefore may behave in an

overconsolidated way. This is consistent with buffer test results from Sun (1986).

Oswell (1991) noted that specimens with early yield had three ttrings in common: (1)

they swelled; (2) they had steep stress parhs in q,p'-space, and (3) they had been
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tested at low stresses. Oswell used the concept of viscoplastic swelling ûo model

their tendency toward swelling equilibrium. Implicit in his work is the aszumption

that buffer specimens would achieve swelling equilibrium. Clearly, the behavior of

buffer is more complex than the time independent thermo-elasto-plastic model used

by Hueckel and Baldi (1990). A more complicated model than proposed here will be

required to incorporate these time dependent swelling effects.

Five main conclusions can be made regarding yielding in buffer. The first

is that early yielding, interpreted from non-linear pore pressure response, is a

real phenomenon at 26"C, 65oC and 100'C. A method similar to that proposed by

Baldi et al (1990) has been used in Chapter 7 for obtaining these yield sresses

from undrained tests. The second conclusion is that buffer specimens show

anisotropic elastic behavior at 26C,65'C and 100"C. As discussed in Chapær 7,

pore pressure req)onse of specimens at 100"C indicates more anisotropy than

specimens at 26oC. The third conclusion is that the magnitude of elastic moduli

increases with temperature. The fourth conclusion is that the yield locus

'shrinks' during drained and undrained heating. The fifth conclusion is that

buffer specimens behave like lightly-overconsolidated clay at low stresses and may

not be at swelling equilibrium.

8.3.5 Isothermal Hardening Laws

Regressions for isothermal hardening laws were presented in Chapter 5 and

will not be repeated here. This section considers ideas concerning shrinking yield

loci during drained and undrained heating from the point of view of a

thermo-elasto-plastic model. Two simple cases will be considered: (1) drained

heating nd (2) undrained heating. The former applies to testing in the current

program.

In Chapter 6, equation 6.38 defined coefficients of thermal expansion of
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the pore water, apparatus, and soil skeleton which can be used to account for

thermal volume changes observed in buffer. The general equation is based on the

following relationship:

18.321 e = eTc + eTP + e6c + Ê6Pvvvvv
where e-. is the total volume strain, T denotes the thermal component of strain, sv

denotes the stress induced strain, e denotes elastic strains and p denotes plastic

strains. This equation will be used in the following discussion

In Figure 8.27(a), the effects of drained heating during application of

isotropic stress, p', âre idealized for normally consolidated clay. Starting from

pi^"" , point A, heating causes plastic volume straining to point B which is

p'.^^. The yield locus has remained the same size in compression space, but is'cl00
smaller relative to a 26oC specimen on the same unload/reload line B'-B-C. In

contrast with what was shown in section 8.3.2, the slope r of the unload-reload

lines in this figure have been assumed independent of temperature. The qpecimen is

normally consolidated because the stress point is still on the normal consolidation

line for 100'C. Unloading at 100oC moves the stress point to C. Cooling moves the

stress point to D, on to a new 20oC unload/reload line. The components of strain

are: el' - ur; elP = TE e" = TF. Note that no stress induced plastic strains

were introduced, but plastic straining has occurred. The 20oC preconsolidation

pressure has moved from point A to point G. Thus a specimen which was normally

consolidated at A and B, would be overconsolidated at E after a heating/cooling

cycle at constant pressure. Note also that no plastic strains occurred during

cooling. This cannot be verified from the current program, but has been verified

for Pontida silty clay, and Boom clay by Hueckel and Baldi (1990), and for peiagic

clay by Green (1984) although she did not frame her dat¿ in elastic-plastic terms.

Figure 8.27(b) shows a similar loading cycle,but for overconsolidaæd clay. The

cycle is: heating - A-B; loading = B-C-D; unloading = D-E; cooling = E-F. The
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stress path for the consolidation phase of the CIU(TXC) tests in the current

program would start at a point zuch as A and proceed to point D along a curvilinear

path during the heating/consolidation stage. This assumes consolidation pressures

higher than the swelling pressure of the buffer. Isothermal undrained shearing

would start at D and move left along a constant volume line to critical state.

Figure 8.28 (a) shows the effects of undrained (constant volume) heating

for the model under constant isotropic total stress. The heating/cooling cycle is

as follows: Heat - A-B; Cool = B-D. Since no drainage is allowed eu = 0, and

therefore:

l'8.331 ert + trP = -let" + etP)v v 'v v'
Note that the specimen after cooling to D is left in an overconsolidated state

relative to the 26"C NCL. This is because plastic strains do not occur during

cooling (Hueckel and Baldi 1990). No volume change has been allowed, so no plastic

strains have occurred, but if drainage were allowed immediately after cooling and

pl reestablished, compression would occur to point E. Heating tends to produce

redistribution of water from its bound state to free water state. In the case of

active clays, time may be required to reverse the process (visco-plastic swelling).

This cycle has not been verified experimentally for buffer. It forms a

core part of the current doctoral program being undertaken by Tanaka. Analogous

behavior has been observed in other clays. For example, Campanella and Mitchell

(1968) found that two cycles of undrained heating/cooling of kaolinite from 40oF to

160oF and back to 40oF caused hysteresis in the pore pressure response, pore

pressures to increase slightly, and a length decrease of 0.072Vo. Similar behavior

was observed for illite. Henkel and Sowa (1963) showed a l07o increase in pore

pressures after 3 cycles of undrained heating/cooling of Weald clay. Pore pressure

non-equilibrium does not account for the hysteresis (Mitchell 1,977), but it would

result in net compression of the clay if drainage were allowed. Green (1984) did
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similar tests on pelagic clay, except she did not cool her specimens. The excess

pore pressures generated during heating caused net compression when drainage was

opened at elevated temperature. Yarechewski (1993) has shown that drained heating

of buffer following mechanical consolidation results in additional compression.

Figure 8.28(b) shows similar undrained heating for initially

overconsolidated clay. The net effect at D is to produce a more heavily

overconsolidated specimen than at A. For buffer it is likely that with enough

time, a specimen would swell again to reach equilibrium at a normally consolidated

state if drainage was again allowed after heating/cooling cycles. It will be left

to other researchers to verify this prediction. Isothermal undrained shear would

bring the specimens to failure along a constant volume section of the state

boundary zurface.

8.3.6 State Boundary Surfaces

The state boundary surface in q,p',V.-space is defined by the elements

previously discussed, namely the hardening law, critical state line, Hvorslev

surface and Roscoe zurface. Not included here is the question of the zero tension

cut-off. The thermo-elastic-plastic model proposed here also includes has an early

yield criterion, and assumes a non-associative flow rule. Governing equations will

not be discussed in detail in this thesis, but regressions of buffer data have

produced isothermal stress-strain-temperature relationships which could be used ø

form governing equations. It is considered more important in this frst

presentation of these ideas to air them qualitatively. Later researchers can

design and perform the experiments needed to confirm the model.

The two main differences between the proposed model and Cam clay are: (1)

the critical state stress ratio (q/p') is preszure and temperature dependent and

(2) ea,rIy yielding is included. Visco-plastic swelling and a pressure dependent
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hardening law may be thought of as addenda to the proposed model. Noæ that Cam

clay aszumes the onset of yielding is coincident with (1) onset of i:reversibility;

(2) onset of dilatancy; and (3) onset of softening. Baldi et al (1990) have

written governing equations for a complex model which decouples these three

processes from yielding. Their model uses a double hardening law and dilatancy

onset loci which are separate from the classical critical state loci. A similar

approach may be required to model buffer behavior, but developing the mathematics

for zuch a model is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The model proposed for the current program makes use of multiple, nested

state boundary surfaces similar to the model proposed by Hueckel and Borsetto

(1990). Figure 8.29 (a) shows the state boundary surface derived from Hueckel and

Borsetto's tests at room temperature. Figure 8.29(b) shows the state boundary

zurfaces with variable thermo-plastic volumetric strains, tTn, and temperature

change ÂT. Figure 8.29(c) shows the effect of temperature on a yield surface

aszuming constant thermo-plastic strains, that is, the thermo-elastic process.

If multiple state boundary zurfaces are geometrically similar then they

should form a single zurface with a unique CSL if normalized to one temperature.

In addition, stress paths to failure should in this case coincide. To demonstrate

the latter, three tests with different consolidation pressures have been selected

and plotted in normaltzed q/p' stress space in Figure 8.30. All data from the

start of shear up to peak stress have been normalized to equivalent pressures which

were calculated using separate loci of peak strength for each æmperature. The

critical state data was normalized using the critical state locus for each

temperature. Therefore there is actually a discontinuity between peak data and

critical state data. The normalization has brought the stress paths closely

together, within the scatter normally encountered in these tests. The 26oC and

65oC critical state data plotted close to a unique CSL, but the 100oC test further
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away from the CSL.

A simpliflrcation of the model is shown in Figure 8.31(a). Here, averages

of the three temperatures have been normalized to the 26'C NCL rather than to

their æmperature dependent NCL's. It is aszumed that the state boundary surfaces

at each temperature pass through the consolidation points Cl, C2, Ca. Constant

volume sections of the state boundary zurfaces are shown as ellipses. The aspect

ratio of the major and minor axis is interpreted on the basis of the 100'C data.

Clearly, the peak data points for 26oC and 65oC data do not coincide with the

interpreted constant volume sections. The discrepancy is due itr part to a few

tests which had unuzually high values and increased the average values reported

here. There are two other possible causes of the poor data fiu (1) the constant

volume sections are asymmetric in shape or (2) the points Cr, .C2, C, do not

represent the preconsolidation pressures which must form part of the state boundary

surface. Figure 8.31 (b) shows the cons[ant volume sections in compression qpace.

Similarity of the state boundary surfaces can be shown by Figure 8.32.

Here, the averag e data values have been normalized to the consolidation line for

their own specific temperature. This has brought the peak, critical state and

yield points close together. Figure 8.33 shows the data normalized to the swelling

equilibrium pressures Sr,Sr,S, for each temperature. A state boundary zurface

has been interpreted passing 
. 
through the swelling equilibrium lines (SEL). Note

that the horizontal scale has been expanded by a factor of two compared to Figure

8.32.

A new technique has been developed in the preceding section for estimating

the swelling equilibrium pressure based on swelling tests ú 26oC and hardening

laws at elevated temperature. Figure 8.34 shows the SEL interpreted from Oswell's

test T99 and the hardening laws from the current program. The hardening laws may

be considered as pseudo-unload/¡eload lines. These have been idealtznd in Figure
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8.35 (a). A pivot point is identified where the 26oC SEL and NCL intersect. Pivot

points for 65oC and 100"C are below this point. The hardening lines are rotated

upwards parallel to the SEL to form SEL's at 65oC and 100'C. The swelling

pressures at 65oC a¡rd 100oC are interpreted from the intersection of the SEL's and

the constant volume section through the 26oC pivot poin¡ (V.= 2.138). Swelling

equilibrium pressures for the compaction specific volume (V. = 2.252) are

inte¡preted in Figure 8.35 (b). This interpretation of the state boundary zurface

would add more complexity to the isothermal elasto-plastic model described in

earlier paragraphs of this section. The hardening laws are no longer parallel to

the SEL's and would appear as lines instead of points in stress space normalized to

the SEL's.

The model proposed in this chapter is based on averaged behavior and

supports a hypothesis of lower strengths in individual tests at elevated

temperature even though the peak strength envelope may be higher. Figures 8.19 (a)

and (b) showed lower strengths at elevated temperature than at ambient temperature.

Figure 8.23 shows average behavior of the buffer specimens and supports this

conclusion. Note that in this case all data have been normalized to the same 26oC

SEL using equivalent pressure.

The rezult in the previous paragraph may seem in conflict with the summary

graphs of critical state envelopes shown in Figure 5.36. However, when comparing

strengths there are two bases of comparison: (1) effective stress; and (2) specific

volume. The fi¡st basis has been discussed. The importance of the second was

apparent from Figure 5.53 where higher strength was noted at elevated temperature

than ambient temperature. This was due to lower specific volume at elevated

temperature than at ambient temperature. If two qpecimens with the same final

specific volume are sheared undrained at different temperafures then the specimen

at the higher temperature will have the lower strength.
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Wood (1990) has shown mathematically that the critical state parameter f is

strongly related ûo the liquid limit, wr, and plasticity index, In. The latter two

parameters a¡e the variables which deflrne Casagrande's soil classifi.cation chart.

It was shown in Chapter 2 that heating of clay causes data points on Casagrande's

chart to move down the Aline (Youssef and Ramli 1961). Leaching of salts from

clay has a similar effect (Mitchell 1977). These observations imply that heating

or leaching processes may make active clays behave at critical state like lower

plasticity clays. Clays of lower plasticity also tend to have smaller À values

(Wood 1990). This deserves further study, but has not been incorporated into

figures zuch as Figure 5.12. Trends in the peak strength envelopes of buffer with

temperafure and presst¡re are similar to the observed t¡ends at critical state.

8.4 Concluding Remarks

Elements of two models for behavior of buffer at elevated temperature have

been discussed. The flust model, an isothermal pseudo-elastic model showed that

pseudo-elastic moduli and elastic moduli increase with temperature. A constitutive

relationship was proposed for non-linear elasticity

The second model proposed is an isothermal elasto-plastic model. It is

based on the concepts of multiple state boundary zurfaces, a curved critical state

line in q-p' sress space, and early yield loci. The latter implies a

non-associated flow rule although this has not been examined in detail. It was

shown that the behavior of buffer at end-of-consolidation, yield, peak stress and

critical state is temperature dependent.

It is appreciated that many of the ideas presented in this chapær are

tentative and zuppofed only by limited data. However the ideas provide insight

into buffer behavior which is not otherwise understandable, and indicaæ approaches

for further research.
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CHAPTER 9 REVIEW, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

9.I Discussion

Afær an initial outline of the thesis in Ctrapter 1, the strength and

volume change behavior of different clay minerals and some natural clays at

elevated ûemperature were discussed in Clrapter 2. These clays displayed similar

volume change behavior to what has been observed in buffer. The strength behavior

is broadly similar, but differs at critical state and peak strength in some cases

(Green 1984).

Chapter 3 described three high temperature high pressure (HITEP) triaxial

apparatus that have been developed by the author for æsting buffer in undrained

shear. Special materials (seals, membranes) and instruments were required for the

apparatus to withstand prolonged use at preszures up to 10 MPa, temperatures up to

100oC and exposure to water. kessure transducers, load cells, displacement

tansducers and lateral strain gauges were all susceptible to temperature effects,

and required careful calibration.

Chapter 4 described new procedures developed by the author for testing

buffer at elevated temperature.

A detailed description of the observed behavior of buffer at elevated

temperature was given in Chapter 5. This will not be repeated here, but a general

observation regarding the effect of temperature can be made. The behavior of

buffer at elevated temperature is governed by similar laws of mechanical response

as at room temperature, with some minor changes that were discussed in deøil in

Chapærs 7 and 8.

Some impofant factors that affect the inte¡pretation of buffer behavior at

elevated temperature aÍe the compaction sEess history, the extent Do which

swelling equilibrium has been attained, diffusion of fluids through the membranes,
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and thermal expansion of the mineral components and test apparatus (Chapter 6).

Coefficients of thermal expansion for the apparatus, soil pore water, soil skeleton

have been determined based on theory developed by Mitchell (1977), Agar (1984),

Green (1984) and Kosar (1989).

Chapter 7 showed how pore pressure reqponse of the buffer at elevated

temperature during undrained shear indicates anisotropic behavior. The anisotropy

is more pronounced than at room temperature. Critical state behavior of buffer at

elevated temperature is broadly similar to clays zuch as pelagic clay and Boom clay

tested by other researchers.

Chapter 8 discussed two isothermal models of behavior for buffer. A simple

macroscopic (isothermal pseudo-elastic) model was discussed in section 8.2. It

showed that pseudo-elastic moduli Ero and Gro -" temperature and stress level

dependent. The moduli increase with temperature. The elastic modulus Gt from

unloading at 65oC was approximately 3 times the magnitude of elastic moduli

determined by Oswell (1991) at room temperature. Buffer shows larger pore presflre

generation at elevated temperafure (section 8.2.1) during yielding and through to

failure.

The following conclusions can be made regarding the second model proposed

(isothermal elastic-plastic) which can be used for much larger strain changes than

the simpler pseudo-elastic model. A complete mathematical description has been

considered beyond the scope of the thesis which is restricted to qualit¿tive and

phenomenological use of the model. Due to the inherent difficulty in clearly

presenting the data and state boundary zurfaces in three dimensions, no such

drawing has been shown. In any case, the experiments in this thesis were not

designed for zuch a study. Instead a generic representation has been used from

Hueckel and Baldi (1990) in Figure 8.29. Two important modiflrcations to their

model have been introduced in this thesis: (1) a non-linear CSL line in q-p' space;
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ffid (2)'early yield' loci below each SBS.

How general is the proposed model? That is, how does it compare with data

from other clays? The main elements of the model seem general to many types of

clay, but speciflrc aspects have been incorporated for specialized features of

buffer behavior. The concept of multiple state boundary zurfaces (SBS) is

supported by data from Green (1984) for pelagic clay and from Hueckel and Baldi

(1990) for Pontida silty clay and Boom clay. The effects of temperature on peak

strength (section 8.3.3) and critical state strength (section 8.3.2) Íìre supported

by data from Green (1984) and Hueckel and Baldi (1990), Mitchell and Campanella

(1968), and Kosar (1989). Inherent in the concept of multiple SBS's is the idea

of shrinking yield loci with increased temperature. This is related to the family

of hardening lines and decreasing preconsolidation pressure noted by Campanella

and Mitchell (1968), and Mitchell (1977), Eriksson (1990), Såillfors and Tidfors

(1990). The idea of increased softening at elevated temperature is zupported by

Green (1984). Reduced critical state and peak strength at elevated temperature in

individual tests is supported by drained tests of Hueckel and Baldi (1990). Early

yield has been noted by Graham and Au (1984), Baldi et al. (1990), Oswell (1991).

The curved CSL in q-p' space is seen in other clays but is particularly well

defined in buffer and perhaps montmorillonite. Examination of the \ilay the

curvature changes with temperature suggests that the slopes r of unload/reload

lines must also vary with t€mperafure. The concept of SEL is applicable to

montmorillonites, but not to less active clays. To zummarize this model of

behavior it can be said that elevated temperature tends to increase the density of

buffer under drained conditions. Grim (1969) observed regarding montmorilloniæs

that the effect of elevated temperature on material behavior is similar !o

increasing the water content. (That is, the SBS is smaller at elevated

temperature.)
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The mechanical behavior of buffer is difficult to characterize because of

its swelling properties and the high activity of one constituent, the mineral

montmorillonite. It's behavior depends heavily on its microfabric (Wan L987). It

shows highly non-linear stress-strain behavior, and is stress level dependent

(Saadat 1989). The behavior in terrns of effective stress at the microscopic level

in terms of interparticle attractions/repulsions is difficult to define. Buffer

has a non-associative flow rule and yields well before failure is reached (Oswell

1991). Its sEength and compressive behavior is time and rate dependent (Yin

1990). Data from the current program shows that these characteristics of buffer

are also applicable at elevated temperature. A single model covering all these

aspects of behavior has not yet been produced, but several elements of behavior

have been reproduced in two models presented in the thesis which deal specifically

with isothermal behavior of buffer

How do these models compare with the models used by other researchers? The

models in this thesis have not been fully verified with test daø. Constant p'

tests ca¡ried out by Yarechewski (1993) at the same time as the author's program

support the concept of temperature dependent strength and hardening lines.
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9.2 Conclusions

Major Conclusions

1. Two of the three hypotheses posed in Chapter t have been proved in the

current program. The third hypothesis has been discussed by another

researcher (Yarechewski 1993).

(a) Buffer responds to elevated temperature in a way similar to medium

plasticity clays (sections 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.10, 8.3.4, 8.3.5)

(b) The concept of effective stress applies to buffer at elevated

temperature (section 2.2.8, and Yarechewski L993)

(c) A simple macroscopic model can be used to describe the compression and

shear response of buffer to temperature (section 8.2)

2. Elements of a more complex isothermal elasto-plastic model have been

proposed to characterize volumetric behavior during heating and shear

behavior at peak and critical state. This model shows the following.

(a) Behavior of buffer at elevated temperature can be charactenzæd by a

separate state boundary surface (SBS) for each temperature. At

elevated temperatures the SBS's are smaller than at room temperature

(section 8.3.6).

(b) Peak and critical state envelopes (lines) are curved in q-p' stress

space. The stress ratio, M, at critical state is presflre dependent.

This conEasts with the Cam clay model which assumes constant M.

(section 8.3.1).

(c) The peak and critical state envelopes (lines) are higher at elevated

temperature than at room temperature (section 8.3.2,8.3.3).

(d) Peak and critical state strengths for specimens at the same specific

volume or same pressure are lower at elevated temperature than at room

temperature (sections 8.3.2, 8.3.3, 8.3.6).
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(e) Larger pore water pressures are generated at elevated temperature

starting at the beginning of undrained shear through to critical state

than at room temperature. This rezults in lower sEengths even though

the strength envelopes are higher (sections 8.3.2,8.3.3).

(Ð buffer specimens in the current program strain sofæn in shear, and do

not strain harden. For effective stresses over 1.6 MPa, specimens at

elevated temperature strain soften more than specimens at room

temperature (section 8.3.3).

(g) The pore pressure response of buffer indicates anisotropy at room

temperature and elevated temperature. Buffer behaves more

anisotropically at 100'C than at 26"C (Chapter 7).

(h) Separate and parallel hardening lines exist in V-ltr(p') space at

elevated temperature (section 8.3.5) with higher temperatures leading

to lower specific volumes at a given pressure. Similarly, separate

critical state lines exist for each temperature. The critical state

lines nearly coincide in V-ln(p') space with the hardening lines for

each temperature (Chapter 5). Linear regressions were used to model

consolidation and shear data even though they show slight

non-linearity.

(Ð The 'early yield' noted by Oswell (1991) for buffer at room temperature

has been confirmed at elevated temperafure. This implies a

non-associated flow rule at elevated temperature (section 8.3.4).

(t) Yield loci shrink during drained and undrained heating of buffer. This

is consistent with the concept of multiple st¿te boundary zurfaces.

(section 8.3.6).

(k) Pseudo-elastic moduli increase in magnitude with elevated temperature

(section 8.2), ttrat is, the buffer appears to get stiffer.
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(t) buffer specimens in the current program apparently had not

complelely reached swelling equilibrium (section 8.3.6).

(m) A new æchnique has been developed for estimating the swelling

equilibrium presflre at elevated temperature (section 8.3.6).

(n) A new technique has been used for estimating the yield stresses of

buffer at elevated temperature from undrained shear tests (Chapter 7).

(o) Normalization of data using VÀ space or equivalent pressure is

necessary to define the state boundary zurfaces at different

temperatures. Due to scatter in the data and the complex behavior of

buffer it is necessary to average the data in order to clearly see

trends in behavior for different temperatures (section 8.3.3).

A new pore pressure paramet., n* bur.d on the classical parameters A and B

has been defined for buffer (Chapter 7).

Coefficients of thermal expansion for the apparatus, pore water, soil

solids and soil skeleton have been developed (CÏrapter 7). During drained

heating, buffer pore water expands, but the soil skeleton compresses.

Strength of buffer is time rate dependent at room temperature (Yin 1990)

and at elevated temperafure (see for example test T1211).

5.
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Minor Conclusions:

1. Three high æmperature and pressure (HITEP) triaxial apparatuses have been

designed, built, calibrated and used for conducting Cru(TXC) tests on

buffer (Chapter 3).

2. Inærnal load cells, pressure transducers, lvdt's, temperature probes, and

lateral strain gauges have been zuccessfully used for testing buffer at

elevated temperatures of 65oC and 100'C (Chapter 3 and 4). Most

instruments have temperature dependent zeroes and gain factors. Some

instruments zuch as pressure transducers and load cells are pressure

dependent. Most instruments show a shift in gain and ze¡o with prolonged

use at elevated temperafures.

3. Technology for producing custom sized silicone membranes has been developed

as a part of this program. Leakage and diffusion tests were conducted as

calibrations and during actual buffer tests (Chapter 3 and 5).

4. Diffusion of oil and water occurs across the silicone membranes used in the

current program at a rate similar to the long term consolidation rate of

buffer (section 5.3.6, 6.4).

5. Use of preszurized burettes and differential pressure transmitters (DPT)

has allowed automatic acquisition of volume change daø (CTrapter 3).

6. Three data acquisition systems were developed for the HITEP apparatus. kr

addition, a programmable preszure control system (PCS) was developed for

controlling pressure build-up during heating (Chapter 3).

7. Room temperature conEol of * loC is a minimum criterion for obtaining

consistent rezults.
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9.3 Suggested Research

1. A more complete mathematical model should be developed to describe all

aspects of heating/cooling/loading/unloading.

2. To verify the proposed isothermal models it is zuggested that ramped

temperature and preszure tests be performed on buffer.

3. Stress probe tests at elevated temperature would provide new dat¿ regarding

the shape of yield loci.

4. Triaxial shear tests should be conducted on isotropically normally

consolidated buffer or montmorillonite to compare with the rezults of

compacted specimens. This may help better define the complex state of

overconsolidation in compacted specimens. Alternatively, illiæ could be

used and would reach pore pressure equilibrium sooner than buffer.

5. Tests should be conducted at the same final specific volume at different

temperatures to confirm peak strength and critical state behavior.

6. Better membranes should be investigated which will minimize the interaction

with cell fluid and reduce the amount of diffusion of both pore water and

cell fluid.

7. Further testing should assure that room temperature control is + loc.

Control of specimen temperature must be better.

Many of these latter topics are currently being investigated by N. Tanaka and T.

Crilly.
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